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testing
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,
INSTRUMENTS Electrical
Testing instruments
are actively
engaged on the fighting and factory
,
m
fronts, sharing a great responsibility
with a proud sense of duty and high
confidence in the futures
It will therefore be appreciated by our
numerous trade friends that we can
now op/y accept orders which bear a
Government Contract Number and
riority Rating.
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers :
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD., Windsor Hoose, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1

PREMIER
RADIO
PREMIER I VALVE DE LUXE
STEEL
MAINS TRANSFORMERS
CHASSIS
BaHei-y
^Iwfel-.S.W.
Receiver, complete
with
2-volt
Valve,chassis
4 Coils.andCovering
metres.tuning:,
Built
Wire-ends. AH L.T. WIBdillKS Centre Tapped TJndritted. l&ir. x gin. x steel
Panel. 12-170
Eandspread
55onSJin., xprice
7/eacli.
SP. 300 SMVO-SOO
V
60
m.a.,
4
T.
2-3
a..
4
v.
ineluding
tax,
San.
x
2pn.,
... S5/M a., 4 v. 2-3 a.
Sin. x
SP. 350A C.T.).
356-3506.3V.v.1002-3m.a..
NEW PREMIER S.W. COILS
ajfn.,each.
iHice-SOni.
18 6xeach,
a 5 V. 2 a._.(not
—
4- and O-pin types now have octal pin spacing: and
I.F.
.
SP. 350B 2-3
350-350
V.
100
m.a.,
4
v.
2-5
4
v.
will
fit
ZntetnatMBal
Octal valve-holders.
29,'- TRANSFORMERS
a:, 4 v. 2-3 a. ... ...
6-pin Range
Type Price
Ikefs.,
r o a-core
d
450-470
SP. 351 350-350
v.
150
m.a.,
4
v.
1-2
a.,
4
V,
Type
Price
Range
Type
nvi with 04
2-3 a., 4 v. 3-4 a
36/- flyingplain
9.15 m.
9.15 m. .. 2,6 06
lead,
7
8
each^
12.26
m. .......... 36
06A
1.2.20
m.
m
04A
. 22 66 06B 22.47 ra,
SP. 351A 350-350-150
22 66
4 v. 1 a., 4m.a.,
v. 1 a4 ,. 3 a., 4 V. 3-8 a.,3y,22.47
m.
..
04B
BAK
ELITE
41.94
m.
...
()6C
43.94
m.
04C
..
2/6
SP. 352 2350-350
v.
150
m.a.,
5
v.
2
a.,
6.3
v.
DIELECTRIC
94D 150-350
"6.170 m.
m. .. 2/6 08D 76.170 m. ... 26
a., 6.3 v. 2 a
36/REACTION
04E
..
8Chassis
Aoto TransCoriihers. Step up or down. 100-125 v.
CONDENSERS
255-550 m. .. 304P
Octal Aloimliur
Holdeis
to 200. 230 or250 v.. A.C., 60 watts,21/- ; 125 watts,
04G 490-3.000 m. .... 4/.00(11
mf.,
12 S,6.
101d.
27,6 ; 250 watts, 37/8.
C4H 3.000-2,000 in. 4i'~
.OOGil
mf.,
.000") mf.. 2/9 each.
Now
Pi^'ietter
3-Bannl
-S.W.
CoiK
11-25,
25-38,
.0006 mf.,2/11.PitSereiJtiaL 38-86 an.. 49.
PREMIER SMOOTHING CHOKES
,
2Brass
PmsIi-PmII
Swllclies
to
smt
above.
9<l.
each.
Prices
Type Current Henrys 400Res.
Shaft Cxmplcrs,
lln. bore,
7id. each,
H.F. CHOKES
ISA
tan. bore,
1/6 each.
C 60/400 60 MA 25-34 H 400 oiims
19/6 g.W. H.F.1/8.10-1-00 m.. rioxible Coirtalcrs,
ohms
2Q-& 11
C 100/400 100 MA 20-34
MOVING-COIL
SPEAKERS
35/H 165 ohms
Binocular, H.F.,
C 150/185 150 MA
29/6
ohms
1/6.
OoodinaiVs 3iin. P.M. Speaker, 15 ohms Voice Coil.
C 200,145 200 MA 20-34 H 145
39,6
120 ohms
C 250/120 250 MA 25 H
VOLUME
Ro?a *6' in. P.M. Speaker,-3 ohms Voice Coal, 25 -.
CONTROLS
Rola
8i".speaker's
P.M. Sucaker,
Coil, 25/-.
Above
are less3 ohms
outputVoice
Carbon
type.
20,000,
MATCHMAKER UNIVERSAL OUTPUT
Out put Transformers,
3/transformer.
watt% praoe
and 2 men.. 8/9 eadh. Pentode
TRANSFORMERS
106l ion
each.or Plessy -filB. P.M. Speakers, £9'6.
Carbon t^"pe, o,'0O&, Coles
and 100.000 Colestirto
Will
match11any
output
im- ao,.(HiO
lOia. P.M. Speaker, 49/6.
4/6
ea-di.
Wire
-woinid
pedance,
ratios
fromvalves
13.: 1 toto any
80 :1.speaker
5-7 watts.
above speake.rs are fitted with output t-ranstype, 5.6
30.000
(iTnnrf, Theformers.
22,6
;
10-15
watts,
30
:
30-30
watts,
19/6
;
caclu
60 watts. 59 6.
Send for details of other radio
accessories available. All enquiries must be accompanied by
a 2hd. stamp.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILEE WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTON ROAD
LONDON, E.5. {Amherst 4723)
CALLERS TO : Jubilee Works, or 169, Fleet Street, E.C.4. (Central 2833)
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Comments

of the
Month
By F. J. C.
men^ due. Battery sets may not be rented. Renting
Wartime Civilian Receivers
agreements for A.C. mains sets must provide terms not
THE annual peacetime output of the radio industry less
favourable to the customer than the following .
was in the neighbourhood of 1,250,000 sets, but
The customer must be at liberty to terminate the
few have been made since the war, and up to the end agreement
any time on giving one month's notice or
of 1943 the numbers being made did not provide for the paving oneatmonth's
rent in lieu thereof. The trader
rC
e
must
not
terminate
the agreement before the end of six
The wartime Civilian receivers intended for members years unless the customer
to pay the monthly rent
ot the public without means of listening, and not for when it becomes due or to fails
reasonable conditions
those who already have a set in working order, ate, as as to the use and care ofobserve
the
set.
from Tulv ist, controlled by The Wireless Receiving
The
trader
must
maintain
the
set
in proper
working
1;
anrl the cnstomcr
must
aive
Sets
-(Control
{Control of Supply)
Supply, Order,
Orderly
1944, which
whiles*
relates to
,1 . sale,
-„i„
the
lure purchase ond rpntirU? of
o WirelCSS SCtS„ him
rcasonable facilities for this purpose,
marked with the words ^ Wartinre Uvnian Ke
deposit
required
from
the
customer
must
not
a
Any■t deposit,1 required
im-. euoiuim,
+ notiruiu
Kn
frr
thf
tmflftr ifif
The substance of the Order is as follows .
exceed
£2,
and
must
be
forfeited
to
the
trader
The sets may not be sold at prices jji excess o, those the customer pays the monthly rent for 30 consecutive
shown below:
^
Set months and returns the set i t die.end of the agreement
A.C.
(exclusive of in good condition (fair wear and teat excepted).
battery and
The monthly rent must not exceed;
Set
accumulator)
for any of the first 30 months
.. 13s. 6d.
£ s. d.
for any of the next 42 months ..
7s. 6d.
520
for any month thereafter ..
..
5s. od.
To Wholesalers
..
..
600
■ and the total amount paid or payable by the customer
To Retailers ..
(including any deposit which has been forfeited or
To Retail Customers (price
10 19 , o. remains liable to forfeiture for non-payment of rent)
including Purchase Tax) 12 3 ^4
These prices must include delivery charges, but m must not at any time exceed
the case of sales to wholesalers and retailers, are subject
for the first 30 months
£16
to a cash discount of not less than 2 i per cent, where
for the next 42 months
£12
pavment is made by the end of the calendar month
By the terms of the Musical Instruments and Wireless
following that in which the sets are despatched. Hire Order
1944,
it
is
unlawful
for
any
person
to
remove
purchase and similar agreements for which a maximum the words " Wartime Civilian Receiver " from any set
service charge is fixed under the second schedule of the on which they have been marked, or to mark those
Order must provide for an initial payment of not less
words on any set except by liceme
than £2, and must be for a term
of the Board of Trade.
■,
of not less than six nor more
than 24 calendar months. The
Editorial
and
Advertisement
Offlcee
;
*
"Praotical Wireless," Oeoiee Newoes Ltd , • Index iot Volume 19
first instalment must not become
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
payable until delivery of the set,
W.C.2.
: Temple
4363. •,
INDEXES for Volume 19 are
Telegrams'Phone
: Newnes,
Rand,BarLondon.
anil the service, charge must not
now ready, and may be
RegisteredCanadian
at the Q.P.O.
for transmissxon
by |j
exceed 20 per cent, of the balance
Magazine
Post.
obtained for iod. by post from
of the maximum cash sale price,
The
Editor
will
be
pleased
to
consider
;
Publisher, George Newnes.
exclusive of purchase tax, after
articles
of ina practical
suitableSuch
for ;; The
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
pnblica'ion
Practicalnature
Wikkbess.
deducting the initial payment; It
Street,
Strand, W.C.2. Indexes
articles
should
be
written
on
one
side
of
the.
;
the agreement is for a period of
nauer
should Whilst
containthetheEditor
name does
and ;:
for all volumes from 10 to 18 are
addressonlu.
of theandsender.
18 months or less, or the final
available
at the same price.
not,-eruholdefforthimself
for manuscripts,
instalment is tendered before the
beresponsible
madeenvelope
to return
if a i.;
e
due date, the service charge must
stamped andmiladdressed
isthem
envlosed.
All
correspondence
for the Laitor .
be adjusted, if necessary by a
should
he addressed
:intended
The Editor,
Our Mathematical Handbooks
refund so as not to exceed the
Wireless.
George
Newnes,
Ltd.,
Southampton Street, Strand. 1 ower House,
appropriate percentage shown
THOSE anxious to study the
Owing
to
the
rapid
progress
m
the
design
of
mathematical side oi radio
below:
wireless apparatus and to our efforts to Keep
may need to brush up their
our readers in touch with the latest developtnmls.
we
give
no
warranty
that
"PPf™*
.
™
Period between date of
mathematics,
and we therefore
described in our columns u not the subject
agreement and date of Perdraw their attention to three books
of
letters
patent.
.
,
,
accrual or payment of last centage
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
published from this office:
ariicles
published
instalment
" Refresher Course in Mathespecifically
reservedin Practical
throughout Wireless
the coU*lr}**is
Not exceeding 12 months
12^sighatory to the Berne Convention and the
matics " (8s. 6d., by post 9s.) ;
U.S.A. Reproductions or iimtahons of any
Exceeding 12 months, but
The " Slide Rule Mcinual" (5s.,
ofPractical
these areWireless
thereforeincorporates
expressly forbidden.
not exceeding 18 months
15
Amateur
by post 5s. 6d.) : and " Mathematical Tables and Formulas"
^
The*"fact
that
goods
made
of
raw
materials
No adjustment, however, need
{3s. 6d., by post 3s. 9d.). This
inadvertised
short supply
owing
to should
uariSndtltoisare
be made if the customer at any
in
this
paper
not
oe
taken
latter is similar in style to our
as"an indication that they are necessarily
time after delivery ofthe set
" Radio Engineers' Vest Pocket
available
for
export.
becomes more than one'month in
Book."
arrear in payment of the instal-
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n-:i Radio
d-J;_ Network
ki^i.^Araentine
S.W. Transmitter
Transmitter
New Argentine S.W.
Rail
IT is reported that a complete radio network has been The new short-wave transmitter Radio-Beigranof
in the Argentine, has a power of 13? k\V. Ihe
built up by British railways as a safeguard against
a breakdown of other means of communication. Forty- transmitter is equipped with directional aerials, and has
a
frequency
coverage of 6 to 13 mc/s.^
two fixed radio stations and forty mobile stations have
been fully equipped. It will also be possible, after the
Broadcasting from Eire
war, for passengers to speak to-01606 or home during a OWING to shortage of fuel, broadcasting from Radio,
train journey. Recent tests carried out by the L.N.R.R.
Eireann has been curtailed by half an hour each:
with radio-telephones show that the idea is practicable. evening.
^
This is the first time the radio-telephone has been
The Technical Side of War Reporting
;
operated from trains in motion in this country, although
experiments have been made on the Continent and in ACCORDING to the chief engineer of the B.B.C.,
Canada and the U.S.A.
war reporting, as it has developed during the
course of the war, presents two problems. The hist;
Long-distance F.M.
these is to provide a medium by which war conosponA STATION on Mount Royal, Montreal, operated by of
the C.B.C., is reported to be receiving F.M. trans- dents can record their impressions whilst actually,at
missions from a transmitter at Mount Washington,
New Hampshire, 170 miles distant.
Underground Radio H.Q.
TUNNELLED into the face of a hill somewhere in
England, goft. below ground level, is the communications headquarters for keeping in touch with
our invasion troops in France. The equipment ■was
installed by the Royal Corps of Signals, and from this
underground H.Q. messages are sent out directing
convoys, the supplies on the beaches of Normandy, the
men in the assault area, and the aircraft squadrons.
Messages have been sent by radio, telephone, cable and
tCl
Long ago preparations were perfected so that a battle
■
m France could be completely , directed by wireless.
In the naval control room an officer has a huge map by
which lie can tell at a glance the position of evcrv ship|
Elsewhere another man moves units in the field, and
III
another directs aerial fleets.
From Dusk to Dawn
TIMING has from the first been a major problem in
programme planning. Town and country got up
11®
at different times, fed at different times and the country
Wmi:
went to bed when the town considered the night yet
young Distinctions between country and town hardly
exist in wartime, but the next difficulty was less psychological, more physical: it concerned the Forces abroad
who see sunrise and sunset at different times whether
wmmm
their watches register local time, G.M.T., B.S. f., or
iii
D
Now comes news of a third difficulty and the country
is Burma. No radio can be played in camps from
A lank, radio, caplnred from the Germans on the Anrrio bridgehead
dusk to dawn, for the wily Jap hears the strains of
and now in use in a British tank- h is BrilUh made, was sent
to Russia under revenue lease-lend and has Russian Jigures ana
I illibulero and tracks down the camp. Therefore it
instructions on it. Captured hp the Germans on the Eastern front,
appears that radio, like the Englishmen in the song,
it was used lu them until Us recapture in Italy,
must go " out in the midday sun."
" Bandstand "
the scene of military operations. The second problem
to transmit that impression or recording back to
BANDSTAND" provides every shade of light isBroadcasting
House for inclusion in the various -proorchestral music from popular to light symservices. So far ■ as technical equipment is
phonic. The singers give well-known operatic anas, gramme
concerned,
therefore,
the problem becomes the design
ballads and new songs, and a novelty artist is frequently and supply of suitable
recording equipment and a
included in the bill. The aim of conductor Charles system of' transmitting those
records, from the corre.
Groves and producer Michael North is to present this spondents in the field to Broadcasting
House.
programme as a two-man affair with the closest collaboration between them, in order that the show may
Mobile Recording Cars
be put over as brightly and smoothly as possible,
the tiuie of the outbreak of war the B.B.C. had
" Bandstand " uses the B.B.C. Revue Orchestra aug- AT designed
put into service a small number of
■mented by 15 extra players, " the same every time," mobile recordingand
cars. These took the form of a standard
says Groves, " so that they understand my way of saloon car in which
Was placed a single turntable
putting things."
,
„
, ^ .
equipment. This recording equipment
In addition to " Bandstand," Charles Groves conducts recording
obviously
had
to
be
independent
the B.B.C. Revue Orchestra in such shows as " Sitting consisted of three main units : of a mains supply and1
on the Fence," " Songs from the Shows," " Travellers'
(a) The power supply unit, deriving its current supply
Tales-," and concerts and recordings for Overseas profrom batteries carried in the boot of the car.
grammes.
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(b) The recording amplifier with a separate microphone transmitter is now transmitting the bulk of the despatches
mixer for combining the outputs of up to three back to this country for recording or inclusion "live"
microphones.
in the nightly War Reports.
(c) The recording turntable unit.
B.B.C. Tests Reaction to G.F.P.
It was the only truly mobile recording equipment
then in existence and gave excellent service in peacetime. TO test the reaction of Service men and women
When war broke out, this equipment was used in
overseas to the. General Forces Programme, the
France but was found somewhat cumbersome for many B.B.C. has organised a panel which is distributed
of the war reporting jobs which it was called upon to throughout the overseas Commands, each of which is
perform. Its total weight was 450 lbs. and, therefore, it represented on it. It was recruited by announcements
could not easily be carried by correspondents to points in Service newspapers and from a selection of those
to which the car could not be driven. It required a writing to the Corporation.
From three to four hundred correspondents are
recording engineer to operate it. One of these B.B.C.
sets was in fact captured by the Germans in France in concerned in each inquiry made, though some of these
1940. Later designs of this equipment made it more are lost for a variety of reasons, such as battle casualties
robust but did not succeed in making it appreciably and transfers from one area to another, but the panel
lighter or capable of being operated by the correspondent is continually augmented through the efforts of Army
singlehanded. None the less, this type of equipment and R.A.F. Welfare Officers. In the panel at present
gave excellent service in the period 1940-1944 whilst in operating, the proportion of officers is 30 per cent.,
constant use throughout the Libyan, Tunisian and the remaining 70 per cent, made up of other ranks.
There is also a special panel of a hundred or more
Italian campaigns.
Equipment of this type is now installed in four-wheel- correspondents from the Royal Navy.
drive Humber vehicles which are operating in all theatres
Suitability for Overseas Listening
of war. These vehicles have been fitted up with all
the necessities to enable the correspondents and engineers EACH correspondent undertakes to report the views
to live in them for comparatively long .periods.
of his colleagues, usually some six to 10 men.
This equipment has also been
used for reporting the war at
:
sea, and has been installed in
bombers for recording raids on
^ , ' s ' "tyvr s
Berlin, and also Denis Johnston's
i*
C''
remarkable visit to the Yugoslav
C.
patriots with his recording em
giheer Bob Wade;
Portable Recorders
li
IT was realised in 1940 that
lighter equipment should be
designed which could not only
be carried by the war correspondent but be sufficiently
simple - in design for him to
operate Himself. A search
produced two kinds of portable
recorders, neither of which'was'
found entirely suitable or available in sufficiently large
quaiitities.; The"B-.B.C. Research
Department then.gave its attention to the development of a
small disc recorder. In a few
weeks the B.B.C. research
engineers produced what is
' "■
now known as The Midget Recorder, and it is this recorder
which has done such excellent
members of a shore fire control party set tip shop in an old shell hole and immediately proceed
to direct the fire of Naval guns against targets on the beach, somewhere in France.
service in reporting the battle
news of the campaign in Normandy. Its weight is 35 lbs.,
its size little larger than a portable gramophone, but in the case of officers and Welfare Officers the
and its operation is confined to' one knob.. To save number goes up to more than a hundred. Since the
battery weight, the motor is clockwork driven and the correspondents are geographically widespread and each
microphone-cum-recording amplifier, with its dry represents a number of men, the panel is considered to
batteries, are all inside the box. The battery unit has be a satisfactory sample of men serving overseas.
been built on the cassette-loading principle and is
Inquiries have been made to test the general charactercapable of running the amplifier for a period of about istics of the G.F.P. for its suitability for overseas listening
an hour. The recorder will run for 3 J minutes without conditions. Questions on peak listening times, and
changing the disc, and a warning light shines 15 seconds programme contents as a whole have been put.
before the end of each disc.
In replies just to hand from the last questionnaire, a
number of correspondents spontaneously mention how
War Reporting Transmitters
much the fact that the programme is shared with their
DURING the last two or three years, the B.B.C. has people at home is appreciated by men whose views
been preparing war reporting transmitters, and they have sounded.
these are being installed behind the battle fronts for the
So keen are those correspondents on this work that
transmission back to this country of war correspondents' after receiving a postal order covering their pos'.d
material. One of these is a low-power transmitter charges, many of them in their next letter to the B.H .
capable of working on medium or, short waves, complete ask that this money should be donated to a named
with its own engine generator set, aerial, masts, com- charity for, as they put it, " the job is so interesting
munication receiver and microphone equipment, all that we are only too pleased to have the opportunity of
installed in a 3-ton four-wheel-drive Army lorry. This doing it."
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YOUR SERVICE WORKSHOP

A
f|
Valve
Analyser
An Instrument Enabling a
Wide Variety of Valve Tests
to be Made Without Disturbing
Permanent Connections
JT was mentioned in recent articles on " Servicing "
that having localised a fault to a certain stage, it is
necessary to check, among other things, voltages and
currents relating to the valve, it is easy enough to say
this, but to actually carry out the operation may sometimes be quite incouvenicnt. For instance, to measure
the anode current of most valves it is necessary to
remove the chassis from the cabinet, break or unsolder

f/ex/b/e Cetife ro
Ocrif Velve Base
Pins Vos. I ro e
20
4-0
SO

The complete instrument.
the appropriate lead (which incidentally may mean
removing temporarily some other component) and
connecting a meter in circuit. After which connections
must he restored.
The instrument here described is known as a Valve
Analyser and with its aid it is possible to carry out
innumerable measurements without disturbing any
permanent connections in the receiver. It is quite
distinct from a
valve tester,
OP
which,
of course,
OS
tests valves under
04
specified conOS
ditions quite apart
O7
from the receiver.
OB
Such an instrument was described in this
P/ns Nos ! to 9 series in issues
Vafve Holders Nos. 446, 442 and
448,

Go

The Circuit
The circuit diagram of the valve
in n n
n n n
IS
analyser is shown
—fV <f~
H. Jn
HJ H H
in Fig. x, while
from the panel,
Socket on
layout of Fig. 2
Side Of Cifmer
it will bo seen that
3 3
valve holders are
provided for
2torPole
Switches
British 4-, 5-, 7Measurement and
9-pin valves,
of Voltage
octal, side conyyuyL/f
tact, and American U.X. 4-, 5-,!
6- and 7-pin. This
Meter Ext. Meter
covers
practically
WOO Kt/A
Meter
all valves met in1
n;
SOO M/A ■AWAW •<>£
servicing, but the
S.2
constructor may,
iOO M/A
01
Mfd
of course, add any:
SO M/A
additional one,s':
IS M/A
4
should he think
lit. The V. type,
(J 10 M/A -vvvwvw-/ ^
side
contact
Fig. I.—Circuit diagram oj holder is
not inValve analyser.
cluded because itVoltmeter
£xt. M/a. Meter
was impossible to;
Flex Lead Ending
obtain one, butj
in' Crocodile Clip
anyway it is not
D.P/DT Switches
Used tor
'/eesurement ot
Current^
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using the universal mete1",
which can then be used for
voltage tests. The meter
incorporated reads o-io m/a
O
O
and
the switch S.2 is used
O O
o « o
to increase the range to 25,
o:
50, 100, 500 and 1,000 m/a.
oo
ol-o
oO
Voltage and current tests
may be taken at the same
time cither on the same or
on different electrodes, proMETER
MILUAN
O
O
viding,
of course, that two
O O
meters are available. FlowEXT, Si INT
ever, full operational details
o o
o o
will be given later.
Layout
A good ideh of the general
M/AMPS
M/AMPS
appearance and layout of
o
o
ooooooooo
the completed Valve Anao o
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
o o
lyser may be gained from the
o o
o
o
photograph
and drawings.
VOLTS
VOLTS
Construction is not difficult
and all parts are reasonably
OOOOOOOOO
/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
easy to obtain. If Jhe
VOLT
original method of construction is carried, out a very
neat and professional
appearance may be obtained.
The panel is of |in. plywood
o
O
and is therefore easy to work.
It should be cut and drilled
to comply with the layout
Drawer for.
Cabinet 3 j Deep
given
in Fig. 2. It is as well
Adaptors
to: make sure that the size
Fig. 2.~Panel layout of the oalve .analyser. Octal Plug
of the hole for- the octal
q Way Leaa^"
holder is made large enough
a type that one comes across very often. Switches for a valve to seat down into it, as this type has rather
are arranged so that a miiliarameter may be joined short pins. The round holes, are drilled with wood bits
in series with any number pin of any valve holder or an adjustable cutter and long slots for the press-button
and so that voltage measurements may be made between units cut out with a fretsaw. When prepared the edges
chassis and any pin. This means that one is able to take of the round holes (for the valve holders) are given a
readings of any type of valve for which a holder is liberal coating of shellac varnish or " knotting," which is
provided, including rectifiers, as, follows :
allowed to dry. Then the panel is covered with black
rexine, using good Scotch glue and making sure that
it is really stuck around the edges of the holes. After
Current
Voltage
giving timp for tfie glue to dry, the rexine is cut away
from all holes with the aid of a fine blade of a penknife.
If the knife is very sharp it will be possible to cut a nice
An<J8e
Anode ^ ,. * ..
Screen
Screen .,
.. 1 To chassis or clean edge free of any fraying, which is necessary to
Grid
..
..
j
cathode
Grid . ,
preserve the appearance of the finished instrument. The
Cathode
Filament or beater J
holders are next mounted centrally under their reFilament or heater .. Cathode to chassis, voltage between valve
spective
holes and fixed with jin. round head wood screws
electrodes may also be checked.
passing up into the panel from the undefside. Then
with a fine brush, the valve holders-and the edges of the
For convenience a moving coil milliammeter is included holes are given a coat, of black enamel. Thus a neat
in the instrument, but this is purely optional so that it finish is obtained.
may be omitted without detracting from Remove Anchor Tags and Fit ■,
S-1,is a fingle-polc
the usefulness of the apparatus which,
double throw and m the original
indeed, is intended to be used in con- Contacts From Other Unit
junction with a universal test meter. For this
reason a switch S.i is
used so that when set
to external meter the
required range of a
universal meter may be
connected to the socket
,-r
i narked '' milliamps.''
For instance, it may bo
required to take a measurement of A.C. current, such as from
D 0 0 Q □ □ D □ D 0 D D 0 D D D D D
rectifier anode or valve
heater. Nevertheless,
it is particularly helpful
Contacts Marked X
to incorporate a L).C. Raise up The$e Contacts so that
(Oh Qoth Sides of Un/t)
milliammeter if possible A// Switches a.re Separate
as it will cover most
Are Not Used _
requirements without
Fig. 3.- View of one side of press button unit, showing alteration necessary.
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is a rotary switch of the Yaxley type. S.2 is
similar but needs to be of the single-pole 6-way variety.
They are mounted as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. For
various reasons the electrode switching is carried out
by means of two g-way press-button units. They are
readily obtainable and are cheaper than 18 separate
switches. Also, because one switch automatically cuts
out when another is depressed, it affords a safeguard
against damage to valves when operating. One unit is
used for millianuncter switching and one for voltmeter
switching. Before mounting it is necessary to shorten
the shafts so that they are all Jin. long. The units are
then set back from the panel to the extent of Jin. This
may be done by slipping -Jin. lengths of metal tubing
over the fixing screwy between the panel and the unit.
No escutcheons are available, so the ones shown were
made from ivorine sheet. The holes need to be at least
.'.in, diameter and Jin. apart. Indicator plates for S.i
and s.2 are made train the same material.
Apart from the meter (which must be left to the
constructor) the only other part to mount are the sockets
tor voltmeter and external milliammeter. The socket on
the right of the instrument—not shown on the photograph—is for connection to No. 9 pin and its use will be
described later. In connection with the press-button
units some explanation is necessary. One side of these
will be seen to consist esspntially of separate S.P.D.T.
switches operated by each button. There are other
contacts but these may be ignored. On the other side,
however, a slightly different arrangement is used, for
it will be seen that on buttons Nos. 2, 4 and 3 from one
end the switch is not S.P.D.T. but of a type where,
when the button is depressed, one contact connects with
two others. Also it will be noted that from the same end
switches Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 4, 5 interconnect.
»
Switching
glance
at the circuit
of switches
Fig. 1 will
that
forAthe
milliammeter
tests diagram
9 D.P.D.T.
areshow
required,
while for the voltage tests the same number of two-pole
on/off switches are needed. On this latter unit, therefore, many spare contacts will be available and some can
be removed and fitted to the other unit so that it fulfils
our requirements of a D.P.D. 1. switch operated by each
button. This operation is not at all difficult and the
procedure is as follows : First take either unit, and on
one particular side it will be seen to compare with
Fig. 3. Note where switches x, 2 and 3, 4, 5 interconnect
and raise up the contacts as shown so that each switch
is' electrically separate. Next remove the anchor tags
indicated. These are held by rivets, and to release them
it is a simple matter to drill off the top flange of the
rivet and the tag can be lifted out with a penknife,
afterwards pushing through the remainder of the rivet.
Now take the other unit and remove threfe contacts
from the side Which 'is similar to Fig. 3. Note that the
contacts vary in shape and it is necessary to select
the type that will fit into the positions from which
the tags were removed on the other unit. When removing
the contacts, care should be taken not to distort them.
Only light pressure, is needed to drill off the top part
of the rivet and then, as mentioned before, the contact
may be gently lifted off with some fine instrument.
Finally, the removed contacts are fixed into position
on the other unit with 8 B.A boits and nuts. The whole
alteration can be done in a few miuutes since all necessary
boles and slots, etc., are already prepared.
The unit lo which the contacts have been added
now consists of a D.P.D.T. switch operated by each
button (i.e., one S.P.D.T. on each side) and is therefore
used for the milliamp tests, and the unaltered side of the
other unit for the voltage tests.
Wiring
When commencing the wiring of the instrument it
wiil be found 1 convenient to wire up the contacts of the
press-button units as much as possible before the latter
are finally fitted to Die panel. Although there is quite a
lot of wiring to be done it is straightforward providing
a methodical system is employed. First wire up the
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P.B. units together -with the leads to the g-way anchorage
plate shown in the wiring diagram, Fig. 4. It should be
noted that the standard B.V.A. pin numbering has been
adopted for all valve holders so that when wiring these
it is advisable to have the information at hand. The
data may be obtained from many text-books in the
Practical Wireless series. By studying the wiring
diagram it will be seen that a wire runs to pin No. x on
all valve holders, and to a point on the " milliamps "
switch operated by No. 1 button. Nextf from all number
2 valve holder pins to the switch worked by Nc. 2
button and so on up to No. 9.After this, the meter and
its switching may be wired up and finally the 8-way
cable attached to the anchorage plate shown. To the
other end of this cable an octal valve base is fitted.
Incidentally, make sure that it has 8 pins. It is, of
course, essential that the correct numbering should .
also be observed here. The lead from No. 9 on the
anchor plate connects to a socket attached to the side
of the cabinet and a flexible lead from the " volts ueg."
socket goes through the cabinet and terminates in a
crocodile clip.
The values of meter shunts have been omitted since
they depend on the resistance of the meter used. The
information may be found from the formula :
,
cu . Resistance
Resistance
ofx Shunt=
^ of meter
—
N—1
where N~ number of times the full-scale reading
to be increased.
Valve Adaptors
When the instrument itself has been finished 11 is
necessary to make a set of valve adaptors. Nine are
required and they are naturally all designed to take the
octal plug on top and to fit valve holders as follows:
British 4, 5, 7, 9, side contact, American U.X. 4, 5, 6, 7Here again it is essential to observe the B.V.A. pin
numbers. For instance, when making,_ say, the 5-pin
one, first solder a length of about 22 S.W.G. wire (longer
than is needed) to contacts 1, 2, 3, 4 aad 5 of an octal
holder, slipping about Jin. of sleeving over each.
Then having cleared the solder from the pins of a 5-pin
valve base, pass the wires through so that No. 1 on the
octal holder goes to No. 1 on the base and so on. 'Hie
wires are now pulled taut and soidered at the tip of the
pins and the excess nipped off. Finally check for short
circuits. A little adhesive applied between the junction
of the holder and base is an advantage. In the case
of the g-pin adaptor a small terminal is fitted to the
side of the valve base and connected to pin No. 9.
Then when this adaptor is needed a wire from the
terminal is joined to the socket on the side of the
cabinet which, as already explained, connects to the
gth pin of the holder in the instrument. If this method
had not been adopted it would have been necessary to
use g-pin holders, which are not easy to obtain, for all
adaptors, in conjunction with a g-pin plug.
It will be seen from the illustrations that a drawer
or space has been provided in the cabinet to keep all
adaptors handy, yet out of the way.
Operation
To use the valve analyser it is only necessary to
remove the valves from the receiver and plug it into the
corresponding holder of the instrument. Then the
octal plug is inserted into the appropriate adaptor and
this is plugged into the bolder on the receiver. The
flexible lead is clipped on to any convenient part of the
chassis.
Now, if it is desired to kmw the anode current a
milliaiiimeter is joined to " milliamps"-—unless the
internal meter is used—and the button on the "milliamps" unit is depressed whose number corresponds
with the number of the anode pin of the valve. Similarly,
screen, filament, or cathode, current, etc., may be
checked by pressing the appropriate button. With a
voltmeter connected to " volts " any electrode may be
checked by pressing the required button on the " volts "
unit. Obviously, no two voltages or currents may be
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pig £—Wiring diagram of the valve analyser. For clarily the " ml amp " unit is shown opened out and the " volts unit flat
(one side only.)
mfeasured at the same time, but voltage may be measured
simultaneously with current even on the*same electrode
if two meters are available. When checking a valve
having a top cap on side terminal, a flexible lead is
joined between it and the T.C, or S.T. lead in the
receiver. A couple of leads for this purpose are kept
handy in the adaptor drawer. Voltage and current may
be checked in the usual manner, but in any case measurements such as this may be carried out with the valve
inserted in the receiver. Voltage' across electrodes,
such as heater or filament, may be checked by pluming
the voltmeter leads into the appropriate pins 01 an
adjacent valve holder.
Care should be taken not to press two buttons at
once on the same unit, otherwise the advantage of the
LIST OF COMPONENTS
Two 9-way press-button units with knobs.
Ten octal valve holders.
Four American U.X. holders, 4, 5,6 and 7-pin. *.s
Three British holders, 5, 7 and 9-pin.
One side-contact (8 contacts) holder.
Two instrument pointer knobs.
One 0.1 mfd. fixed condenser 350 v.w.
Tinned copper wire and sleeving.
One single-pole 2-way switch. (Si)'
One single-pole 6-way switch. (S2).
One milliammetcr 0-10 (if required).
Nine valve bases for adaptors (sec text).
18ins. of 8-way cable.
One octal valve plug.
Five sockets, one crocodile clip.
Wood for panel and cabinet, rexine, ivorinc, etc.
Screws, flex, etc.

safety action of the switches will be lost. A button
which is already depressed may be restored to normal
by a slight pressure on any other one, so that none of the
switches are in operation, which is sometimes convenient.
LIBRARY

OF

STANDARD WORKS |
BY F. J. CAMM
REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS 8/6, by post 9/-.
THE SLIDE RULE MANUAL 5/-, by post 5/6,
SCREW THREAD MANUAL 6'-, or 6/6 by post.
SCREW THREAD TABLES (Vest Pocket Book) 5'-, by post 5/3.
GEARS AND GEAR CUTTING 6/-, by post 6 8,
NEWNES' ENGINEER'S MANUAL 10/6, by post 11/-.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS ENCYCLOPAEDIA 10/6, by post 11/RADIO TRAINING MANUAL 6,-, by post 6/6.
EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK 6/-, by post 6'6.
COILS. CHOKES and TRANSFORMERS 6 - . by post 6/6.
WORKSHOP CALCULATIONS, TABLES & FORMULAE 8/-, by post 6/6
NEWNES' SHORT-WAVE MANUAL 6 by post 6/6.
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION 6/-, by post 6 6.
DICTIONARY OF METALS AND ALLOYS 10 8, by post 11/-.
THE SUPERHET MANUAL 6/-, by post 6 6.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS HANDBOOK 12 6, by post 13/-.
RADIO ENGINEERS' VEST POCKET BOOK 3/6, by post 3/9.
WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES (Vest Pocket Book) 3 6. by post 3'9.
DIESEL VEHICLES : OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
5/-, by post 5/6.
NEWNES' ENGINEERS' POCKET BOOK 10 3, by post 11 MATHEMATICAL TABLES & FORMULAS (Vest Pocket Book) 3/6,
by post 3 9,
A/l obtainable from or Utrovyh Nejreagenis or from Oeorffe Neunies, Ltd.,
Tincer House, So'itihamplon Street, S run- W.C.2.
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Complete Constructional Details of a High-efficiency Unit for Use Between Microphones
and Pick-up and the Mam Amplifier
THE purpose of this new series of articles is to For proof, of this, it can be stated that the example 1
provide constructors with comprehensive con- illustrating this article was made throughout by onestructional details of well designed and well without any experience of metal-work, other than'
tested L.F. amplifiers and associated equipment. It is bending up a normal type of chassis.
not proposed to devote a great deal of space to technical
matters, other than that required to cover fully individual
circuit considerations,, as that part of the subject has Pre-amplification
It may seem strange commencing a series with the
been ably dealt with in a recent scries entitled " L.F. details of a pre-amplifier before describing a main
Amplifier Design" (October, 1943-March, 1944). On amplifier with which it can be used. The reasons for
the constructional side, every endeavour has been made this rather unorthodox procedure are (1) that the subject
to utilise those components which are still available, is being dealt with from the input end, and (2) that it is
but if difficulties arc experienced readers should bear in better for those who wish to build up a complete sound: (
amplifying installation to start their activities' '
by building one of the most important sections
in the system, rather than make a power L.F.
amplifier and then experience troubles and
dissatisfaction so often due to input lines,
insufficient voltage amplification, hum and
valve hiss, etc.
mm::
As its name implies, a pre-amplifier is solely
intended for use between the source of the
input signal—microphone or P.U.—and the
main or power amplifier. The former provides
voltage amplification, and it is not concerned
with a high wattage output, whereas the latter.
—a power amplifier—is designed to supply,
a certain amount of power at its output terminals (for a given.input) to feed the speaker(s)
system with the required wattage for satisfactory reproduction of a greatly amplified
version of the input signal.
W
In addition to the above, pre-amplificatioh
is, more often than not, really essential for
microphone work, and, in particular, when
long lines have to be used between the
" mike " location and the power amplifier and
speakers. -Apart from more important technical considerations, -the use of a pre-amplifier,

mind that it is quite permissible to substitute
other makes provided values, ratings and characteristics arc the same as those specified. On
the other hand, catering for those who have
to secure components from the somewhat
restricted supply of to-day, the designs have
been shorn of some super features which would
have been embodied in more normal times.
Fortunately, however, this enforced, austerity
does not affect the overall efficiency of the
pieces of apparatus- about to be described, but
rather the case of operation, connection and
so forth. A word about metal work. It is possible that some constructors may not have had
much experience of making
metal eases, etc., such as the
one used for the unit described
below, and may feel rather
dubious about tackling such
work. Without wishing to
decry in any way the skill
required for real sheet-mCtal
work, it can be said that fairly
simple designs arc not beyond
the capabilities-of the average amateur possessing a
vice, a couple of stout iron bars, a steel rule, a pair of
tinsnips and the ability to do a decent spot of soldering.

a
33

mmm

Two illustrations oj the
metal cabinet.
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offers many practical advantages, not the least of which it is a great advantage to have the use of a vice and a
is that it does allow the operator to maintain a con- ■ couple of, say, pin. lengths of stout iron or steel bars,
stant control over the input signal at or very near or angle-iron.
the " raike " location, and it also enables satisfactory
The Chassis
monitoring at an important point in the system.
As the case is built around the chassis, the latter
should be the first part to be made. After squaring off
Specification
The theoretical circuit is not given in this issue, the plate, mark out with the steel rule and scriber the
but here is a general specification of the unit about to shape shown in Fig. 1, and strike the centres and fix
be described. It is designed for A.C. operation, but clearly with a centre-punch all holes ready for drilling,
it does not incorporate its own mains gear, for reasons but do not drill. 'Cut the plate to the specified shape,
which will be more obvious as this series progresses. taking care to keep perfectly straight edges and to avoid
Two valves are used—British standard triodes—and distorting or buckling the metal. The front of the
it is primarily intended for use with two transverse chassis is the bottom of the diagram, and it will be noted
current microphones and one pick-up, a fader change- that the |in. strip is marked " Up." This is to indicate
over being provided for the former, and a normal that it is bent UP along its brok-en line, whereas the
potentiometer control for the latter, which, incidentally, other sections are bent DOWN along their broken lines.
is fed into the second valve only; therefore a nice Don't attempt to cut the pn. strip while the plate is
degree of " mixing " can be obtained. The " mike " flat : leave it the same width as the small rectangles on
energising battery is contained in the amplifier housing ; each side of it, namely, fin., and reduce it to pn. after
an output jack is incorporated—in addition to the it has been bent upwards. Note, the dotted lines indicate
output sockets proper, for headphone monitoring. A a cut, whereas the broken lines denote a bend.
The first bending operations should be the two fin.
small transverse current firicrophone is fitted to the lid of
the case to enable the operator to test out line and wide pieces on each end of the chassis. Hold the plate
communicate with main amplifier operator, etc. It is firmly in a vertical position in a vice by the fin. deep
portion—with a metal
bar each side of the
32
/a
/4|r
plate if the jaws of
the vice are too narrow—so that t he
scribed line is just
i4-V
1
flush with the upper
surface of the vice
u—/#
or bars. With a piece
T;
■o
of wood pressed up
against the back of
the plate and resting
Up
on the top of the
TE2-k
jaws, apply good presC ha ssis
sure and bend the
free part of the plate
*\
towards you. The
complete bend need
not be produced in
32
one sweep; in fact, it
.O
seems better to do
y
f.J
it in two or three
-'a I
<A
stages, provided care
is taken to see that
the final movement
-4
does produce a good
Up
Up
right-angle
bend. Do
e.
not be tempted to
Up & Fold
End
beat the metal down
Panel.
Showihg fold if
w i t h an ordinary
hammer;
it is best
Dimensions of the blanks for forming the chassis and panel.
for the amateur to
an easy matter to modify the inputs to suit other types avoid any beating, otherwise the metal is almost
of microphone. The metal case is compact and fitted bound to be distorted and a warped surface or
with a carrying handle and a detachable hinged lid ; crinkled edge will result, If any tapping down
the valves and ' 'mike " battery are protected by a has to be done, always use a good block of wood
removable metal grill. Owing to the simplicity of the up against the surface of the metal and a mallet
circuit, it would not be a difficult matter to adapt it to rather than a hammer. The next bends, those 2fin. in
battery operation if so desired.
from the previous ones, may be rather awkward to
make in the vice, therefore, the bending bars must he
Construction
used, one end of which can be held in the vice, and the
For the construction of the case and chassis, a sheet, other in a small clamp, or, if this is not feasible, try and
approximately 28m. by 2oin., of tinplate will be required clamp the plate between the bars on the bench. There
or, of course, several smaller pieces capable of satisfying are various wa5^s of doing this, and each constructor
the dimensions shown for the individual parts. A local may devise ideas of his own according to the facilities
ironmonger was able to supply the material for the available, but the essential requirement is that the plate
original model, therefore it is not thought that any must be held firmly between two straight-edged surfaces,
difficulty will be experienced in obtaining such a small otherwise a sharp bend along the scribed line will not be
quantity. The gauge of the metal used was 24, the obtained. In all of this metal work, it must be rememmeasured thickness being o.pgqin. but heavier gauge bered that if the bends take a curve having an apprecould be utilised and greater rigidity obtained, though ciable radius, the finished dimensions will differ from
the 24 gauge is perfectly satisfactory and easier to»work those anticipated.
than thicker plate. As regards tools, a steel, rule, a
The two fin. by 2fin. portions along the front edge
scriber, a good pair of tinsnips, a set-square, one or two can now be bent inwards—these can be done in the vice—
twist (or preferably fluted) drills and a reasonably heavy and then the remaining centre portion of the front can be
soldering iron are the chief requirements. For bending, bent in the opposite direction, i.e., outwards or upwards,
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and the ilange thus formed can afterwards be cut down
with the snips to the specified iin. in height.
All drilling can now be done, and the work then given
a cleaning up with a file to remove sharp edges, corners
and burrs. 1£ a iin. drill or an expanding bit is not
available, the holes for the valve holders can be cut out
bv drilling a series of holes round the inside ot the scribed
circles with a sin, twist drill, and removing the metal
luu aut-M t.
^
made from an odd piece, and soldered in the position
indicated on Fig. r. Its purpose is to form a retaining
bracket for the microphone battery.
^he Panel
A metal worker would, no doubt, have made the
chassis and panel from one piece of plate, but for
simplicity it is made in two parts in this instance, the
dimensions are shown in Fig. 2. Reasonable care must
be taken with the marking off, especially the centring,
etc., of the holes, and it is very advisable to check
overall dimensions against the recently made chassis
For example, owing to the reasons already given about
bends affecting measurements, etc., and bearing m mind
the thickness of the plate, it is safer .to see if the distance
between the two side flanges on the front of the chassis
is gins, before actually marking off and cutting the panel.
This may sound very amateurish, but assuming that
amateurs without metal work experience are making
the item, then it is wiser to play for safety by taking
such precautions. This advice applies throughout the
construction of the case, especially as some may use
thicker metal than others and so on.
Once the panel has been cut out, the seven holes can
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be drilled, as there is very little bending to be done in
this instance. If fluted drills are available they are
niueh better for thin metal work, as they do not tend
to wander so much as an ordinary twist-drill. If possible,
clamp the plate on to a stout piece of wood before
drilling, as this will not only hold the work firm but it
will also help to act as a guide for the drill and thus help
to prevent the weird shapes sometimes produced wheiv
drilling thin metal. Remove all burrs with a larger drill
or file, and then proceed wtih the bending, the firet
being the ^in. fold over along the bottom front edge.:
This is a complete fol'd, as -shown by the side view of
the panel, its object being to provide a nice smooth.,
edge and give greater rigidity. The |irr. front strip can.
then be bent upwards, and the two side flanges 111 the
opposite direction. When completed, the panel .shonlcl.
be a nice fit as shown by the illustration Fig. 3. it is
held in position by soldering the flanges to the inside
of the side supports of the chassis, care being taken to
see that all bottom edges are flush. A small quantity
of solder should also be run between the bottom turnedup portion of the panel and the sides. All soldering should
be executed as neatly as possible, and to do this the
plate must be kept at the correct temperature, otherwise
the iron will cool oft" and the solder refuse to flow^venly.
The plate can be pre-heated over the gas, and if a tairly
heavy well-shaped iron is used no trouble should be
experienced. A small spirit blowlamp can be most
useful for such work.
, •
When finished, the job should be washed in strong
soda water—hot—to remove all trace of grease and flux,
rinsed off in clean water and then dried thoroughly.
Don't attempt at this stage to give the metal work a
coat of paint.
{To be continued)
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NOTES
Short
Story : First prize, £50 ; second, £30. Stories
£1,000 In Prizes ior Writers
1,500-1,700 words, which should not take more than
T'O promote closer interest in Australia and its people of
to read.
. „
'
I among other English-speaking countries,' the 14 minutes
; First prize, £25 ; second, £10. Poems of not
Australian Broadcasting Commission announces a lessPoem
than
five
minutes'
reading
time.
number of competitions for writers, with prizes totalling
Post-war Developments
^Novels, plays, documentary features, short stories, POSSIBILITIES
of after-war developments in film
poems and discussions are called for. Entries must
reproduction of sound with new emulsions having
deal with Australian life, history or characters.
improved
resolution
were indicated as being on the way.
It is with the object of securing the best talent avauab.e
frequency range even exceeding 15,000 or 16,000
for the projection of Australian subjects, as well as to A
foster better understanding overseas of Australian lite cycles was mentioned in this connection.
An interesting storv was told of the manner m which
and ways, that the competitions are open to the nationals some
of the early difficulties with processing films had
of all English-speaking countries. The A.B.C. wants been overcome,
especially in regard to taking copies of
the material to be of a quality that will be readily the negatives owing
to shrinkage during development.
acceptable for broadcasting overseas as well as m
Although
some
people doubted the necessity of raising
Australia. The Commission feels that many people
the
frequency
range
to 12,000 cycles, the opposite view
abroad who were either born in Australia, have visited prevailed that it is essential
to take the frequency range
that country, or taken a keen interest in its history, as high as possible for an adequate
of music,
or some special aspect of its life, will wish to enter one particularly in securing fidelity ofreproduction
" attack."
or more of the competitions. Australians, the Commission says, wiU welcome an opportunity of pitting I.E.E. Wireless Section Commemoration
their talent against overseas competitors, particularly
THE'wireless section of the l.E.E, was formed in
on subjefts relating to their own country.
1919, and to mark the occasion of its 25th birthday
New Talent for Radio
„ ,
commemoration meeting and dinner was held on
NEW competitions provide scope for almost all torms aMay
3rd. Short addresses were delivered comprising a
of writing, and may be expected to attract new
of wireless prdgress by the following past men of
as well as established, writers. To encourage new talent view
the
section
: Col. Sir A. Stanlev Angwin, D.S.O., M.C.,
for radio, a special bonus is being offered, m all six T.D., B.Sc.(Eng.),
Dr. W. H. Eccles, F.R.S. ;
categories, for the best work purchased from a non Professor G. W. O.president;
Howe, D.Sc. ; Admiral Sir Charles E.
prize-winning writer who has had none of his woik Kennedy-Purvis, K.C.B.,
R.N.
; Mr. H. Bishop, C.B.E.,
either published or broadcast.
B.Sc.(Eng.) ; and Dr. R. L. Smith-Rose.
The following is a list of the awards :
In addition to the addresses, there was a short
Novel : First prize, £150 ; second, £75- Minimum, gramophone
recital dealing with important events in
length, 50,000 words.
• j ,
development. There was also an exhibition of
Play: First prize, £100; second, £70; third, £40 wireless
apparatus
of
historical interest loaned to the exhibition
Plays can be from 30 to 60 minutes duration.
by the B.B.C., Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. and
Documentary Feature : First prize, £60 ; second, £40. others.
Features of not more than 30 minutes' duration.
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Radio—1

The Firs! Article of a New Series Dealing With S.W. Technique, and the Construction of
S.W. Receivers and Equipment.
By 2CHW
WHEN the memorable Radio Exhibition of 1939 struction and operation of broadcast (long- and mediumprematurely closed its doors, short-wave radio— wave) receivers, who fail to achieve anything like
the keystone of the amateur radio movement success when they try their hands on the short-wavek.
Although each case, appeared to present its own
whose activities extend over the whole world—was
enjoying a popularity far exceeding the most optimistic individual problems, the answer is failure to upderstand
hopes of the pioneers of 1923. Many veterans will, no that what will do for the frequencies of the long- and
doubt, point out that amateur radio dates back to the medium-wave bands, will most certainly not do for
years immediately preceding the Great War of 1914-15, the very high frequencies with which we arc concerned
when a small but very enthusiastic body of experi- on the short-waves. This is hardly a text-book descripmenters were setting the foundation stones of the tion, and it is rather Sweeping, but, speaking in a general
gigantic movement we know to-day. They will be quite sense, it is a fact.
correct, but it was not until 1923 that the amateurs
turned their attention to the short-waves, and, strange Frequency
When dealing with alternating current, circuits,
as it may seem in the light of present knowledge, even
then it was not by their own choice. It must be remem- components and their values or characteristics, depend
bered that transmitting was the king-pin of the amateur on the frequency of the source of the A.C. The normal
structure in the early days, and when this was made electricity supply in this country has a frequency of
illegal in 1914 (as in 1939) the first amateur transmission 50 cycles per second ; the sounds audible to the human
did not come on the air again until the latter part of ear cover a frequency band of 30 to 15,000 c/s ; the
1920, and then only after many wordy battles between usual broadcast long-wave band is concerned with
frequencies in the region of 300,000 c/s (300 kc/s) to
the amateur and the P.M.G.
Two wave-lengths were allocated to them, 1,000 150,000 e/s or 150 ko/s. The medium-waves embrace a
metres and 180 metres, but after further agitation, these frequency band from 1,500 kc/s to 550 kc/s, while the
were altered to 440 metres.and 150-220 metres-. In 1923, short-waves are concerned with A.C, currents and
the Post Office did away with the 440 metre band, and voltages having frequencies as high as 3,000 kc/s to
forced the amateurs down on to the short-waves, which, 20,000 kc/s, when thinking in wavelengths of 100 to 15
apparently, the P.O. thought were pretty useless and/or metres.
because no one else had any use for them. This, as it H.F. Considerations
then seemed, drastic step, has since turned out to be a
Alternating currents can produce many peculiar
blessing in disguise, and it may well be recorded as effects, and it should be noted that the higher the
forming one of the milestones along the path of progress frequency the%iore pronounced become the peculiarities,
of radio 'development. By their great enthusiasm, as compared with conductors carrying only direct
untiring efforts and splendid achievements, the amateurs current. For example, insulators, which might be quite
satisfactory for D.C. work, can often prove the reverse
" > | VVAAAM/W—
when used in S.W. circuits owing to high-frequency—in
addition to possible leakage—losses. Thus, we endeavour
to use components constructed from materials having
the greatest insulation against H.F. currents, and
utilising the minimum amount of material consistent
with strength, for S.W. work.
Any electric current produces a magnetic field, and,
in the case of alternating current, its associated field
also alternates. Conversely, if an alternating magnetic
field is allowed to influence any other conductors,
4
alternating currents will be induced in those conductors,
Fig. 2 Right).— and
Fis. I (Left).—Simple
parallel-tuned
circuit.
losses will be experienced. This is particularly so
Series-tuned circuit.
with high-frequency currents, therefore this introduces
another
feature to be considered when designing S.W.
undoubtedly forced the pace of official progress, and tc
a large extent made possible many of the numerous receivers, as it is naturally desirable to avoid such losses,
applications of short- and ultra-short radiations which but keeping metal parts outside the fields produced by
are playing such a vital part in the satisfactory prosecu- any conductor or component carrying H.F.
tion of the war of to-day.
Conductors
When a conductor is carrying direct current (or A.C,
Co-operation
Although the transmitting amateurs still form the of low frequency) the current is carried by the whole
backbone of, the movement, it must not be overlooked conductor; with A.C., however, and especially at high
that for every transmitter there are many hundreds of frequencies, the current tends to travel more on the
equally enthusiastic amateurs who confine—not always surface layer, or " skin," of the conductor, and we
through their own choice—tfieir activities to listening speak of the " skin effect." To avoid introducing
to S.W. transmissions from all over the globe. It is resistance the conductors or wires carrying H.F. should
through their splendid co-operation with the transmitting be of heavier gauge than that used for normal Vork, in
stations, and the valuable work they perform in checking fact, tubing is often used in equipment designed for
and reporting, etc., that the amateur radio movement ultra short-waves, so that the maximum " skin"
has grown to what it is to-day, a vast body of enthusiasts surface can be obtained with the minimum amount of
of all nationalities having one common interest, namely, material.
the progress of radio.
Self-capacity
We know that a condenser inserted in a direct current
S.W. Technique
There must be a surprising number of constructors circuit will block the flow of current; we also know
that
the same component in an A.C. circuit will allow
having varied and long' experience with the con-
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energy to be transferred or passed through it. In the
Consider the simple parallel-tuned circuit shown in
latter case, the condenser win offer a certain opposition Fig. 1. To select the station on the required frequency,
to the A.G. current, in much the same manner as the circuit must be capable of resonating at that freresistance does in a D.C. circuit, but the amount of quency, which is determined
from the formula
opposition will depend on the value of the condenser
106
and the frequency of the A.C. Although the opposition
is measured in ohms, it is not known as resistance, but
6.28VLC
as reactance, the symbol for which is Xc.
when f is the frequency in kc/s ; L the inductance of the
I(
Xc= ^ when f equals the frequency; and C is coil in micro-henrys, and C the capacity of the condenser
o.aofC
in micro-microfarads.
the capacity of the condenser in microfarads, ro6 bein ,'
The circuit must also be capable of passing on to the
1,000,000.
grid of the first valve, the highest possible voltage at the
From this it will be seen that the higher the frequency desired, signal frequency, and the lowest voltage at any
the lower will be the reactance of the condenser, and this other frequency. If these two values can be written as
not only helps us in selecting suitable values for the maximum and zero, then perfect selectivity would be
condensers in a S.W. circuit, but it also stresses the achieved. To secure high signal voltage, the circuit must
importance of all components to possess a very low present to the incoming signal a high parallel impedance .
minimum self-capacity. To quote one example, if a' —as distinct from a low impedance of a series-tuned
S.W, choke had a comparatively high self-capacity the circuit — and the H.F. resistance must be kept as low
windings forming the choke would have little or no as possible. This resistance is shown in Fig. 1 as a separate
effect, as the H.F. currents would simply by-pass it item, but it is intended to represent the resistance due
through its self-capacity.
to the coil, etc.
These elemeiitary items are mentioned to stress the
original statement about paying attention to frequencies, L/C Ratio
and to show—in a general manner—the reasons why the
the formula for the resonant frequency, it can
H.F. currents flowing in a S.W. receiver impose certain be From
seen that the values of L. and C. can be varied,
demands on design and components, and that unless provided that their product is constant for a given
these are satisfied efficiency will never be obtained.
frequency. The capacity C could be high and the value
of L low, or vice versa, and this introduces a ratio which
is known as the L/C ratio. In a series-tuned circuit,
Essential Features
Fig. 2, this ratio does not play an important part as the
To use our broadcast receiver comparison again, the impedance
at resonance is equal to R. With a parallel
aerial of such an installation often receives a signal
tuned arrangement, however, the L/C ratio becomes a
having an E-.M.F. in the region of .001 volt. A short-wave major
consideration,
as it directly affects the impedance
receiving station is, more often than not, called upon to
offered'to the applied signal. In view of what has been
detect a signal " having a strength 500 to 1,000 times said
above, it is usually desirable for the ratio to be
weaker than that, therefore one of the first essentials
of any S.W. receiver is high-sensitivity. Against this high. This will be more obvious, if one considers" the
"dynamic
resistance" or the impedance of the circuit
it must be remembered that the broadcast receiver
usually reproduces its signals via a loudspeaker, wliereas at resonance which is given by :
L
the short-waver is chiefly concerned witl^eeding into a
pair of headphones which would give a very good
CR
signal on 5 to 6 milli-watts, compared with several At resonance, the parallel-tuned circuit acts as a resisthundred needed for the loudspeaker.
Closely linked with sensitivity is selectivity. It is ance.
useless to design a S.W. receiver to give a very high - u
Goodness " Factor or " Q "
degree of sensitivity if it is not capable of selecting the
The value of R varies with the frequency, increasing
weak signal from others on adjacent frequency bands.
as the frequency gets, higher, and in practice, the coil
will be responsible for the major portion of it. Another
Proportional Band Width
fact of great importance is the reactance of the coil or
A normal wireless telephony transmission occupies a inductance, and this is determined by XL=6.28 fL ohms,
frequency band width of approximately 10 kc/s, L being the value of the inductance in henrys. If this
irrespective of the frequency of the carrier wave. On, value is known, and if we also know the value of R for the
say, 2,000 metres, this represents 6.6 per cent, of the circuit, it is possible to get a good idea of the overall
carrier frequency; on 400 metres, 1.33 per cent. ; at efficiency of the circuit by comparing the two values. To
100 metres 0.3 per cent. ; and at 15 metres, 0.05 per put it in another form, the ratio of the coil's reactance
cent. This percentage is known as the proportional to the resistance is known as the "Q" of the circuit
band width, and it is closely related to the selectivity of or coil, and can be expressed thus:
tuned circuits.
6.28fL
From the above it will be obvious that a very far
greater number of transmissions can be accommodated
on the S.W. band than 011 the medium or long-waves. It is often described as expressing the " goodness " of a
An examination of a list giving the frequencies of some circuit.
of the commercial S.W. stations will reveal how many
From the above, it will be obvious that R should be
are separated by only fractions of a metre. For example
as low as possible," and this can only be achieved
WCRC is on 25.36 metres or 11.830 mc/s ; WGEA is kept
by paying attention to the materials used and the conon 25.32 metres or 11.847 mc/s. This gives a separation struction
of the components, always remembering
of .04 metres, or 17 kc/s, therefore the 10 kc/s telephony the demands
imposed by high-frequency currents.
frequency band is provided for, but the example also
{To be continued,)
gives an illustration of the need for selective circuits
and tuning controls which will provide delicate yet
consistent adjustment.
REFRESHER COURSE IN MATHEMATICS
Selective Circuits
To secure the desired selectivity and high-efficiency
8/6 by post 9/tuning circuits, particular attention must again be
from 1 GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
paid to the Elimination of losses, resistance, and to the
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2
L/C ratio.
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THERMION

Too Much Boogie
[
.1 r .1 j B.B.C.
t /, i r,v
j.
THE
are receiving criticisms
concerning the
new A.E.F. Programme, from those now iin Normandy.
Here is a selection :
" Reception is excellent."
"I'm a swing fan, and as pleased as punch with the
programme."
" Thanks, it's splendid."
" What about us highbrows ? Can't we have Caruso
or Clara Butt ? Ten minutes a night of Beethoven or
Mozart would satisfy me."
" Too much boogie woogie and six pips—but I listen
just the same."
Libidinous Nitwits
THE foregoing paragraph indicates how difficult it
is for the B.B.C. to please everybody. It can be
said, however, that they are trying, although it is
my view that they should know public tastes by this
time. After all, if I employ a conjurer to entertain me
I don't expect to show him the tricks. If I obtain a
job as a fitter I am expected to know how to do fitting.
If I am a public entertainer I am expected to entertain.
Anyone without any experience can set up in business
as an entertainet and find out somewhat expensively
what the public want. In the ordinary theatrical
business, of course, such a one would end iip in the
bankruptcy court. The B.B.C. run no such risk. It's
heads they win, tails you lose.
If the B.B.C. would take a little more notice of the
critics they would arrive at the correct formula without
inflicting experimental programmes on the public. A
critic of the B.B.C. programmes the other day said that
the B.BX. Forces programme seemed to be produced
"for an audience of libidinous nitwits!" whilst the
Parliamentary Secretary to. the Minister of Information
said : " I do not think that a certain amount of crooning
by females—what shall I call them ?—singers is likely
to affect one way or the other the morale of the British
Army." I am sorry that the Secretary was at a loss
for a sobriquet for female crooners. Had he read this
journal he would have discovered heaps of expletives,
objurgations, and vituperations, to describe what has
always been anathema to me.
New Zealand's Efforts
ACCORDING to the New Zealand Standard
warfare against Japan, in the steaming jungles of
the Pacific islands and of 'Burma, has brought with it
©uu IRoll of fluent
Readers on Active Service—Forty-fifth List
R. Ennis (Cpl., R.A.F.).
0. H. White (Lt., R.N.h
J. H. Higitt (L.AX., R.A.F.).
1. Flitcroft (L.A.C,, R.A.F.).
C. Waterhouse (P/O., R.A.F.).
E. Sears (L.A.C., R.A.F.).
T. Bromley (Cp!., R.A.F.).
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problems unknown to fighters in more temperate
climates. Not the least of these difficulties is" the
maintenance of delicate radio equipment in conditions
of heat and moisture. Army sets which had given
satisfactory service under battle conditions in Europe
and America failed in the Pacific as the atmosphere ofi
the jungle and the mould-growths which flourish in it
ate through insulation and caused electrical breakdowns.
New Zealand radio designers and technicians solved
the problem by producing an Army radio set which is
" jungle-proof " and " tropic-proof."
In its case it is waterproof and buoyant; you can
throw it in a river and float it across.
Every delicate part inside the set which could possibly
be affected by heat or moisture is coated with a protective
film of wax or petroleum, jelly which maintains it in
factory-new condition.
Army Signals submitted the set to a test more
rigorous than it could ever undergo in the natural
course of events. In a special humidity chamber,
■ designed to reproduce tropical conditions on a more
intense scale than Nature can produce, the set was
subjected for six hours to a temperature of 140 deg.
Fahrenheit at a humidity of 100 per cent.—a combination of heat and moisture in which no human being #
could live. Taken from the chamber, dripping and
steaming alff over, the set was put into immediate operation under an electrical overload. It worked—not
perfectly, it is true, but so near to perfectly as to make
no difference in practice, and certainly better than any
other set tested in New Zealand.
This set, designated the ZCi, Mark II, differs in many
ways from the conventional Army wireless set. A
combined transmitter-receiver, its primary difference
is that it is designed and built around standard commercial radio components, and it follows the conventional layout of the New Zealand commercial radio
set, but it is built to a higher standard of quality and
ruggedness and proofed against tropical conditions.
It is in use to-day by New Zealand and United States
forces in the Pacific. The Eastern Group Supply Council
in India has ordered thousands of them, and they will
no doubt play their not unimportant part in the reconquest of Burma and Malaya. ZCi is a combined
transmitter and receiver, designed primarily for use in
armoured fighting vehicles. But it is semi-portable and
can be used and has been used under active service
conditions in the Pacific by infantry. It can be used for
either telegraphy or telephony.
With batteries,. aerials and spare parts all packed in
separate containers, the whole outfit can be comfortably
handled by two men.
The set has won great praise from British, American
and Canadian authorities. So highly was it regarded in
the United Kingdom that the Government requested
from the New Zealand Government the loan of some of
the scientists and technicians responsible for its production.
Twelve of those men are now on their way to Britain
to give to the radio industry there the benefit of their
experiences in " tropic-proofing," and no doubt to
receive from the British industry knowledge and experience that will benefit the Dominion on their
return.
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Radio Equipment in Hew. Zealand
s the B.B.C. Pro-Scot ?
MAURICE LANE-NORCOTT in one of our daily " p^R the past two years the radio manufacturing
* industry in New Zealand hjs been concentrated
newspapers inquires :
" Is the B.B.C. deliberately plotting to turn the on the production of wireless signals equipment for our
English language into a Scottish dialect ? It is almost own and Allied fighting services. This has been a success
impossible to switch on the Children's Hour and hear an n mechanised units, and particularly in jungle warfare,",
English voice. Announcers, plays, players, songs, talks, said the Minister of Supply and Munitions, the Hon.
everything seems to be Scottish.
D. G. Sullivaii, recently. " So favourable has been the
" And when television returns they doubtless will reputation of the New' Zealand designed and produced'
dance Highland flings', too. Why not call this programme equipment that the United Kingdom Government has
the Pawkie Wee Bairns' Hour, and be done with it? " requested the New Zealand Government to make
Aye! Aye! An the Braw Heilan Fling ye mind, as available a team of technicians and scientists.
_i;
soon as Televeesion maks posseeble! As for the ken" The War Cabinet has viewed this request sympathetispeckled and jealous Sassenachs, let them awa hame cally, and we are making available to Britain a number
and beil their heads! Forbye, they havna ony brrrains of our experts in this important work. The selection of
tae tak ony injurrry in the prrrocess! 'Tis weel kent ye a team which is fully representative of the interests"
have tae trravel weel acrrross the Borrderr aforre ye engaged in the production of this wireless equipment
can hope tae find ony siccan a thing as Brrrains. Och. has been no simple task. In making the selection the
Aye! A'hm telliu Ye!
needs of the United Kingdon had to be given full weight]"
while our own heavy production schedules had to be
Heard on a Two-valver
maintained. Certain key men, whom we would have
BP. BUDGEN, No. 7,263, asks about log-book willingly
because of their skill and knowledge, wo1
. entries, but lack of space prevents us giving a have, beensent
to retain in New Zealafid to super
detailed reply in this issue. We will, however, endeavour vise work compelled
on
the home front."
to coyer the subject in the very near future.
" I have to-day received the log-sheets and verification Distortion
lorms, with which I am very pleased.
perfect reproduction the sound issuing from the
" Could you please tell me the usual way to fill in "pORloudspeaker
should be an aural replica of the
the columns marked ' Volume,' ' Fading,'' Statics ' and sounds
in the studio. When this fails to happen as judged
' Interference ' ? I believe there is a code used for this. by a critiSal
ear, or by the movements of tell-tale meter
[This has been replied to.—Ed.]
needles inserted at correct positions in the power feeds,
"All my listening is done on a home-built straight distortion
is
occurring.
two-valve receiver using commercial 7-pin coils. My
to popular belief, the high-frequency portion
log to date includes FZI, WLWO, WGO, WCBX, of Contrary
the circuit is often the cause of more distortion than
WGEA, WRUL, WGEO and Radio Centre Moscow.
the
low-frequency
side. The introduction of so many
" With reference to Member No. 7,214 of Portstewart's
broadcasting stations has made the
letter in a recent issue, the station mentioned high-powered
of selectivity rather an acute one. When
received on the r7-metre band was, I should imagine, question
station is sending out speech or music it radiates, in
station WNBI, of Bound Brook, U.S.A., which transmits aaddition
to
the carrier wave, other frequencies known
on 16.87 metres.
sidebands. These are spaced equally on cither side of
" May I add that I think Practical Wireless is the as
carrier frequency, and may extend as far as 7,000
best radio journal, and I never fail to enjoy its contents." the
to 8,000 cycles either side.
A
receiver having razor edge selectivity cuts off a
Mains/Battery Receiver Improvement
section of these sidebands or reduces them to such
THE usual type of mains/battery receiver uses battery large
extent that they compare unfavourably with the
valves of a low .consumption type in order to keep an
amount
of amplification accorded to the lower frequenthe drain on the batteries to a low level. The
Anyone musically inclined will realise that the
limitation imposed upon power consumption due to the cies.
frequencies bring about the brilliance or timbre,
use of batteries involves lhe disadvantage that full use higher
and if they are not present then quality must to a certain
cannot be made of the extra power available during extent
be sacrificed.
mains operation.
It is now suggested that the battery-operated valve
be replaced when switching from battery to mains
operation by a mains type output valve which will give
a better performance when the set is operating on mains
EXIT HANDLEY—ENTER GUBBINS
supply. The mains type output valve may have its
B.B.C. has taken Tommy Ilandley and " lima " off
heater connected in series with the' rectifier and the the[The
air
and
in its place, " Sitting on the Fence,"
switch normally provided for changing from mains to by Nathanielsubstituted
Gubbias.J
battery operation may tie provided with additional Now Tommy Hundley's bidden hence,
contacts and connections such that the mains type Another man " Sits 'on the Fence " ;
output vaive is disconnected from the circuit on changing And though the fault may lie in me.
over and the battery-operated valve is connected into Here, no improvement can I see.
the circuit.
twice told can only bore,
By relatively little additional expense, it will be seen AAs tale
often we've been told before.
that the qualities of this type of receiver are enhanced The only grouse we had with Tom,
because the user has the advantage of a receiver which His show too often was put on.
takes little current on battery operation, but which is Till, with apologetic, cough,
capable of giving improved performance on mains Since
heard before, we switched it off!
operation.
Now, once we've read Nathaniel G,
' .
,
No
doubt
some listeners will agree,
West Africa on the Air
A
second
dose,
per
radio,
ON July 26th, in the Home Service programme, an Is farther than they ought to go!
interesting talk was given by Mr, John Wilson Gubbins, old chap, quite freely we confess,
entitled " West Africa on the Air."
amusing, when set out in the Press.
In West Africa the radio has replaced the ancient Vonr stuff's
us, Nat—these words they must be spoke—
language of the drums. Quite recently Mr. Wilson took Forgive
It's
less
amusing
twice-repeated joke !
listeners behind the scenes at Broadcast House, Accra, As for the B.B.C.,init aplays
same old game—
and described how the West African regards this The more it changes, still its
remains the same !
innovation. Mr. Wilson, who is District Educational Most unoriginal! Note its latest caper:
Officer, is well qualified to speak on this subject as be Warmed-up jokes from last week's Sunday paper!
" Torch."first wont out to the Gold Coast in 1929.
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Continued from Last Month, This Second Article of a Sh ort Series Explains the Use of
Aerials Having a Length Greater Than One Half-wave, and Deals With the Question of
Feeding the Aerial
IT was shown last month that, in general, the half-wave Effect oi the Lead-in
Hertz or quarter-wave Marconi aerial is most
In the case of aerials not connected to the receiver or
satisfactory. Sometimes, however, particularly on transmitter by means of special feeders, the lead-in
very short waves, aerials of greater lengths than these must be considered as part of the aerial, and must be
are employed to advantage. On longer waves, of course, allowed for in computing the length of the aerial wire.
there are serious practical disadvantages in erecting It might also be necessary to make allowance for the
aerials which are more than one-half wavelength long; coupling coil used between the aerial and earth, as
for example, a full-wave aerial for use on 300 metres shown in Fig. 3. In this case, it is assumed that a
would have a length of nearly 1,000 ft.—and there arc quarter-wave vertical aerial is employed; and that it is
not many back gardens that are big enough for this! coupled to the receiver or transmitter through a small
In addition, consideration must be taken of the ratio coil coupled to the input or output coil. ' The coil,
between aerfal length and height. Where possible, a even though it will probably. have only a few turns,
dipole aerial should be not less than one-quartep wave has inductance and capacitance of its own, and these
high to obtain a good upward radiation at ah angle of are added to the inductance and capacitance of the
about 30 degrees to the ground.
aerial-earth system itself.
The " quarter-wave " aerial must therefore be less
than a quarter-wavelength long. One method of
counteracting the effect of the coil is by connecting a
variable condenser in series with the lead-in, as also
shown in Fig. 3. It will be remembered that whereas
Height—
the reactance of an inductance is positive in sign, the
reactance of a condenser is negative. Consequently, by
placing the two in series the reactance of the inductance
may be balanced out. Because of this, the coil will not
affect the resonant length of the aerial/ which can
therefore be one-quarter-wave long—or, more correctly,
slightly, less than this to make allowance for the end
effect, which has already been discussed.
Aeria/s
Aerial Feeders
/
In considering receiving aerials it is usual to regard
the lead-in as part of the aerial, which it really is. But
in the case of a transmitting aerial—and also of many
Height —
receiving aerials required to be of high efficiency or to
be insensitive to local or man-made static—the lead-in
is replaced by a feeder. This feeder is a lead-in, in
that it is used to connect the aerial to the transmitter
or receiver, but it does not constitute a part of the .
ii?. I.— Vertical polar diagrams showing the main lobes of radiation
aerial. The reason is that care is taken that it shall
from two horizontal aerials erected at one-quarter and one-half a
wavelength high.
not be capable of radiating, or of picking-up, any signal.
Particularly in the case of a transmitter, the feeder is
often used as a matching device, in the same manner
Height and Length
that an iron-cored transformer is used to match the
For normal medium and long-range working it may output stage of a receiver to the speaker,
be taken that the optimum height of a horizontal free- Eesonant and Untuned Lines
space dipole should be one-half wavelength. To underare of two main types : tuned or resonant,
stand exactly what is entailed it is necessary to examine " andFeeders
untuned or non-resonant. A tuned feeder is one
vertical polar diagrams, of which two are illustrated in
Fig. 1. At this point it may be stated that the height
Length ~
of the aerial has most effect in deciding the form of the
vertical polar diagram,'whilst the length of the aerial
chiefly governs the horizontal polar diagram, or the
radiation around the aerial.
Fig. 2 shows horizontal polar diagrams of a half-wave
and full-wave aerial, from which it will be seen that the
full-wave aerial has four " lobes," while the half-wave
aerial has only two.
This meahs, in effect, that the
Length —A
former is somewhat more omnidirectional. It should
be explained that the lobes indicate the relative radia9—©
tions at various angles from the aerial, and that there
X
will not, in fact, be complete dead spaces between the
Aerfaf
lobes, as the diagrams seem to suggest. Nevertheless,
use can be made of the lobes by ensuring that they
point in the directions in which it is desired to transmit
or receive most satisfactorily.
Despite the correctness of the horizontal, polar
diagrams shown in Fig. 2, it may be explained here that
special aerials equal in length to two or'more half-waves
are often used to increase rather than to decrease
sensitivity in any one direction.. More will be written
Fig. 2.~These horizontal polar diagrams show the main lobes oj
about this later when dealing with directional aerials.
aerials one wavelength and one-half wavelength long.
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which is a. certain number of quarter-waves in length,
while one of the untuned type may be of any length;
excepting, of course, that there is bound to be a certain
loss when the feeder exceeds a few-hundred feet, unless
somewhat elaborate -precautiohs are taken. In the case
of non-resonant feeders, there are both open-wire and
co-axial types ; resonant feeders are normally of openwire construction.
As the name suggests, an open-wire feeder consists
of two wires, arranged parallel to each other, leading
from the aerial to the fixed equipment. Due to the
wires being parallel and of accurate length, radiation
does not take place from them because it is arranged
that any standing waves which might lie along the
feeders are of opposite phase at any point along the
feeder, and so cancel out. Although it would appear to
be a perfectly simple matter to take a couple of lengths
of bare wire and run them between insulators placed
on short poles, there are several points which call for
special attention in designing these open-wire feeders.
One point is that the two wires must be of precisely
the same length ; thus the inner one must be slightly
looped when "the feeder is taken round a curve or corner.
Another is that the feeders must be insulated with just
as much care as is given to insulating the aerial. A
third is that, in the case of non-resonant lines, the
1
2L
4i
o
o
Tx or Rx<>

o
o
Tx or Rx 5^

/■(!*, 5.— When using the circuit shown on the left the aerial must
be less than quarter wave because of the inductance in series with
it. The effect of the series inductance is balanced out in the circuit
shown on the right by means of a series condenser.
actual impedance of the feeder is governed not only
by the distance apart of the two wires, but also by the
diameter of the wire employed.
Surge Impedance
It is pbssible to obtain from various text books and
books of tables details of wire diameter and spacing
for any particular " characteristic impedance" or
"surge impedance," but the formula from which the
data is derived is :
2S
Zo—276 logiojj
where Zo is the characteristic impedance, S is the distance
between the centres of the feeder wires and D is the
diameter of the wires. It will be understood that D and S
must be in the same units (generally inches). As an
example of the results to be obtained from this formula,
it may be pointed out that an impedance of 600 ohms
(the value most often used because of its convenience)
can be obtained by using two 18 s.w.g. wires spaced by
approximately 4in., by using two 16 s.w.g. wires spaced
by sin., or by using to 12 s.w.g. wires spaced by Sin.
For all low-power working the thinner of the wires
mentioned will prove most convenient, but for a transmitter rated at 5-10 kW. it would be necessary to use
10 or even 8 s.w.g. feeder lines, when the correct spacing
would be roin. and approximately la jin. respectively.
The question of surge impedance or characteristic
impedance often causes confusion if the principles are
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not clearly grasped. It is argued that you cannot speak
of impedance unless you first state the length of the
feeder mider consideration. But if two parallel wires
are erected away from the ground they exhibit the
properties of distributed inductance and capacity, and
hence of impedance. And provided that the wires are
the same distance apart and at the same distance from
earth throughout their length, the impedance must be
the same at any point along them. It is this value of
impedance which is referred to as the surge or characteristic impedance.
Concentric Feeders
Before examining the question to find how 1 ise_ is
made of this property in order to obtain correct matching
between aerial and transmitter, it will be well to consider
other types of non-resonant feeder. Co-axial or concentric feeder is one variety which is widely used because
of its convenience, and .also because it can, if suitably
made, be buried. This kind of feeder consists, essentially,
of one conductor placed inside another of cylindrical
form. The two arc insulated from each other, and the
outer tubular conductor is earthed. In this case the
impedance is governed by the ratio between the outside
diameter of the inner conductor and the inside diameter
of the outer conductor ; these two dimensions are shown
as tl and D in Fig. 4. The relevant formula is :
20=138.5 logioj
but one buys this form of feeder^by specifying thd
required impedance. As a matter of interest, the
characteristic impedance is about 90 ohms when the
diameter ratio is as 5 to 1.
The concentric or co-axial type of feeder is not
balanced, since the two conductors are of different
form. This is not normally a disadvantage, due to
the outer one being earthed. The concentric feeder
has the advantage that radiation from it is practically
impossible due to the screening effect of the outer
conductor.
Twisted-wire Feeders
Another form of non-resonant feeder, which is balanced,
is that known as the twisted-wire or parallel-wire type.
In this case, two insulated wires are simply twisted
together, or run parallel to each other inside an outer
insulating case. The surge impedance varies with the
diameter of the wires used and the quality of the
insulation, and no simple formula can be produced.
Feeders of this pattern, however, are sold according to
their impedance, and this is often marked on them.
In general, the figure , varies between about 30 and
80 ohms.
...
....
,
With certain types of aerial it is possible to employ a
single-wire feeder and to obtain the requisite matching
by arranging that this is connected to the aerial itself
at a certain point. Practical details of the manner in
which the various types of feeder are employed must be
left to the next article in this series.

Outer
Conductor
f

Star
Sect/on Insulator

Inner Conductor
Fig. A.—Section through a concentric or CO'axial feeder.
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BATTERIES
VALVEHOLDERS
Manufactured under " Amphenol " L;cenco.
The name " Celestion " is a
guarantee of quality and service.
List of British and American types
will be sent on request.
Supplied against Priority
Orders only.
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Therell come a time
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TIfli CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO. LTD.
Grosvenor Gardens House, Grosvenor
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W.R.8A/43
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One-valve

Midget

415
Receiver

Constructional Details of a Compact Portable Set
THIS efficient one-valve midget receiver measm-es externally only 6|in. by 4in. by gjin.
7 wo views of the complete receiver are shown
KT+
on the cover, and the circuit is shown to the M/
. right.
R3
AS
fhc front and lyick of the case are of sheet
C4
metal, and the remainder of Jin. three-ply covered
with Rexine. The aerial consists of 50 turns of
42 s.w.g. wound under the Rexine. A carrying
handle is attached to the fop of the case. The
pVWWj
output transformer is mounted on the back of the
icaction control, and the other components are
L.2
C3
C.6 50 Mfd
all mounted on the case with the exception of C6,
A? w v
which is mounted between the H.T. and L.t[
batteries. The coil is supported on a small metal C2
RA
brackpt held by the same bolts which secure the
output transformer, and the valve holder is supLT-iported on a metal bracket bolted to the front
/
panel.
lr
A U-shaped clip bolted to the back secures the
/I
L.T. battery, whilst the H.T. battery is held to
Reaction
the back by clips and two rubber bands. The
3E
R5
L. T, consists of a ij volt torch cell and the
H.T. a 6/i volt Ever Ready No. 26 battery.
jE R.T
The Home, Forces and European News are
Theoretical circuit of the one-valve midget receiver. Unset) Valve
base connections,
easily received on a small throw-out aerial about
loft. long. The output is 100 mW.

Tuning
On/ Oh
Sivirch
COMPONENTS
Cl 0.50 mmfd. pfe-set.
C2 .0005 mfd. variable (mica di-electric type).
C3 .0003 mfd.
C5 .001 mfd.
C6 50 mfd., 12 w.v. (electrolytic).
Rl 0-5,000 ohms.
R2 1 megohm.
R3 250,000 ohms.
R4 500,000 ohms.
R5 1,500 ohms.
VI 1D8GT.
L.S. 3 Jin. permanent magnet.
Ll 35 turns 42 s.w.g. close wound-on 11 in.
former,
L2 70 turns 42 s.w.g. close wound-on 1'in.
former.
International octal valve socket.

\

Reaction

H. T. Battery
O
3~
Loud Speaker

Q
n

On/Of f Switch

Ul". 1-3
Tuning
Front view of panel, and layout of components.
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Plans for a Nation-wide Service
ACCORDING to an official American publication, New Jersey, Louisiana, Connecticut, and Massachusetts.
more "than 100 school systems and colleges and Work is under way on radio maps for Tennessee, Maryuniversities have within the past six months land, and certain other States which have asked for
applied to the Federal Communications Commission this service. In Michigan 40 school board and higher
either for licences or necessary application forms, thus education representatives met on February 2nd in
taking the first -ste'ps toward obtaining their own F.-M. State Superintendent Elliott's office to develop a
Michigan F.-M. plan.
radio broadcasting stations.*
At least 15 States are actively engaged in planning Technicians for Field Service
State-wide service through federations of school and
Field service : Office of Education staff technicians
college-owned F.-M. stations. Fifty-five State universities
and colleges in 40 States have named staff members to are available for limited field service. Because of
follow F.-M. developments and make recommendations. personnel and travel fund limitations, the Radio Service
Growing recognition that radio—and in particular the prefers to work with regional conferences. Such a
F.-M. educationally owned and operated station— conference was held in New York on January 26th for
presents one of the brightest hopes on the post-war representatives of eight -seaboard States. These States
horizon stimulates this trend. F.C.C. Chairman Fly's have agreed to work out F.-M. plans and then in a
warning that education should " get busy " and occupy subsequent conference adjust their plans to regional
its " home of its own on the air " has been heeded. So necessities.
F.C.C. liaison; The Office of Education maintains
also has
the resolution of the chief State school officers
that u careful study be given in the several States close relations with the Federal Communications Commission
and offers its services'in working out problems
toward the development of suitable plans for balanced
State-wide utilisation of. frequency-modulation radio that may arise.
broadcasting channels set- aside for education."
Industry contact: The Office of Education radio
Education's air " home " Consists of five channels service also maintains close contact with radio manubetween 42,000 and 43,000 cycles. Originally allocated facturers on problems of transmitting and receiving
in 1938 at the request of the U.S. Commissioner of equipment for educational use.
Education John W. Studebaker, supported by more than
Federal Radio Education Committee services : This
300 educational leaders; " education's megacycle " was Committee, composed of 14 educators and broadcasters,
rcclassified for F.-M. broadcasting in 1940,
encourages the vigorous development of F.-M.' for
education. Over a period of eight years it has published
Aids Listed
many documents valuable for educational radio planning.
Many educators who have their eyes on the future (Catalogue free on request.) The monthly " F.R.E.C.
are asking for information and guidance on F.-M. Service Bulletin" is available free on request. At
To help them, the U.S. Office of Education's Radio present an F.R.E.C. sub-committee is preparing-suggested
Service has developed numerous aids. Here are a few college standards for training for radio—both of station
on hand or. in prospect.
workers'and teachers. The F.R.E.C. now issues monthly
" F.-M. for Education," a bulletin now nearly ready " Selected Radio Programmes for School Listening."
for the Government Printing Office. It explains the nature More than 1,20ascripts and 250 transcriptions are availof the F.-M. education band, budgets the cost of trans- able on loan through the F.R.E.C. sponsored Educational
raitters, studios and personnel, describes a wide variety Script and Transcription Exchange ox^eratcd by the
of educational programmes of proven worth, and outlines •Office of Education.
the steps to take to acquire an F.-M. licence.
Another project has- been approved for preparation New Wavelength Allocations
-of a guide to architects and school-building planners.
Wartime research has expanded the usable area of the
This will suggest minimuin essentials of equipment for radio spectrum. This will lead to new wavelength
use of radio and motion-picture aids to education in allocations for many purposes after the war. Indeed,
modern schoolhouse construction or reconstruction.
the Federal Communications Commission has encouraged
the formation of the Radio Technical Planning Board
Free Literature
to give advice on re-allocation problems.
Free reprints : General: " Education's Megacycle,
Expected expansion of radio's frontiers plus discovery
Parts I and 11" ; " F.-M. Radio for Education Urged— that education's five-channel megacycle failed to provide
James L. Fly Points to School Opportunity " ; " F.-M. Enough "rooms" in education's "home on the air,"
Broadcasting and Education" ; " Uses Schools are prompted Commissioner Studebaker to send the following
Already Making of Audio Devices," and " Report to the request to Chairman Fly. In this action he has been
F.R.E.C.—Progress in Stimulating Interest in F.-M. for supported by the National Council of Chief State School
Education." Technical: "F.-M. Broadcast Station Officers, the National Association of Educational
Costs in Terms of Service-area Radius " ; " Estimated Broadcasters, and other educational leaders. Mr. Fly's
Cost of' Constructing an Educational F.-M. Broadcast reply is also presented.
Station"; " 250-watt F.-M. Transmitter Coverage—
Both the National Association of Broadcasters and
by Antenna Types," and " 1,000-watt F-M. Transmitter F.M.B.I.,
the organisation of F.-M. commercial interests,;
Coverage—by Antenna Types."
have
been most cordial to vigorous development of
Coverage and cost tables : Graphs and tables, supplied educational
stations. Their leaders see new F.-MJ
free, enable local school authorities to make rough commercial and
education stations both performing
determination of such factors as coverage, antenna useful
but
sharply
different services for communities.
height, antenna design, signal strength, and costs.
State plans: Use of the five channels now allocated
* F.-M. stands for frequency-modulation broadcasting as
to education requires careful planning to assure equal
with amplitude modulation or A.-M., now commonly,
opportunity for educational radio service. State contrasted
employed
in- the standard broadcast baud. Many hundreds]
planning, therefore, is highly desirable. U.S. Office of of F.-M.,. commercial
as well as educational stations will be
Education specialists have already prepared State erected affetdhe war. Most receiving sets will be built to receive
educational radio network plans for Michigan, Ohio, both A.-M. and F.-M.
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Practical
Hints
A Simple Tester
Battery Identification Labels •
T OPXEN have the necessity for
"OEING unable to purchase any of
THAT
DODGE
OF
YOURS
!
* testing continuity, in coils and
the usual battery cord identifiEvery
Reaier
oi
"PRACTICAL
WIRE.
wiring, etc., also testing for stray
cation labels, 1 hit on the idea of
LESS"
mast would
have originated
somereaders.
littie
dodge which
interest other
H.T. currentsin the filament sodkets
using
short lengths of sistoflex about
Whythenotbest
passhint
it onsubmitted,
to us ? Weandpaylor£1-10-0
of a valve holder, in a newly-built
Jin. long, upon which was indicated
ior
every
set, before plugging in expensive
other item published on this page we will
the battery, and polarity of the
pay hal!-a-gainea. Turn that idea of yours
valves.
lead "in Indian ink. The diameter
toto accoont
by sending
it in to WIRELESS."
ttS addressed
of the sistoflex is such that it will
To facilitate this work I conthe Editor,
PRACTICAL
George
Ltd., Tower
fit snugly over the lead.. This method
structed the simple tester shown in
ampton Newnes,
Street, Strand,
W.C.2.House,PutSouthyour - of
the sketch. I mounted an ordinary
identification has the advantage oi
name
and every
addressnotion
on every
item.
Please
note
that
sent
in
must
be
being smaller, and is flexible the same
bulb holder and wave-change switch
oriyinal, Mark envelopes " Practical Hints."
as the lead.—R. Pearce (Swindon).
on the top of a small cigar box.
SPECIAL NOTICE
Allti hints
jums must
musi beue accompameit
accompamea by
py the
me j Pi eventing a " Burn Out''
L coupon cut from page iii oi cover.
| A FAULT which is becoming more
commonly heard of these davs
. of, course, is isusually
a " burfit
Tins,
dueout
to "a mains
faultv transformer.
electrolytic
smoothing condenser developing a "short circuit"
thus overloading both rectifying valve and mains
transformer. While one cannot prevent the fault
developing on the condenser, protection of the transformer and valve can be provided as follows : Obtain
two or three standard flash-lamp bulbs of either 3.5 volt
or 6.5 volt .3 amp, rating and fit one of these in each
high tension lead to the condenser. Trace these leads
from the condenser and at the most convenient place
Cardboard Cased
Ffash-famp Bulbs
S ■/- & Mfd
Ftectrotytic Condenser
H.r.
Rotary
i Switch Bufb
To H r.

Copper
Strip 1

Testing Prods
His't—: Spring

Metaf Cased
Electrolytic Condenser

A useful testine twit.
■ and sectioned off a small portion to contain a No. 8
battery. The wave^change switch connects either the
battery in series with the bulb and test prods, or
cuts out the battery.' For testing continuity the battery
To H.T.
is used, and if there is a circuit the bulb' lights. For
testing for stray H.T. currents in the filament sockets
the prods arc pushed in the sockets, with the switch
cutting out the battery. If there as any strong H.T
current the bulb blows, thus saving valves.
To H. T
The test prods were made by pushing some rubber
Method 0/ usins lamp bulbs as fuses.
tubing over two sin. nails.—J. R. Humphries (Ulverston).
cut each lead and solder one each to the lamp bulb tip,
the other to the side of screwed cap, as shown in the
sketch Tape up all exposed metal to avoid contact"
with other parts of the wiring and chassis.
On circuits where 8 mfd. condensers arc installed a
ffash-lamp bulb of .150 amp. (150 milliamps) mav be
tried, but on larger condensers the .3 amp. (300 milliamps)
is advised. I have fitted this idea to a few of my friends'
Short Lengths
commercial receivers as a result of proved tests, such as
of 'Sistoflex'
creating a short purposely. I find that these bulbs stand
up to any surge which may be developed on switching in
and although in one or two cases a faint red glow of the
bulb filament is noticed this does not affect the working
of the receiver or the hum level,—E. Coomdfs (Widnesf

A simple dodge for battery identification.

WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
By F. J. CAMM. 3/6 or by post 3/9 from
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton St.,
London, W.C.2.
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Portable
Three
pvj,. ' fij i
,
Kv phi

An Efficient Receiver Buiit Round Readily
Available Components
THIS set is small and is designed round parts that
are not in short.supply. It has an internal frame
aerial and should give good speaker results in
most parts of the country ; it has been found satisfactory
under quite adverse conditions.
The circuit is shown in Fig. i. It is a detector-2 L.F.
arrangement with pentode output. The medium waveband only is tuned.
The cabinet may be made of Jin. thick wood, varnished
or covered with American doth. Fig. 2 shows the size
of the front of the cabinet; it is bins. deep. The back is
removable, being secured by catches.
To commence construction, locate the parts as shown
in the plan at Fig. 2. Place the valves in their holders
to see that they can be accommodated. When all the
components are satisfactorily located screw them down
to the baseboard. In Fig. 2 the front of the cabinet is
pictured flat with the baseboard to give a clear view of
the assembly. The edge of the baseboard fits against
the back of the panel; the L.F. and output valve then
are each side of the speaker. If 3-pin holders are used
lor the Detector and L.F. valve, ignore the centre socket.
Chassis valveholders could be used, mounting them
above the baseboard by means of long screws afid
sleeves. Note that the grid bias lead from the .25
megohm leak is anchored to the baseboard with a small
screw.
The Frame Aerial
The frame aerial is wound on strips of wood attached
to the front of the cabinet. Two strips 8Jins. long and

V

i ,A

•
h
/>i

>; 1>

jlT
i

General view of The Portable Three.
two rojins. long arc required; they are 2ins. wide.
Take a 20ft. length of 24 s.w.g. enamelled wire and
anchor the end by passing through small holes in the
wood. Wind on the wire, keeping the turns side by side.
The commencement of this winding (point 3) goes'to the
reaction condenser. Leave a space of about Jin. and
wind on 70ft. of the same wire, spacing the turns slightly ;
the end of this winding (point 1) goes to the grid condenser. The junction of the windings (point a) goes to
the filament line of the_ set. Fig. 2 makes tlie arrangement of the frame aerial clear. The leads from the
frame aerial may conveniently be attached to the
tuning and reaction condensers as shown, three flexible
leads connecting the condensers to the other part of
the set (see Fig. 2).
If an air-dielectric condenser small enough is to
hand an improvement would result if it were used for
H. T. 120 V..
30,000n
H.T. 72 It
K

50,000n.
■0003 Mfd

03 Mfd
'25 Meg fX

If
•0003Mfd

\
002 Mfd

'O/ Mfd

"

•5 Mfd
' I _i
H. 1

0002
a Mfd

C.B.+
S Meg n

C. B.-l-S

C.B.-4-5
o—c

0005 Mfd

L.T.L.T.+

Fig. 1.—Circuit diagram of The Portable Three
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tuning. Otherwise a solid-dielectric one must be used, made with a moving-iron speaker: if to hand this
there is little space to spare in the case.
a lighter set.
Two .5 mfd. condensers connected in parallel are used makes
Finally, note that in Fig. 2 the front of the set is
lor decoupling. A small i mfd. component would be shown
slightly out of scale to save space.
satisfactory.
Screw the speaker and output transformer to the
back of the-panel, taking care to leave room for the
COMPONENTS
valves, to be inserted.
LIST OF PARTS
As the set was largely used by an invalid in bed the
Fixed condensers : .0002, .0003, .002, .01 (mica).
oipoit switch was of the enclosed " pear " type and
.03 (mica), 2.5 mfd.
was connected to,-the end of about 4ft. of twin flex.
Sin. moving-coil speafcer and pentode output
K
Alternately, there is room for a switch between the . Rola
transforpier.
reaction condenser and speaker.
Three 5-pin valveholdcrs.
Re t r :
Batteries and accumulator are enclosed in the case
A ^ l ohm
? me1Sohm
megohm
30,000
watt;2 watt;
50,000.25ohm*l
watt."i watt:
behind the set. Suitable valve types are : Detector—
farafeed transformer, 1 ; 4 ratio.
Osram HLa/K ; L.F.—Osratn HLa/K.or L21 : Output
Small
knob
for
.{in.
spindle.
—Osram PTiS/K or Cbssor 220HPT. It will be found
On/off switch.
that the set will give good results with a small power
.0003
reaction condenser.
Valve in the output stage instead of the pentode, and
05
this modification may bo preferred by some. In all cases
;9?
tuning
wire
for
framecondenser
aerial. (solid dielectric),
adjust the grid bias to the recommended values. H.T.yz
Large
knob
with
scale or reduction drive ; connect(the lead from the detector) can be tried in various
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sockets to obtain best results. A model of this set was
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Ultra-short

Above 2,000 Megacycles the Electron
WHILE ordinary valve circuits, designed carefully
for the job, can be made to function satisfactorily
down to wavelengths of a metre or so, they
become erratic at wavelengths below this, and are of
no practical use for frequencies extending above 2,000
megacycles (about 15 centimetres wavelength). Limitations are imposed upon normal valve oscillators and
amplifying stages at such frequencies as this, and render
thera incapable of producing such oscillations or of
amplifying them.
Readers who have experimented with ultra-short
wave design, will realise the great effect the inductance
of valve output leads and interelectrode capacities can
have on the performance of an oscillator. As the wavelength gets shorter and shorter, so do these effects
become greater and greater; finally, a point is reached
Anode

September, 1944

Wave

is Too Slow!

Oscillations

By S. A. KNIGHT

magnetic field has upon the functioning of an ordinaryvalve,
Basic Magnetron
Consider a simple diode having a thin cathode
surrounded uniformly by a cylindrical anode. Under
normal working conditions, when the cathode is appropriately heated and the anode carries a positive potential,
electrons leave the cathode and proceed radially, like
the spokes of a wheel, across to the anode. The hnmber
of electrons passing across is decided by the potential
present upon the anode; by varying this potential the
current flowing in the plate external circuit may be
decided. (Fig 1.)
Now let a magnetic field, of variable intensity, be
introduced, such that its influence extends along the
Critical H Line

Practice
Theory

Tig. 1.—The radial tracks
of electrons moving from
cathode to anode in a simfile
. diode.

magnetic field modifies the electron track
the electrons reaching the anode after a
certain limit.

where lead inductance and valve capacities form an
oscillatory circuit of their own, and entirely destroy
the work of any externally timed circuit.
While these effects are extremely desirable in themselves, by far the most serious consideration is, however,
the effect of the finite time taken for an electron to
travel from the cathode of a valve across to the anode
under the influence of the anode potential, i.e., the
transit-time, as it is called. It is possible to show with
frequencies in excess of about 2,00b megacycles per
second that the transit-time is approximately equal to
the periodic time of the oscillations. This effect leads to
a grid input impedance of an extremely
low value
(input impedance is proportional to 1/f2), and so the
damping effect of the valve or a previous stage is such
that its amplification reduces to some figure less than
unity, thus rendering amplification at such frequencies
impossible.
Due also to the transit-time, itself dependen upon the
anode voltage, there is a difference of phase between
the grid input and the anode output, which will vary
with the anode potential. This, together with the
difficulty of energy transfer from the anode to grid
circuits and the low input impedance rules out finally
the use of the ordinary valve technique for V.H.F
work.
The main types of oscillators used' for the production
of centimeter waves have been the magnetron, and the
Backhausen-Kurz oscillator where the grid is maintained
at a high positive potential in relation to the anode and
cathode. We are not so much concerned with this latter
oscillator, as with the magnetron which employs rather
umque features in its operation, and is fast becoming
the basic valve for this work.
In order tp study the general theory of the magnetron
it will be necessary for us to appreciate the effect that a

Magnetic Intensity
(Causs)
Fig, 5,—The short foil in anode car ren
as the critical H is reached.
axis of the diode. I' will now be found that, under the
influence of the magnetic as well as the electrostatic
fields, the path followed by the electron is no longer the
direct one from cathode to anode, but is curved as is
shown in Fig. 2(a). It is possible to show that the track
of the electron is a circular one, and, for a given anode
voltage, the radius oi the circle is inversely proportional
to the magnetic field intensity H. In practice, the true
circular path is modified slightly by the effect of the
space charge' surrounding the cathode and the effect of
the magnetic field upon this space charge ; however
it is slight, and will not affect the arguments to follow'
As the field intensity is increased, so does the radius
of the electron track decrease ; finally, a field value is
reached where the diameter of the electron path is less
than the radius of the cylindrical anode. The electron is
then moving round in a circle without reaching the
anode, i.e., the valije is cut-off by the intensity of the
magnetic field. (Fig. 2(b).)
Between the limits of the field giving the results ot
Fig. 2 (al and (b) there is a critical value for which the
electron is just " brushing " the anode. Small variations
in the magnetic field at this point will bring about quite
large changes in anode current; a slight increase will
cut the valve current to zero. Let the value of the
critical field be H, let the anode volts be. V, and let the
radius of the anode be r centimetres. Then—
•H varies as t/r.
H=k/r.
where k is a constant.
It can be shown that for critical cut-off
H=

6.72VV

gauss.
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Anode Current—Field Variations
of the oscillation produced does not depend
If a graph is plotted to show the effect of an increasing
particularly upon the extertial resonant circuit;
magnetic field upon the anode current, a result someit does depend, however, upon the valve dimensions
thing similar to that shown in Fig. 3 will be obtained.
and the field strengths, and for a given sot of conThe. general practical curve, shown as a full line will
ditions,
be seen to fall away very rapidly as the critical field
VN 10s
value H is reached, though it is not so sharp as the curve
frequen cy= 2
obtained by theoretical reasoning, which is shown as a
ji v' H
dotted line on the same graph.
where V, r and H have the same meanings as before
This discrepancy is due mainly to mechanical factors
and N is the number of segments into which the
in the construction of the valve ; if the magnetic field
anode is divided. The only frequency limit is the
is not absolutely parallel with the anode axis a rounding
upper
one in the region of 3,000 megacycles
and flattening of the curve will result, as it will if the
(10 cms.).
cathode is not accurately centralised throughout the
anode. Electrical irregularities, such as voltage varia(3) The electron method. ^Here the magnetic field is
tions along the heater, and different emission velocities
maintained in the region of its cut-off value.
of the electrons, modify the sharp theoretical curve to
The frequency of the produced oscillation is
the rounded practical one.
independent of the external circuits and has an
upper limit only of about 3,000 megacycles.
It will be appreciated, however, that an extremely
critical control of anode current may be obtained by
We shall now 'briefly discuss the characteristics of
fine variations in the magnetic field.
each of these three methods.
Anode Voltage
Variable O — [A5

/

Volts on Variable Anode
Anode Held ai
Voltage V/
Fig. 5.— The graph oj anode etirrent
against anode volts for the split anode
Fig. 4.—When V'2~.Vl tlie split
■ magnetron, showing the region of
anode magnetron is cut 00 and the
Fig. 6,— The external resonant circuit connected
negative resistance.
electron path is circular.
to the magnetron. This is the dynatron mode.
The Magnetron Oseillator
The Dynatron Method
Before proceeding further the reader must realise the
method may best be studied by a consideration
following fact as the basic requirement for the produc- of This
a diode in which the anode is split into two equal
tion of sustained oscillations in an electrical circuit. parts
along
its length. In magnetron work the anode
If a resonant circuit is completely free from losses, a
invariably split into at least two segments so that a
current once started in it will continue to How back- istuned
may be connected. Suppose (Fig. 4)
wards and forwards indefinitely, i.e., sustained oscilla- that onecircuit
of the anode is held at a potential Vi
tions will occur. In practice, since any circuit has while thesegment
potential
other is variable between
losses, the above ideal condition is simulated by can- zero and some valueon thewhich
greater than Vi.
celling its actual resistance by inserting an equal or Also, let the axial magnetic field isthreading
the system
greater (preferably greater) amount of negative- resistance. be of such a magnitude that it would cut-off,the
anode
Negative resistance is exhibited by any device showing current if both sections were at a potential Vi. When
an increase of . current when the applied voltage is de- the potential on the variable anode is zero the electric
creased or vice versa, i.e., a screened-grid valve, once field overcomes the-magnetic effect and a large number
secondary emission has come into play, will show a of
will move across the interelectrode space to
decrease in anode current for * rise in anode voltage. theelectrons
fixed anode. The zero potential anode will receive
Any valve showing the .properties of negative resistance only
a few, ij any, electrons, and the current flowing
in this way is capable of functioning as an oscillator from it
will be negligible.
when joined to a resonant circuit of sufficient dynamic
If the potential on the variable anode is now slowly
resistance.
A diode, such as was recently described, under the increased the magnetic field begins to make itself evident,
influence of an axial magnetic field, and having Us and a current begins to flow in the variable anode circuit
anode divided into segments, will function as an oscillator at the expense of the current in the fixed anode circuit.
and will generate extremely minute waves. There are The nearer V2 gets to Vi so does the anode current of
is equal to Vr the valve
three accepted methods in which the oscillations may be both segments fall ; when
produced ; they will be treated separately here, though will be in the condition of cut-off. Electrons will then
the reader fg reminded that the theory of them is not be following closed circular tracks as Fig. 4 illustrates,
even now completely understood and that the dividing and missing the anodes completely. Should V., be
line between the various methods is not so clearly increased to a value greater than Vi, the electric field
again overcomes the magnetic effect and a Current begins
defined as the article suggests.
(1) The dynatron method. Here the magnetic field to flow in both segments of the anode. The variable
is maintained at its cut-off value or beyond. The anode will now draw the greatest current, of course,
frequency of the oscillation produced depends since it is at the greatest potential.
upon the field strengths employed, the size of the
A graph of anode current (for each segment) against
tube and the external resonant circuit. The transit- anode voltages will appear somewhat as depicted in
time limits the upper frequency of oscillation.
Fig. 5(2) The resonance method. Hero the magnetic field
This graph is important because it shows us that
is maintained beyond cut-off values. The frequency between the points A and B approximately, there is a
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region of negative resistance, i.e., an increase in anode
voltage causes a decrease in anode current.
Within limits, in. practice, the current which flows
to the lower potential segment is greater than the
current which flows to the higher potential segment,
the extent of this negative resistance effect being
increased by a step up in magnetic intensity. A tuned
circuit connected, as is shown in Fig. 6, will form with
the. dynatron method of magnetron technique, an
oscillatory, system capable of generating' and sustaining
oscillations. A high value of field intensity will cause
the current to flow only on the oscillation peaks and a
Class C push-pull tvpe of oscillator is produced.
The dynatron method will not generate waves whose
periodic time is comparable with the transit-time of the
electrons.
'
The Resonance Method
The dynatron method just discussed depended for
its frequendy of Operation upon nothing particularly
associated with the field intensities ; provided that the
Positive Cycle
Path

Anode
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It is prevented from doing this by the various anode
alternations and the effect of passing across the gaps;
its final track will be as shown in Fig. 7, where, after a
large number of deflections its loss of energy compels
it to fall to one of the anodes. By the actual observation
of ionised electron tracks in a magnetron containing a
trace of gas this theory is substantially correct.
The alternating anode voltage must be of such a
frequency that the electron path is of this nature.
The resonant condition of a magnetron working in this
way exhibits the properties of a normal series circuit,
except that all resistive and reactive elements are
negative in design.
The frequency generated has an upper limit of about
3,300 megacycles (9 cms.).
Since frequency=velocity-7-wavelength, we may write'
the previous formula in terms of wavelength,
thus
pr2 H
wavelcngthx=
VN io8
where p= velocity of propogation.
Thus we see that x is proportional to the square of
the anode radius and inversely proportional to the
number of anode segments. Therefore, for very short
wavelengths, a small anode radius and a large number
of anode segments are the order of the day.
*
A limit is reached when the smallncss of the anode and
the large number of segments makes power dissipation
difficult.

The Electron Method
With this method the wavelength produced can be ,
as low as 10 cms. and it is independent of external
k
circuit conditions. As previously stated, the intensity
of the magnetic field is such that Ihe valve is maintained
Initial Negative in the region of cut-off; also the angle at which the
field is set in relation to the axis of the anode is critical
Cycle Path
is not zero. Anode gap width has no effect upon the
Fig. 7.—■The cycloid frock oj Fig. 8.—How an electron moves, and
of the system, and the maintenance of
an electron under the influence depending upon whether it is functioning
seems to depfnei upon the energy transferred
of an alternating p.d. and anode emitted during a positive half oscillations
gaps.
s is the resonence cycle on the anode or a negaiioe from the space electrons to the anodes rather than the
method of oscillation production. half cycle. This is the electron material flow of electrons themselves.
method of oscillation production.
We will consider the electron method in the light of a
with an unspiit anode (Fig. 8), since gap width
magnetic field was so chosen to exceed cut-off, the valve
no effect upon the efficiency of the system. The
.frequency generated was solely decided by the tuned has
anode
held at a steady potential and the magnetic
circuit, and alterations in the frequency did not necessarily field isis adjusted
to just beyond cut-off so that the
mean alterations in the field intensity.
path is circular.
In the ease of the resonance method of magnetron electron
An alternating p.d. of the electronic frequency is now
work the external circuit does not have a large effect superimposedupon the steady anode potential so that
upon the frequency of operation, though the field it alternates above
and below the critical value of the
strength does. As the formula
8
cut-off, i.e., in the positive direction overcomes the
VN io
balancing
effect
of
the axial magnetic field. If an
frequency =
electron leaves the cathode during the positive half-cycle
tc r2 H
the magnetic field is overcome it will move directly
shows, the frequency of operation is given optimumably • when
to the anode and give up its energy as heat. If an
for the particular conditions of a given magnetron and electron
the cathode during a negative half-cycle
only a slight variation in the tuning of the external when theleaves
magnetic field is sufficiently on top to hold the
resonance circuit is necessary to cause oscillations to valve in the
condition of cut-off, it will spend the time
the half-cycle period in describing part of the circular
The theory of the resonance, magnetron is rather of
path.
As
it
is on its way back to the cathode after
complex, but it may be considered at its simplest in completing part
of the circuit the anode alternation
this way. If a cylindrical anode is split into a number will begin to run again
positive with the result that, the
of sections, say four as shown in Fig. 7, and an alternating electron will again begin
to swing outwards. This
voltage is applied to them in such a way that an electron process will continue for several
of the anode
on its normal circular course from cathode to cathode and throughout the period the alternations
will be handing
is deflected in turn by each anode gap from this circular energy to the anode circuit, since,electron
instant of its
Course, then a condition is set up whereby micro-wave ■travel the anode alternations will atbe any
such as to oppose
oscillations may be produced and maintained.
its
radial
motion.
As
shown
in
Fig.
8,
the
path of the
The anodes are normally set with the magnetic field
is neither a circle nor a gradual cathode-to-anode
so that the valve is beyond cut-off and so the normal electron
it is in the form of a closing spiral. As the
electron path will be substantially circular. When curveapproaches the centre of the spiral it moves
subjected to the alternating voltage on the anode electron
more
and
in a region where the potentjal is constant
segments it appears' that in passing any of the gaps an (potential more
being considered from cathode to
electron is decelerated and deflected in the direction of anode) andgradient
of its rotation increases. Thus
the anode at the lower potential (on the A.C. cycle). the phase ofthethespeed
spiralling
which are the
Conditions are arranged so that the electron does'not useful ones, changes more andelectrons,
continuously with
immediatelv strike this anode, otherwise dynatron the anode alternations until a more
point is readied where
oscillations'will occur. Instead, the deflection suffered
by the electrons from the anode enemt.
is not sufficient for the electron to arrive at an anode energy is abstracted [To
be
continued)
and it will begin to diverge again towards the cathode.
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Examination

Papers—34

Another Selection of Questions, With Suitable Answers by THE EXPERIMENTERS
QTUESTIONS
Draiv a circuit diagram of a crystal-controlled I.F.
amplifier stage, and give brief details of it.
Explain the meaning of positive _ and negative
reactance, giving dn example of a circuit in which
these two properties occur.
Describe a simple field strength meter.
What is an artificial aerial, or dummy aerial?
When is it used ?
What is a D.C. amplifier, and for what purpose is
it employed ?

1, Crystal-controlled I.F.
THERE are various ways of connecting a quartz
crystal in an I.F. amplifier circuit to control
the frequency and act as a " gate/' but one of
the simplest arrangements is that shown in Fig. i. In
general, a crystal " gate " of this kind is used only
for C.W. reception when an extremely high degree of
selectivity is required. It is possible, however, to
modify the arrangement to a certain extent in order
that variable selectivity is obtained by means of a
multi-way switch.
The circuit is not drawn in the form that it is generally
seen, but has been arranged to emphasise the fact that
'the crystal-is connected in a capacity-bridge system.
Condensers C.i and C.2 are fixed and are of equal
capacity (a value of .0001 mfd. is usual in an I.F.
amplifier for operation on about 465 kc/s), whilst C.3 is
a variable condenser and described ns a " phasing
control." Its value is dependent upon the crystal and
holder employed ; the capacity would usually be in the
region of 25 m.mfd. maximum.
The crystal gate is usually wired between the first
detector or frequency changer and the first I.E. stage,
where i,t exerts the maximum controlling effect. It will
be seen that the output from the .secondary winding
of the I.F. transformer is applied between two opposite
comers of the bridge, whilst the I.E. amplifier is fed
from the two other corners. In use, the phasing condenser
is adjusted so that the bridge becomes balanced ; space

T
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o
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Fig. 2.—A type 0} field-strength meter, the use. of which depends
upon the measurement of the rectified output from a double diode.

To F.C.

'. F. 77

CJ

f. Fj
r,2

C3

Fig. I.—A simple type of crystal gate used between the frequency
changer and first I.F. stage of a superhel.
does not permit a full explanation of the procedure which
is followed.
Crystal-controlled I.F. amplifiers are not to be found
on broadcast receivers, being mainly confined in applica-7
tion to communication receivers intended for C.W .
reception, often in poor conditions of reception. A
switch is frequently fitted to cut out the crystal circuit
for telephony reception. The switch short-circuits the
crystal itself and at the same time breaks the connection
between the phasing condenser and the bottom corner
of the bridge.
It would be possible to eliminate condensers C.i and
C.2. by taking the earth connection to a centre tap on
the EF. transformer secondary. This method is seldom
satisfactory, however, in view of the extreme difficulty
in finding the electrical centre with the degree of accuracy
which is necessary. In' some cases, C.i and C.2 are
pre-set variables so that the electrostatic centre tap can
be found with greater accuracy.
2. Positive and Negative Reactance
IT may be argued that the question is badly expressed,
and that there is no question of sign when dealing
with reactance. The reactance of an inductance, for
example, is a certain value in ohms, and the reactance,
of a condenser is also a definite value in ohms. In both
cases the reactance is real or positive.
But it will be remembered that when an alternatingvoltage is applied across an inductance, the current
through the inductance lags 90 degrees behind the
applied voltage. Similarly, in the case of a condenser,
the'current leads the voltage by 90 degrees. In further
explanation it may be pointed out that the instantaneous
current passing through an inductdnee reaches a
maximum one-quarter cycle after the alternating
voltage has reached its maximum. With a condenser,
the current reaches its maximum value one-quarter of
a cycle before the alternating voltage attains a maximum
value.
It will be seen, therefore, that if an inductance is
connected in series with a condenser across a source of
alternating current, the two reactances tend to cancel
each other. Values of inductance and capacitance can,
in fact, be found so that there will be complete cancellation. In that circumstance, the overall impedance of
the circuit (neglecting resistance) will be zero.
Thus, in order to ascertain the impedance of a series
oscillatory circuit the reactance of the condenser is
subtracted from that of the inductance. For that
reason, capacitive reactance is often referred to as
negative.
. . Use is made of this principle in the acceptor-circuit
type of wave-trap as used to eliminate interference from
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on an artificial or non-radiating aerial only. Call-signs
allocated to those permitted to use only' an artificial
aerial consisted of a figure followed by three letters ;
for example, 2BJO. " Full " licence-holders were given
a single-figure-two-letter call-sign, such as 5VO.
An aerial has inductance, capacity and resistance.
Tx
Consequently, a dummy aerial must have similar
. properties. One type of dummy aerial has the simple
circuit shown within the broken lines in Fig. 3. The
coil is tuned by a variable condenser, which is in series
0"
with a fixed resistor. In addition, an ammeter of the
I
thermo-junction or hot-wire type is included in the
circuit
in order to take readings of the output from the
Fig. 3.—A form of dummy aerial consisting of a coil, resistor,
transmitter while adjustments are being made.
tuning condenser and thermo-ammeter enclosed in a metal box.
The particular type of dummy aerial shown should
The screening box is indicated by broken lines.
" be enclosed in a metal screening box, and coupled to the
a transmitter on a certain frequency. A series circuit tank coil of the transmitter 'by two loops connected
tuned to the frequency of the unwanted transmission is together by a twisted lead.
connectedin parallel with the input tuning circuit of the
One of the simplest types of dummy "aerial consists
receiver. The principle is also used when it is desired merely pf an electric lamp, or of two or more lamps in
that the added reactance of the aerial shall not affect parallel. An instrument of this kind is of greatest value
tuning of the aerial circuit; the aerial is connected to when the transmitter is to be connected to a resonant
the tuning coil through a fixed or Variable condenser.
aerial of known resistance. The lamps can be arranged
to simulate the resistance of the aerial to be used.
3. Field Strength Measuremen'
6.
The D.C. Amplifier
THE field strength around a transmitting aerial can D.C.
amplifiers are normally used when it is not
be measured in finite terms of microvolts per
required to amplify radio- or audio-frequencies,
metre, but it is more usual to take only comparative but when
rectified voltages have to be, amplified
measurements. Thus, the requirement is to compare in order tosmall
simplify their comparative measurement.
the strength of the signal radiated by the aerial at
method of using a D.C. amplifier is indicated by
different points around the aerial—generally points theOne
circuit at Fig. 4. Here we have a bach reference to
which are equidistant from the aerial.
the
answer
to question 4, because the resistance R.i
It will be seen from this that the usual so-called field and condenser
C.i constitute a dummy aerial. With
strength meter is nothing more than a simple type of reference
question 2, it may be pointed out thatC.i
receiver fitted with a milhammeter or micro-yoltmeter is used totocancel
out any inductive reactance of the
which will indicate the relative input to the receiver resistance R.i, so that
the impedance of the.Toad is pure
via its aerial.
and is constant over a range of frequencies.
One type of field-strength meter would consist of an resistance
The amplifier itself closely resembles the ordinary
anode bend detector, with its tuning circuit and a small type
of resistance-capacity-coupled amplifier, except
rod aerial. In the anode circuit of the valve would be a that
there is neither grid condenser nor cathode by-pass
sensitive milliammeter; this would normally give a condenser.
There is also a milliammeter in the cathode
very low reading, and any .rise in anode current would
to measure the H.T. current passing through the
be that produced by rectification of signals picked up circuit
tetrode
amplifier.
It will be clear that the cathode
by the aerial. In the same way, use could be made of current will vary with
the rectified voltage'(positive in
an ordinary receiver with A.V.C. and a visual tuning
applied to the control grid. This is the rectified
indicator. The chang6 in reading on. the indicator when polarity)
output
from
the
diode,
which is, in turn, governed by
the receiver were brought into tune with the transmitter
power applied to the dummy aerial.
would be an indication of the input to the aerial, and thePotentiometer
be pre-set after finding a
therefore of the field strength at the particular point setting such thatR.!>thewould
cathode current through the
at which the aerial was situated.
tetrode
was
well
within
the
nominal rating, with R.4
Another very stable type of field-strength meter is set to about its midway position.
anode resistance
shown diagranimatically
in Fig. 2, It will be seen that R.4 would then be set so that the The
1
milliammeter gave a,
a double-diode is connected to a centre-tapped tuning
reading in absence of a signal across the
coil to which are attached two short aerials to form a convenient
points. Increase in cathode current with the
dipole. The diode anodes are tapped down the coil in input
application
of
signal would be indicative of the power
order to reduce damping. A micro-ammeter or micro- applied to the adummy
It would be a fairly simple
voltmeter is connected between the centre-tap of the matter to draw curvesload.
coil and an " artificial" centre-tap across the diode against meter readings. to show power inputs in watts
filament, to measure the rectified output from the valve.
In practice, switched shunts would be connected across
#.4
the meter so that the sensitivity of the instrument
AAAAAAAAA/
could be adjusted to suit the power of the transmitter
being checked and also the distance of the meter from
the transmitting aerial.
HT-h
The aerials would be short rods, and the instrument
would be mounted in a .screened metal box to reduce
R.f
& w
hand-capacity effects when tuning. Values of condensers
and inductance would be governed by the frequency
range over which the instrument was to be used. The
filament potentiometer would-have a value of between
50 and 100 ohms.
R3
C?
4. Dummy Aerials
AN artificial or dummy aerial is, as the name implies,
A /
a device for simulating the properties of a normal
R.2 I C3
elevated aerial. It is used when it is required to set up
mA
CJ
a transmitter without allowing it to radiate. Many
H. T.
readers will remember that, before the War, amateur
transmitters were in two grades : those who had a " full "
Fig. 4.~In this circuit V.2 acts as a D.C. amplifier, and amplifies
licence, dhd those who had'd permit to use a transmitter
the rectified voltage, applied to its grid from the diode rectifier V.I.
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Finding

As Applied to Frame and Loop Aerial Systems
SOME issues ago, in an article on directive aerial
systems, the directive properties exhibited by
dipole arrays were discussed, and the manner in
which these systems cguld be employed for the deternhnation of the angle of elevation of a downcoming
signal. We shall now consider the frame, or loop aerial
systems', and the directive effects exhibited by these.
General Theory
Anyone who has used a receiver employing an internal
or external frame aerial will be acquainted with the
directive properties shown by the receiver, that is,
once tuned accurately to any broadcast, -the signal
strength will be varied as the frame, aerial is rotated,
a maximum strength being reached when the plane of the
loop is in line with the direction of the transmitting
station. When this plane is at right angles to the
transmitter, a null point is reached, and signal strength
falls, theoretically, to zero.

7V

Fig. /.—A simple loop energised by a distant transmitter. This
is the maximum signal position.
In this necessarily brief survey it will first be preferable to consider the magnetic and electric fields produced at a point by the passage of electromagnetic
waves. If at a point P situated at some distance from
an active transmitter T, an observer were to set up
two recording instruments, one capable of indicating
the presence of a magnetic field and the other capable
of indicating the presence of an electric field, then he
would record there:
(a) An alternating vertical electric field.
(b) An alternating horizontal magnetic field, this
being at right angles to the direction of the transmitter and parallel to the ground.
These fields would be in time phase, that is, they
would rise and fall in unison, a maximum electric field
being produced at the same instant as a maximum
magnetic field, and. vice versa.
It is the existence of these two fields that give a
lot of people entirely erroneously the conception that
wireless waves are travelling magnetic fields plus
travelling electric fields. To the observer of the previous
paragraph, the waves, as far as he is concerned, are
stationary in space.
It can be shown that it is immaterial whether electromagnetic waves are pictured either as travelling magnetic
fields.or a series of travelling electric fields. An e.m.f.
induced vertical rod aerial, for instance, may be
attributed either to vertical electric fields sweeping
past or the fact that the rod is cut by the flux of magnetic
fields moving across it. We shall come back to this
point later on.
E.M.F. in a Simple Loop
In Fig. i is shown a receiving loop, energised by
signals from a distant transmitter Tx, the plane of the
loop being in the direction of travel of the signal waves
which are moving parallel to the intervening ground.
As we have already seen, the induced signal strength
with the loop in this position will be a maximum, falling

away on cither sfde, until after a rotation of 90 deg.
it will become a minimum. When the loop is now
rotated further, the induced e.m.f. will again begin
to build up, but this time it will be opposite in direction
to that present during the first quarter revolution in
other words, a complete phase reversal occurs when
the frame'passes through its zero e.m.f. position. Fig. 2
shows the polar diagram (discussed in the earlier article)
obtained for a 360 deg. movement of the loop, the phase
reversal condition being indicated by marking the right
and left hand lobes positive and negative respectively.
This notation is commonly employed.
The magnitude of an induced e.m.f. can be calculated
in the following way : when the area of the loop is given
by A sq. metres, the magnitude of the magnetic field
intensity present there is H, and due to the radiation
from the transmitter there may be considered to exist
at the loop an alternating magnetic field and an alternating electric field. The latter will not produce an
e.m.f. round the loop, but an e.m.f. will be produced
because of the changing flux of the magnetic field which
is threading the loop turns.
If now the loop has T number of turns, then:
Loop e.m.f. — rate of change of flux turns X 10-8
volts.
= d/dt (104 ATH sin wt) X 10-8 volts.
But <0 = 2tc/7 where / is the transmitted frequency.
— {ar'f A TH cos cot) x 10-4 volts.
If the R.M.S. value of the magnetic field intensity
is Hi, and the R.M.S. value of the loop e.m.f. is £1
then:
Ei=2 - ATH 1 /X103 microvolts.
The magnitude of E\ is not dependent upon the shape
01 the loop, but it .is upon the area. When the plane
of the oop is at some angle with the direction of the
incoming signal, the expression becomes:
Ex—2 tz ATH 1 f . cos (f> X io"2 microvolts.
When the plane of the loop, therefore, is parallel to
the incoming signal direction, cos </> has its maximum
value of 1 and the induced e.m.f. is also a maximum.
With the ;oop at right angles to the distant transmitter,
cos (j> is zero, and consequently, the loop e.m.f. is also
zero.
Practical Effects
As with most things in radio engineering, the perfect
states obtained by theory do not hold out in practice,
and this is so in the case of frame aerials. Complications
occur when a simple loop, such as was described in the
previous section, is employed for direction finding, the
chief of these being known as the Direct and Vertical
effects, and the iijability to obtain an absolute bearing
or sense of the transmitter.
The direct effect is caused by the leads from the loop
aerial to the receiver, and the coils, and leads of the
receiver itself, picking up a small amount of the radiated
signal and passing it on to the detector, irrespective of
the setting of the frame. When such reception occurs
a zero point cannot be obtained at any loop position; ,
the cure for this trouble is obvious—efficient screening

2.—The horizontal polar diagram for the simple receiving
loop of Fig. 1,
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Fig. 3.—Showing the path differences
lo earth from each end of the loop
aerial causing the vertical effect.
Fig. 5: —rt push-pull method of overcoming vertical effect.
Fig. 4.—A screened frame aerial, deof the coils and leads most likely
signed
to
overcome
the
vertical
effect.
to pick up the incoming signal.
The vertical is the name given
to the effect in which the main consideration is that currents flowing up and down the vertical sides of
the loop will act as an ordinary vertical aerial; as we saw the loop are unequal, and there is always a small p.d.
earlier on, the e.m.f. in the loop is caused by vertical present across the tuning condenser C, irrespective of
electric or horizontal magnetic fields sweeping past, the the setting of the loop ; therefore a nil signal position
behaviour of the loop being regarded from the viewpoint cannot be found.
of an observer situated within its turns. He would find
Solution of Practical Difficulties
present there, as before ;
There are several methods employed for the elimination
(a) a stationary alternating electric, field which would
be vertical,
of the vertical effect, some of which will now be discussed.
(b) a stationary alternating magnetic field which A very effective method is depicted in Fig. 4, and
would be horizontal and at right angles to the consists of the application of electrostatic screening to
direction of the incoming signals.
the problem. The loop is surrounded by a copper tube,
These stationary fields would be caused by the arriving the bottom of which is earthed, while a gap is left at the
waves, and except (theoretically.) when the plane of the top. This gap is generally filled in with an insulating
and is necessary to prevent the flow of targe
loop is at right angles to them, the flux of the stationary compound
horizontal magnetic field would thread and endrgise currents round the screening tube, the flux of which
the loop. This would induce the normal loop e.m.f. would oppose the original flux and consequently diminish
it, thereby seriously reducing the loop e.m.f.
to flow round the loop as we have already described.
The stationary alternating electric fields do not
But as well as this the stationary vertical electric
field wotild affect the frame as if it were an ordinary produce an e.m.f. in the loop due to the presence of the
vertical aerial rod; equal e.m.t.s would be induced in screen, but there is no effect on the e.m.f. round the
the two sides of the loop and the behaviour of the loop caused by the magnetic flux threading through, it.
Slight vertical e.m.f.s are, without doubt, induced in
arrangement affected. This is the vertical effect.
Consider the ends of a simple loop aerial connected the screen itself, but this is far from resonance, and
across the grid and cathode of the first receiver valve in on the whole the arrangement behaves as a very ineffithe conventional manner. The e.m.f. induced in the cient vertical aerial.
loop varies with the angle it makes with the arriving
Another method for overcoming vertical effect is
signals, and is zero when the loop is at right angles to the use of a shielded transformer, the primary being
the wave direction. The p.d. across the tuning condenser connected to the loop and the secondary to the first
should then, of course, be zero, and this condition would valve grid circuit. The transformer has its primary
obtain if it were not for the vertical effect. Because of screened from the secondary by a copper band in which
the equal e.m.f.s induced in the two sides of the frame, is left a small gap for the prevention of large eddy
currents flow down these branches to earth. But the currents, since otherwise the screen would behave as a
paths provided from
shorted turn. Due to this electrostatic screen, the
each end of the loop to
primary-secondary capacity is reduced to an almost
earth are not the same,
zero value, the principle being very similar to that of the
one being directly conscreened grid valve. The p.d. fluctuations of the primary
nected while the other
due to the vertical e.m.f.s have no effect on the secondary
is through the griddue to the presence of the screen, but the latter exercises
sathode interelectrode
no control over the magnitude of the e.m.f. induced in
capacity of the valve.
the secondary by the ordinary loop current in the primary,
which is therefore applied to the receiver.
'Fig. 3-)
Consequently,
Push-pull valves can he employed for the elimination
although the induced
of the vertical effect; the conducting path from each
e.m.f.s are equal, the
Coniometer end of the loop aerial to earth then being equal. (Fig. 5.)
The grid p.d.s of each valve set up by the vertical e.m.f.
will at any instant be equal to one another, and will
cause equal changes of anode current. These will
produce no effect in the tuned anode circuit, since this
type of amplifier will only function when the grids are
To ftx operating antiphase.
1 Determination oi Sense
the earlier article we saw how the determination
Fig. 7 (Right),— The Bellini- of In
sense was achieved by making the aerial array urnTesi direction finder, in which directional
Fig. 6 (Above).— The polar diagram two
of reflectors or directors. This
loop aerials and a gonio- method canbybe means
of Fig. 2 made undirectional in orderapplied to frame aerial systems, thus
meter, are employed.
to obtain an absolute sense of bearing.
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zero signals. This system is known as the
Bellini-Tosi direction finder.
H cos 0
In aircraft work a system known as the
Robinson D.F. is sometimes employed. This
system employs two loops at right angles to
each other as in the Bellini-Tosi arrangement,
but in this case one contains about three
times as many turns as the other. The main
loop which has least turns is in series with the
large turn auxiliary loop, but it is so switched
H sin
that the e.m.f.s induced in the latter can be
either added to or subtracted from the e.m.f.s
induced in the former.
Signal Direction
If the plane of the main loop is in line
Fig, 9 (Riskt). — When the sonio rotor with
signal the e.m.f. induced
is at right angles to the signal direction, in it is,theof incoming
course, a maximum, but the e.m.f.
^ the rotor e.m.f. is zero.
in the auxiliary loop will be a minimum, since
making the polar dia- this frame is at right angles to the arriving wave
Fis. 8 (Left).— Vector representation g r am of Fig. 2 direction. The signal given out by the receiver remains
of the operation of the Bellini-Tori unidirectional as constant, therefore, in both positions of the auxiliary
D.F. system.
shown in Fig. 6.
loop reversing switch.
If a vertical rod is placed close to the simple loop
When the signal is arriving at some angle to the,
of Fig. I, the latter being in a position of maximum plane of the main loop, an e.m.f. is present across the
pick up, and both the loop and the rod are connected' auxiliary loop and the effect of operating the change-over
to the first tuned circuit of jhe receiver, then if the switch will then be a rise or fall in the intensity of the
vertical aerial is so adjusted that the receiver e.m.f. emitted signal. In one position the loop e.m.f.s are
induced by its current is equal to the, receiver e.rh.f. additive, while in the other they subtract. The directional
induced by the loop e.m.f., the loop will behave as an properties of this system lie in the design of the auxiliary
ordinary inductance and its current will lag by go deg. coil, which in order to observe small changes of, signal
on the loop e.m.f. This e.m.f. lags by go deg. on the strength must obviously possess a greater number of
magnetic flux of the signal waves, consequently the turns than the main loop ; in practical forms it is usually
loop current lags 180 deg. behind the arriving magnetic about three times greater.
flux. The vertical aerial has an e.m.f. induced in it
which is in phase with the magnetic flux, and (if the rod Indirect Reception
has a very high resistance) the current is in phase with
The loop systems we have discussed work very well
the e.m.f., that is, the vertical aerial current is in phase when they are operated by the ground or direct" ray
with the magnetic flux of the signal waves.
.from a transmitter, but complications and erratic
The e.m.f.s induced in the' receiver by the vertical behaviour arise when an indirect wave is being received,
aerial and the loop currents will therefore be equal, that is, a wave caused by reflection from the Heaviside
but antiphase, consequently no signal will be heard. or other ionised layer in the upper atmosphere. DownIf now the loop is rotated through 180 deg. the receiver coming radiation from these layers is generally negligible
e.m.f.s induced by the vertical rod and the loop currents during the hours of daylight, but after dark it can
will be in phase and additive. Directivity has therefore become quite strong. If the indirect waves were vertically
been achieved and the polar diagram is .as shown in polarised their presence would not afiect to any great
Fig. 6.
extent the accuracy of the loop bearings ; this is obvious
While in actual practice the phase relations of a from a study of Fig. roa. The electric field at the. loop is
simple loop and a vertical rod are not quite as simple indicated by the vectors Ef, while the magnetic field
as those explained above, the arrangement can never- Hf is indicated by the dotted circles, at fight angles
theless be adjusted so that the induced e.m.f.s are to and coming up out of the paper. This magnetic flux
substantially equal and the determination of sense threads the loop and is a maximum when the loop is in
achieved.
line with the direction of the arriving waves, the position
shown.
Practical Systems
When the dowuepming signal is horizontally polarised
Suppose two loops are placed at right angles to
each other as shown in Fig. 7, then the magnitude of the electric and magnetic fields present at the loop are
as
indicated in Fig. rob, when the magnetic flux is not
the e.m.f. induced in either will be characteristic of the
direction of the incoming signal. If the output of parallel to the ground and does not thread the loop in
the two coils is taken to the stator windings of a the position shown. The loop will be threaded in any
goniometer (also described previously), then a zero other position but the one shown up to 180 deg. of
signal will be obtained at some setting of the gonio revolution. So, with a horizontally polarised wave a
rotor or search coil Which will also be characteristic signal will be received in any position except when the
plane of the loop is in line with the arriving signal, which
of the'direction of the incoming signal.
Assume that in Fig. 8 a signal is arriving in the is the exact opposite of the cases we have been discussing
direction AX, and the magnetic field present at the all the way through. The loop has, therefore, a bearing
frames is at right angles to this, indicated by H. This error of go deg.
may be resolved into two vectors II sin St gnat
Signs/
(b)
(*)
and H cos c/r, where the flux of H sin
gi is in the direction AB, while the flux
of H cos <j> is in the direction AC. The
e.m.f. in loop i is therefore proportional
to H sin rjr and the e.m.f. in loop 2 is
proportional to H cos<£.
The loop currents flowing in the gonio
stators are represented in Fig. g, such
that the e.m.f. induced in the search coil
is zero when its plane is parallel to the
vector H. Thus, the direction of arrival
Yr
of the signal waves is- a line at right
angles to the plane of the gonio rotor Fig- 10.—(q), Indirect vertically polarised waves do not affect the directional properties
when the latter is in the position of of a loop ; {b), horizontally polarised waves give a bearing error of 90 deg. in loop systems.
beptember, 1944
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Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
H.M.V.
THE outstanding recording in the H.M.V. list this
month is Gustav Hoist's " The Hymn of Jesus,"
which occupies five sides of three rain, records,
the-sixthside beingblank. It is a noteworthy addition to
the already imposing list of recordings made under the
auspices of the British Council, and I recommend it
most strongly to all who appreciate exceptionally fine
choral performances. , The composition is a masterly
piece of work in five parts, namely Prelude, The HymnGlory to Thee, Divine Grace is Dancing,' Divine. Ye in
Dancing, and, finally, When I am Gone. The words
have Jreeri translated from the Apocryphal Acts of St.
John, and their rendering by the Huddersfield Choral
Society—chorus master, H. Bardgctt—is superb. Dr.
Malcolm Sargent conducting the Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra reveals a fine and thorough understanding of
the whole composition, and great credit is due to all
concerned for the magnificent performance of a work
requiring the best from all taking part. The records
are H.M.V. C3399-3401.
Lovers of Negro spirituals will find much to please
them on H.M.V. DA 1846, which contains two fine
recordings by Marian Anderson, the possessor of a
contralto voice of. great beauty. She sings Tor us—with
piano accompaniment by Franz Rupp—that traditional
spiritual " Oh, what a Beautiful City " and the Negro
spiritual " Let Us Break Bread Together " with deep
feeling and perfect diction.
As mentioned before, I always enjoy a good military
march provided it is equally well played. On H.M.V.
DA 1845 I have found two which satisfy both requirements to the full, and for those who have a similar
liking to myself I recommend this record. The recordings
are by Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra,
and the marches are those two ever-popular ones " Stars
and Stripes for Ever " and " Washington Post," both,
of course, being by the March King Sousa.
"Hutch" (Leslie A. Hutc'hinson) has recofaed
" Don't Ever Leave Me," which is featured in the
film " Bees of Paradise," and " I'm Going to Build a
Future World " on H.M.V. D1083.
Joe Loss and his Orchestra have a snappy number on
H.M.V. DD5849 entitled "The Quack Quack Song," a„
ouick waltz Vtoch they put over "with"the" aid"of Bill
Macfarlane 'as vocalist in a very pleasing manner if
you are feeling in light mood. "Linked with this is
Art T-iniir Pnccpc:" nnifp n o-nod foxtrot.
film feature
, ,
.
„ ,
Sang in Berkeley Square," two good tunes well presented.
Swing music enthusiasts have a very good record in
H.M.V* B9375. This has been made by Earl Hines and
his Orchestra, with E. H. at the piano, the numbers
being " Ridin' and Jivin'," linked with " Indiana."
These form Nos, 585 and 586 of the Swing Music Series,
1944.
Columbia
A TRULY delightful record is Columbia DX1157. It
contains an rjt—,
exceptionally
^
-r fine recording by the
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, under the baton of
Dr Malcolm Sargent, of " Overture in Italian Style in
C Major," by Schubert. The overture makes most
pleasing listening, and although the work comes within
the classics, it is one which I recommend to afl who
appreciate good music without having to be a "highbrow," and a first-class performance by an orchestra
of high repute.
. ,,
•
The only other I2in. Columbia I have this mouth is
that containing a recording by that talented soprano,
Isobel Baillie, accompanied by .the Liverpool Fhil-

harmonic Orchestra, again conducted by Dr. Malcolm
Sargent. Miss Baillie lias selected the recital " O Didst
Thou Know ? " and the aria " As When the Dove,"
from Handel's " Acis and Galatea," whieh is the title
of the record, the number being Columbia D.XT158. Her
performance is flawless.
I head the loin, series with Columbia
This
is a fine recording of Rachmaninoff's " Prelude in C
Sharp Minor" (Op. 3, No. 2), played by those two
popular and gifted stars Rawicz and Landauer as, of
course,
ar
piano
duet,inand
theyr link
it 23,
withNo.the5).
same
composer's
" Prelude
G- M
Minor
" (Op.
—Sinatra,
'™
«■ No
- 0Frank
whose first
Columbia record
I reviewed
last month, has made two more recordings, this time
with Harry James and his Orchestra, pu Columbia
DD2145. The numbers are " All Or Nothing At All "
and " Ciribiribin," which he puts over quite nicely, but,
well, that's all. Turner Layton has selected two numbers
which enable him to reveal his qualities far better than
some of his other recent recordings. He sings, on
Columbia FB 3031, "Deep River" and "Thou Art
Risen, My Beloved," and, of course, accompanies
himself on the piano, thus giving a very nice performance
It is the best recording of him I have heard recently.
Felix Mendelssohn and his Hawaiian Serenaders have
made a good record, " Romantic Waltzes,(No. 3)," on
Columbia FD3029.
Victor Silvester and his Ballroom Orchestra have
recorded, on Columbia FD3033, " Dipsy Doodle"—
quickstep, and " One Love," a waltz. Two good numbers
well presented.
CarroU Gibbons and the Savoy Hotel Orpheans have
selected "There's Nothing Like Music"—foxtrot, and
" I'll Walk Alone "—slow foxtrot. These they play, in
first-class style, on Columbia FB3030.
Parlophone
PICCADILLY Pastime" and " Miisic for AngloSaxes " are the two lively pieces played by
No. 1 Balloon Centre Dance Orchestra on Parlophone
F2028.
. , ,,
Joe Daniels and his Hot Shots in " Drumnasticks
record " At the Military Ball " and " Nattering Around."
For those who like it " hot " these two numbers, on
PaWoptoua F2029, will meet with approval.
"Tin Pan Alley Medley, No. 62 will be found on
Parlophone faoyo, where !vor^loreton and Dave Kaye
introduce Lille Marlene,
1U C^et J5y,
Regal
EGINALD DIXON has made another good record
in Regal 'MRi734. It is called " Dixontime (No.
Me " and " Paper Doll."
" Good-night Wherever You Are"—foxtrot, and
" There's Nothing Like Music," also a foxtrot, are the
two numbers played in a very mce style by Harry Leader
and his Orchestra on Regal MK3735.
THE

SLIDE RULE MANUAL
By F. J. CAMM
5/- or 5/6 by post from George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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The " Fluxite Quins " at Work
' This house is haunted," said f££.
' There's bats in the belfry—/et s flee.'
Yelled a voice: " Come back here
With that FLUXITE f Don't fear.
It's howls in the wireless, lads, see /"
rr
See that FLUXITE is always
by you—in the house—garage
— workshop — wherever
speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 30 years in
government works and by
the leading engineers and
manufacturers.
Of all
ironmonger s—i n tins,
8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE
SMALL-SPACE SOLDER
ING SET—compact but sut
stantial—complete with full
instructions, 7/6.
To CYCUSTS ; Your wheels will NOT
keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings
and SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple—with
FLUXITE—but IMPORTANT.
The FLUXITE GUN
puts FLUXITE
where you want it
by a simple pressure. Price 1/6, or
filled, 216.
ALL HECHANICS W/U

§5

The

Future

♦

♦

♦

ALTHOUGH concealed to-day in
tropical kit or battledress,
without its familiar trademark,
discerning technicians can easily
recognise the well-known brand of
BULGIN RADIO PRODUCTS
in every piece of Service radio
apparatus. To-day, as in the past,
they stand predominant for originality,
design and reliability, ready to cooperate in the future, in the shape of
" things to come."
" TAe Choice of Critics "
Please quote contract and priority numbers.

y
FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES All SOLDERING
Write for Book on t/ie ART OF " SOFT "
SOLDERING and far Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE, also on " WIPED
JOINTS." Price Id. each.
FLUXITE LTD. (DEPT. W.P.)
BERMONDSEY ST., S.E.I.

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.
BYE-PASS ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.
Telephone ; RIPpIeway 3474 (5 lines).
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GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES
" FAIRVIEW,"
LONDON RP., WRQIHAW, KENT,
TERMS CASH with ORDER.
No G.O.D.
Regret no Orders can be accepted from Eire
or Northern Ireland.
ELECTRIC
LIGHT CHECK
METERS,
first-class condition,
electrically
g-uaranteed,
for
A.C,
mains
200/250
volts
50 cy.
1 phase 5 amps, load, 10/- each.
k WATT
ENDsizes
Resistances,
new
and
unused,WIRE
assorted
(our assortment), 5/6 per doz., post free.
SOLIDmounting,
BRASS LAMPS
(winrtype).
onehole
fitted double
contact,
small B.C. holder and 12-volt 16 watt bulb.
4/-.
TUNGSTEN CONTACTS, 3/16in. dia., a
pair
mounted
on spring
blades,
also two
high
quality
pure
silver
contacts
dia., also
mounted
on
spring
blades 3/16in.
fit for
heavy duty, new and unused ; there is
enough base to remove for other work.
Price the set of four contacts, 4/-, post free.
MASSIVE GUNMETAL WINCH, complete with long handle, for use with fin. wire
cable, weight 50 lbs., condition as new.
Price £3, carriage paid.
RESISTANCE
UNITS,
fireproof,
size iOin.
lin. wound
chrome
nickel
wire,
2byohms
to carry
10 amps.
Priceresistance
2/6, P.F.
ROTARY CONVERTER, 50v. D.C. input.
A.O. output
75 volts30/-ateach
75 .carriage
milliamps,paid.
in
first-class
condition.
3-PHASE TRANSFORMER. 410 V. to
240 v. at 2 kW. Size of core 14in. by Hin.
by 5 sq. in. section. £10.
TAPE
MACHINE,
fittedrheostat
Klaxoncontrol.
220 v.
D.C. motor,
geared drive,
18 ohm relay, complete with tape reel
and tape, £7.
AIR PRESSURE GAUGE by famous
maker, lOins. dia., reading 0-4,000 lbs. per
square inch, as new in case. Price £7 10s.
METER MOVEMENT, for recalibration,
moving
coil, 20/-.
4in. scale, deflection not
known. Price
MOVING
COIL
AMPMETER.
0-350 amps.. 6in. dia..
switchboard!reading
type.
Price 70/-.
DYNAMO, output 20v., 10a.. ball-bearing,
(shunt wound, speed 1,750 r.p.m., £5.
AUTO
TRANSFORMERS;
or
down tapped
0-110-200-220-240 : step
1,500 up
watts,
£7 : 1.000 watts. £5.
D.C.
volts large
(not car)
4 h.p.,MOTOR.
speed 1.50012r.p.m.,
size, approx.
£2 10s.
H.T.
TRANSFORMER
in
IOin. x 7in. x 6in. (no oil), 200 v. case,
to 10,000size
v.
C.T. output, 2J K.V.A. at 500 cycles, intermittent rating. £8.
METAL RECTIFIERS, size 5 x 41 x 4iin,.
notm/A.,
Westinghouse,
100 x volts
at
500
price output
32/6 ; output
ditto
5iin.
not
Westinghouse.
100 volts
at 2m.,
250 m/A,
price 17/6 ; ditto, output approx. 100 volts,
at 50 m/A. price 10/-POWER400TRANSFORMER,
wound.
volts and 220 volts5 tok.W.
110double
volts.
50 cycle single phase. Price £25.
AMPLIFIER COMPONENTS from dismantled
American
10 watt amplifiers,Input
all
metal
cased
and
transformers,
15'- compound
: interstage,filled.
7/6 : pushpull
input,output,
10'- : 10/-push-pull
20/- ;
push-pull
; power output,
transformers,
12/6 and 25/- : capacitor packs, 10/- and
20/- : reactors, 12/6 ; audio filters, 7/6.
MOVING COEL AND M.I. METERS.
FOR
DETAILS
OFLIST,
ABOVE
OTHERFULL
GOODS
.SEND FOB
COSTAND
2id.
PLEASE NOTE.—I would greatly appreciate Price Lists or Catalogues of Radio and
Electricalpostage
Goods ortocost
replace
thoserefunded.
lost in
removal,
willingly
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SWITCHES
PUSH BUTTON UNITS, complete
with knobs.
8-way with on-off ... ... ... 7/6
12-way without on-off
816
YAXLEY
6 wafer, 4 wafers 2-poIe 4-way, I wafer
single pole 3-way, I 2-pole 3-way 616
2 wafer, each wafer 3-pole, 3-way 4/6
2 wafer, each wafer single pole
8-way
... 5/6
POWER TYPE
POTENTIOMETERS
Wire wound, 5,500 ohms, 20 watt rating,
robust and first grade resistance IZ/6
SCREENING CANS
(Suitable for I.F. Transformers, coils, etc.)
Square Type 4Jin.x2in.x2in. ... I/Circular Type 3Jin.x2Jin. dia. ... 1/RELAYS
Designed for valve anode operation,
D.C. resistance 15,000 ohms. Rated
operating conditions 75 volts 5 fn/a.
Lowest positive operation 45 volts
3 m/a. Contacts make and break
5 amps. Suitable for carrier control relays, morse recorders, etc. 12/6
TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS
We carry wide and varied stocks of
books dealing with all technical aspects of
radio. A few only are listed below
American Service Manuals (Champion)—
Vol. I. Spartan-Emerson
12/6
Vol.2. Crosley-Belmont
12/6
Vol. 3. Crosley-Belmont ... ... 12/6
Vol. 4. R.C.A. G. E:. Admiral ... 12/6
Vol. 5. Emerson ... ...
!2/6
Cathode Ray Oscilloscopes (Reyner) 8/6
Foundations of Wireless (Scroggie)
7/6
Introduction to Valves (Henderson; 5/Television To-day and To-morrow
(Chappie)
iO/6
Introducing Radio Receiver Servicing
(Squire)
6/.
Radio Receiver Servicing and Maintenance (Lewis) ... ... ...
Radio Data Charts (Sowerby)
... 7/6
Radio Upkeep (Witts)
... ... 7/6
Plastics in Radio Industry (Couzens) 2/6
Modern Radio Contmunication (Reyner) Vol. I
7/6
Modern Radio Communication (Reyner) Vol. 2 ...
7/6
Amplification and Distribution of
Sound (Greenless)
i2/WEBB'S RADIO, 14, Soho St., Oxford St.,
London, W.I,
Tefephone ; Cerrcrd 2089
Note our revisea SHOP HOURS:—
\0 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sots., 10 a.m.
to l2noon;
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BUTTON
|
MICROPHONES £
Thousands use these wonderfully ingenious
solid-back SOUND TRANSMITTER UNITS.
A marvel of acoustic engineering design, as
used by G.P.O., invaluable to radio experimenters and others for amplification and
detection of sound for all purposes. Make
your own outside listener.
EVERY BUTTON TRANSMITTER
WE SUPPLY IS GUARANTEED.
Splendidly machine made to great accuracy
and identical with the Post Office and
Government Transmitters ; they have a .
long and useful life in hundreds of ways.
The body is of solid brass, forming the
granule chamber, and the" diaphragm is
thin mica. Every one with a Radio Set
should have two or three of these Buttons
for experiments. Radio is not essential, as
with only a pocket battery 4J volts and a
high-ratio transformer, speech may be
transmitted to phone receiver. We give
a few experimental uses for the Button.
Home Broadcasting, Detectors of Sound for
Air Raid Alarm, Baby Alarm, Detectors of
sound from leaky water mains. Electrical
Stethoscopes or Vibration detectors. Can
be fitted on Gramo. Soundbox to work on
loudspeaker without Radio ; etc.
PRICE ONLY 216 (Postage 6d.)
HIC>H RATIO TRANSFORMER, 4/6.
CONTROL BY LIGHT and Invisible
Rays. Raycraft s^ts with selenium bridge,
10,000 ohm tele-type Relay, fittings and
booklet, 42/-.
TRANSFORMER PARTS. We offer a
few shrouded carcases ready for rewinding.
250 watt size, 27/6. First class make. If
you can cut your own lams, out of 6in.
Stalloy sheet, we can supply in 38in.
lengths at 1/3 each.
SMALL SWITCHGEAR. Automatic
Circuit Breakers, 10 amps upwards, open
or ironclad, triple pole, thermal trip, from
25/-. Battery cut-outs and-Remote control
D.C. contactors 6/12 volts 8 amps, type L,
10/6. 10 volts, 240 volts and 230 volts,
10 to 40 amps., 35/-. Rotary Instrument
Switches, 7-way by R.I., ebonite panel,
7 studs on teak box, 7/6 only. Low voltage
Switchgear, Lucas 8-way Aero enclosed,
change-over and fuses, R.A.F. surplus, 3/6.
6-way R.A.F. push-button, 219. G.P.O.
single do, 716. 3-way rocker switches, 3/6.
METAL CABINETS AND COVERS.
Boxes with hinged lid ; inside 8Jx4fx5Jin.,
for oscillators, etc., 10/-. Covers. Light
metal, ventilated special arch shape to
contain 6J x Sin. with terminal cover
extension, 3/6.
RHEOSTAT Pane! one-hole ETNA 0 to
I ohm 3 amps., with pilot bulb, 3/-. Pitkin
circular lab., Sin. mahog. base, glass front,
50 ohms 2 amps., 35/-.
FIXED CONDENSERS. 2 mfd., 250
volts smoothers, metal case, G.P.O., 2/6.
Dubilier & T.C.C. .25 mf., 230 volts, 2/-.
H.T. Mica 4,000 volts, 25 mf., 10/-. 2,000
volts, I mf., 10/6. B.l. oil-filled, 6,000 volts,
I mf., 35/-. 4,000 volts, 2mf., 45/-.
CONDENSERS. Ultra
Short Wave variable air
condensers. 16^ m.mfd.
Trolitul insulation ballbearings. Surplus to a
Govt. contract and new, 5/-.
MAGNETS. We have a
large range of permanent
magnets ail sizes from 2 ozs. to 4 lbs.
Stamped envelope for illus. leaflet. Electromagnet solenoids for 12 volts D.C. with
2in. free plunger, Jin. dia., compound
wound, 6/6.
Please send stamped envelope for answer to
enquiries and include postage for mail orders.
EUECTRADIX RADIOS
214, QQeenstowp Road, Battersea. Lonclon, S.W.8
Telephone MACauldy 2159.
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Discussion

publication).
of vision ") may still, I believe, be seen in operation at
the Science Museum, South Kensington. If any othci
Poor B.B.C, Transmissions
has further facts to offer on this topic I, tor one
CIR—So many readers' letters relating to ^e poor reader
be very pleased to have them.—Donald \\ . Aldol,
S reception of the B.B.C. transmissions have ap«red will
(Torquay).
in PRtcTK-.tt. Wireless that a brief summary of the
suggestions given by the Corporation's engineers may
A Reader's Log
nossibly be of interest. They are as follows
are some extracts from my log for the
Although many modern sets will give powerful lesmt SIR,—Here
past fortnight which may be of interest to
wtth a pofr aerial, a good aerial should "oyortheless be readersAll
India Radio, Delhi, broadcasts a
used It is worth while trying a short aerial without a musical programme'for
Indians overseas from 5.15 p.m.
horizontal part; this should be sus
outside
en dif possible
5 so p.m., when the transmission ends with
although In some localities a wire P ^ ™Y10tter until
news
bulletin
in
English.
This programme is carried on
above the receiver inside the house will be better. as 07 25.45, 51.15, 41.61 and
metres. I have also
TldS is especially so where the signal is strong but heard' Ail India Radio on 19.6261.98
ra. calling the Far East
1.30 p.m. with a news bulletin followed by a
^Ignore'the aerial connecting the; earth to the aerial at
programme. "The
fo '
terminal Alternatively, reverse the aerial and earth musical
from
Delhi broadcasts news m English at 8 p.m.,
eonnec'tions to the receiver. This should be tried where followed
news in Japanese, in the 25, 31 and 48 m.
signal strength is good but distortion is present, even bands: by
Radio Dakar, 26.13 nr., gives a new^ comin
d
mentary
in
English
at 10.30 p.m. on Wednesdays only.
Wind a frame of about 10 turns round a box about 8ft. Leopoldviiie, on 19.78
m., transmits a programme m
English from 12 to 12.30 p.m.
Other stations received include JCL3, Tokio, on
10 20m . ■ HCJB, Quito ; F.ZI, Brazzaville , PRL8, Rio
vi Tnrif»irr> • nnd the following American stations.
WKRX WKRD WGEA WGEX, WLWO, WLWK,
WT TOP ' WRCA WOOC WGBN, WOON, WBOS,
5Ss
svsi
used with a sensitive receiver.
_Vi ,1
WRUS,' WRUW. WRUA,
d si andn dWLBX. The
Receivers with a self-contamcd irame aerial should WRUL
is an o-v-i of my
\ S" » L
"
he tried on all the B.B.C. stations broadcasting the set
using
two
detector
valves.—P.
A. Devlin (Bellast).
dlsired programme, and with the frame m all positions
With relation to adjacent-channel mtciferenee and
Midget A.C./D.C. Receivers
man-made static, the.
Engineering Branch of the G.P.O.
gives free advice to licence-h°lder^re n^ok for a laree SXR,—In building and experimenting with m'^geV
r im indebted to the B.B.C. \ear Book 1.01 a iar0c
A.C./D.C. receivers the following points were
portion of the above information^
noted, and I am submitting them for your consideration
of practical use to listeners—F. G. Rayrer ihongaonj. as they may be of interest to other readers. A circuit
of my receiver to illustrate these points is attached.
Slroboscopic Calculations
The papular anode-bend type of demodulator is
CHR—I am indebted to Mr. W. H. Dowland (July coinuionly
employed in midget A,C./D.C. receivers,
S issue) for his comments on my letter on stiolaoscopic however/it may not be known that the grid-leak type
calculations (May), in which I state that the stroboscope can be equally as successful, and may possibly be much
was due to Dr. Stampfer, of Vienna, in 1830.
.
sensitive than the former if the followmg tips are
It if true of course that the attribution of certain more
noted. Using a 6C6. or more usually a 6D6 (van mu
technical devices to afiy one person is not_easy, but my H F pen ) in the circuit shown, it will be seen that the
authority in this instance was the late. W ill Day, historian serin volts are obtained from ^ v biasing voltage on
of the cinema Tn 1936, seeking further information the catnoae
cathode 01
of the
luc 4^
43 type
yy output pentode.
f. .
This
■, is
on the enTveSpcd
origins of the ftoob^pte
(whiA Unig e-Uent
■llent Jor^
for the
purpose,
since the biasing condenser
r^on^pSai-^
purix.se,^since
(by-passing
thetheL.F.
component) is usually a large-value
or appUcations), I
^
electrolytic tvpe, and the voltage about 18/22 volts
fhosSecSof cinema relics included a >uodel of the lust what is required for the purpose. As a result there
eariv
strobosebpe,
whilst
his
researches
indicated
that
110 H.F. instability in the 6D6 screen circuit and the
U ^s due ^fDr. Stampfer around 1830, and was isscreen
volts are not subject to variation. Moreover it
w-mtpmnorarv to Dr. Plateau, of (jhent.
. . .
saves the cost , of a resistance, condenser, and potenOf course, if one wishes to go back far enough, it is not ti< e
u iaynebe0argued that sensitivity at the cost of
difficult to conceive an early Greek, running PastJhc
pillars of a temple and, looking over his shouldei, selectivity has been obtained ; this, however, in this
seeing the hand-thresher in a field on thc other sffie of the case is incorrect. Selectivity is good and on a fixed
mdoor
pillars in arrested or slowed motion when the relative aerial run along the top of the picture rail round the
Ineeds of motion were right 1 Then, as early as iB a, room' 12ft. of aerial gives ample volume on the two
Forces and Home Service stations ; later m the evening
StenUorTto
other Continental stations are received equally loud'y\ wrinkle for ensuring selectivity is to tune the
primary of the H.F. transformer coupled to the detector
with a variable mica type condenser of .0001 uf. max
capacity. This should be done with the receiver tuned
nendently reported the fact that if instead of observmn to the station it is most desired to receive. Also, 1 .
a series of identical spokes or cogs one viewed a series trimmer is fitted to the H.F. stage tuning condenser
of simple pictures, an illusion of movement could be it will be found that these two trimmers will be adjusted
obtained. Between 1830 and 1840 a number of such in conjunc" ffih with each other for the fimil lming up
devices with names like Zoetrope and Phenakistoscope, on the station. Also, in reference to the H.F. stage 11
were patented, and many of these forerunners of the has been found that it is not necessary to include a
cinema (duo to the juertia of the eye, i.e., persistence
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W C R C , 25.36 m. ;
50,000/1
WGEO, 31-48 m. :
2OO/3OOIL
V
OO! Mfd
B O S, iq.72 m. ;
A:C W
^•00/ Mfd
W R U S, "hs m.b.;
(00,000 n.
WOOW,
25.3 m,;
/
A.F.H.Q., 20 m.b. ;
Hi
OOOOo Mfd. N
VUD-3, Delhi, India,
! Mfd
25.62 m. ; Armed
GDG
Forces Radio Service,
"HI
. 25. m.b.; Radio Met25Z5
1
ropole, 25.65 m. ; the
too.ooon
\
AA/WWj |
2ooci
Voice of 'Free India,
43
OO! Mfd T
26.16 m. ; FZI, Radio
Brazzaville, 25.06 m. ;
rzi\
x
the American TX in
6D6
LS. Field Q.
Europe ; PRL-8, Rio
2,000a
de Janeiro, Brazil,
25.60 m. ; Algiers,
OOOOO"
24.17 m,; French
National Radio, 19.68
m. , I have also
received three stations
\
/
16 Mfd
not yet identified; they
/ Mfd
are Swiss, on the 25
m.b., ZNR, 24 m.b.,
and a station calling
25 Mfd
" Sabu, Sabu 93, Sabu
600/1
I Mfd
20.000n.
25 V. £7ec
35," and then reading
a number of _ letters.
606^-^ 606^—^
I would appreciate any
25Z5
information
concerning
A.C./D.C.
C Det
H.F
these
stations from
210/250 Vd/ts
other readers.
My
/1C/£iC
aerial is a 15ft. indoor
623/1
one and no earth.—
Circuit diagram of Mr. Marshall's midget AC I DC receiver
F. J. Longman
(Mansfield).
circuit between cathode and screen as the bias obtained
from the fixed resistance and potentiometer is quite
Stations Identified
sufficient for a cut-off biasing voltage -of up to 35 volts.
It will be noted that in the H.F. stage the full gain of OIR,—In a letter in the July issue of Practical
G. C. Bagley gives a list of commercial
which the 6D6 is capable of is realised to the full by morseWireless
station? he has logged, and requests information
taking the H.T. supply to the anode direct from the regarding
stations. I have great pleasure, in
■cathode of the 25Z5 rectifier, and not in the conventional supplying these
the following ihformation, extracted from
manner ; this does work out.
official
lists
issued
to merchant ships.
As to the value of anode resistance shown for the
WQL, WQS, WIY and WIJ are located at New
6D6 demodulator, this gives a maximum value of 3 Brunswick
(New Jersey), and are listed as " fixed
inilliamps anode current, and gives the greatest gain stations." used
for radio communication between fixed
commensurate with quality.
points.
WQV
is located at Rocky Point (New York
In the anode circuit of the 43 type output pentode a State), and is'also
a " fixed station."
condenser of the value shown serves, to give a reasonWAR is listed as a " coast station," used for service
able fixed tone control effect, not too much top, and with
ship
stations,
is located at Washington and
additionally prevents H.F. instability. This, at least, operated by the U.S.and
Army. The aerial power is 2 kW.
has been my experience.
on the time of day and night, WAR operates
To ensure long life for the 25Z5 rectifier a 1 watt Depending
frequencies of 159, 600, 4255, 8510, 12765 and 17020
type carbon resistor (Erie) of 200/300 ohms is included on
kc/s.
in the anode circuit in series. This acts as a form, of
WSC is another " coast station," located at Tuckerton
surge limiter, in addition to slightly dropping the applied (New
Jersey) and operated by R.C.A. The frequencies
voltage, and in practice, although it does get a bit hot, used, both
and low, are far too numerous to mention
it does help to prolong the useful life of the valve. One here. On high
the low frequencies the power is 5 kW. and
which I have in this receiver has been running now for
frequencies 40 kW.
about 18 months, as have the other valves, and is in high
It may be of interest to note that on 6340 and 8430
perfect condition.
WSC radiates Press reports at 0418 G.M.T.and
Should any other reader be interested enough to build ko/s
traffic
at 0100, 0300 and 2300 G.M.T. Traffic lists
a receiver from this circuit, he is, in his own interests, are alsolists
out at 1300, 1500, 1700 and 210.0 G.M.T.
advised to adhere to, the component values shown, as on 16860sent
kc/s.
these are the result of much experimenting.—L,. C.
I
am
sorry
I
can trace no details of WD68 and WLYA
Marshall (Whitehaven).
as logged by G. C. "Bagley. If any other readers require
information regarding commercial morse stations, etc., I
Stations Logged
shall be very pleased to give what help I can.
SIR,—In the past two years I have constructed eight
On and off I have been a regular reader of Practical
■short-wavers with little-qr no success, but now I Wireless for about six years, and as this is the first
have a really fine o-v-r in use. I have also built the time I have written to you, may I take the. opportunity
emergency three-\4ilver with the H.F. stage left out, of congratulating you on the" high ■ standard of the
but I could not get any satisfactory results with It. 1 magazine, and the way in which you cater for both
am going to build the low cost qualitj' three which is the beginner and advanced amateur ? Continue the
in last^ month's issue. I have made A. J. Aldworth's good work!
"gramd motor" from January, 1944, issue. Here are
I am a radio officer aboard ship, and I spend quite a
some of the stations I have logged in the past month ; lot of my spare time experimenting and building receivers,
WGEA, 19.57 m. ; WCBX, 25 m.b. ; WCBN, 23 m.b.; etc. I have made up a large number of Practical
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■«*vrkT A vTV INSTRUMENT
OFFER :
SrHUCKERT CO.instrument
ff
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CLiiSSlFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
LITERATURE, MAPS, etc.
IE ATkTO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
Invites all keen experimenters to apply
for
membership.
Current
issue R.S.G.B.
Bulletin
" and details,
1/-below
Suppl^^ent■ (140 pa^es), |aper
cover
2 9 : cloth.
T ittle Hussell
Street.5/-.—B-S.G.a..
London, W.C.I.m au,.
WEBB'S Hadio Map of World. Locates
Radio
GERrard14.2089.Soho Street. London. W.l.
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Plan your future H^'lL^nt'tTe ^SenTSn £

NOW
developments in Radio and J^levision have been forecast. mere
will be splendid opportunities for trained
men to secure well-paid positions
profitable spare-time work.
Now is the time to increase your knowledge and efficiency, so that you may face
the future with confidence.
^ YOU MUST KNOW MATHS •
If vou wish to understand Radio or any
other technical subject you Ho
must know
Mathematics. Our method of ™e
Tuition makes maths really interest g
and easy to learn,
Post coupon for free
Home-Study Courses in Mathematics,
Radio Reception. Transmission
Servicing, Calculations.
Television and Radio
QIG
D

^^r^E^s ^ith reaetiou,
circuit. 3/6. Paxolin coil formers, 3i x li,
f^J^bETECTORS With crystal and

SSlferdETS.
fitted nuts. 4hB.A,. | C.H..
8d?doz.Z."7?6 grf'e B.A. i R.H-. 6«1. doz., 5/gr' 6 B.'s. screwed rod, 12in., 6d., nuts, 4d^
MERCURY SWITCHES, B.I. 20 ampJ
ni-tpd swivel 7/6. Screened cable, 17/36
fiat twin and 23/36 heavy rubber single.
SLEEVING, 2 mm.. 6 GQlouta. lyd lengths.
2, 6 doz. Rubber
grommets. fit 7/l^in. hole.
admits
I ca^l?;vJ-0 latest
,'
' rG.P.O.
% o ' No
10
MICROPHONES,
no. xu.
13 iiKeys
1/-. Twin
Chattertons
Buzzers, 13.
electroh at-ick
magnets. 3 ohm!. 1/-. Powerful solenoids.:
RESIji CORED SOLDER, 18 gauge, i lb..
T. & G. RADIO COLLEGE, I'fliflAMO^WBSTON, 230 volt. A.C..'
2, THE MAUL, EAUING, W,5

MORSE & S.W. EQUIPMENT
MORSE Practice Equipment for class-room
or
individual
tuition. orKeys,
oscillators
forRadio.
both battery
mamaudio
operation.
Webb's
14. Soho Street.
London.
W.l.
Phone : Gerrard 2089.
—
"forIf over
\ C."ten
Short-wave
Receivers.
Famous
years, ^proved one-valve
model
now available.
Complete
kit of
components,
accessories,
with6d. fuUin
structions—only
16s.. postage
Easily
assembled in one hour. S.A.E. foi free
catalogue.—A. L. Bacchus, 109, Hartingt
Road, London. S.W.8.
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
'4111 ARE ES BRITAIN RADIO (K- H.
Ede)
offers
realnowBargain
s mforNew
Snares
' Lists
available
Id.
(Post in unsealed envelope Id. stamp.) .
OELESTION
SPEAKERS,
P.M.stamp.
with: ' Pipage
send me free details, ofr,^P|hJ' ' warn.. 1/- 2 oz. 36 s.w.g , S.S.C., 2,6 ilb.
£2 ■ 81n. P.M. lesslOln.
trans,,
21I
Home-Study
Mathematics and Radio j
Sfm P.M with trans..ma27/6
:
Sin
Goodrnan
n
I
Courses.
MAIN'S'
standard 5 amp.',
less
trans..
22/6
:
i
s
energised
2,000
ba'kelite. IvvMCHEs!"
1/3, 12'- doz.. boxed.
under
ohm
field with
trans.,can
30/6.typeSERVICE
Orders over
£1.Enquiries
post free.S.A.E.
No G.u.u.
KIT
(A):
two
16mfd.
350
wkg.
NAME
.
€3
only. unuer
Electrolytics. 60ma. Choke, oiie .3 mains
MTni
ANDParkINSTRUMENT
CO., 18,
dropper with var. tap and fixing feet, ADDRESS
Warbornc
Road, BIRMINGHAM
17 ,
10s.two6d.25mfd.
Service
Kit type
(B); condensers.
two 16mfd.
350v.;
25v. can
P.54
R EETANCE RADIO SERVICE.
Si .1 tubulars. 6
8. Keniiington Park Road, S.L.ll.
6DIALS.
resistors,Cossor
£1 Is.3-band.
6<l. 13i x 5i, n/o
2/6 po
ea.
eM:6'doz^V»a. each 6/6 doz
CONDpiSE^ * FOYLES
Wv wkg., 12 mtd. 50v. wkg.. 1,9 each . M
0005 3-gang American, 8/6 ea. ;
ft'6
ea
(large
screened
type)
wavechange
RHILCO "cliNIlENSERS.-Bloek type",
fwittfiesfYaxley 4iype. 2-pole; ^way,
2^pc>le
3-wav
4-pole 2-way,
all5,3/67,ea.andVAi-ve.^
Books Bought
SPEAKER TRANSFORAIKRS.—Power or
HOLDERS.
British
octal
,
119-125, CHARING CROSS ROAD,
1 e 0t ty Pe
American 4. 5. 6. 7 and octal. 7/6 doz. Grid
Ml
&ffolMM/RS.tappings,
' 2 o. 3 amp-. WOO
LONDON. W.C.2.
ronnecring
clips,
1/doz.
Tinned
copper
ohms
wire 16 s.w.g., 18. 20 and 22. 2/6 per Ub reel. Open 9 a.m.—6 p.m., including Saturday.
voi/l' two
ME adjustable
CONTROLS.—i andB/O ieach^..;
meg.l
Twin-screened sleeving, 2ft. lengths l/- ea.
Tel.
:
Gerrard
5650
(16
lines)
3/6 each-,
switchsome
5/6 with
each. switch,
We have15/-a
Wander Plugs, red and green, 2/6 doz.
few
used with
controls,
Snade
Terminals,
red
and
black,
2/9
doz.
per dozen. Ideal for service woric. , .,
MAINS DROPPERS with var. taps and
I.F. COILS.—465
kc/s in- can with double
feet, 850 ohms .3 amp.. 5/6 ea. ; 1.000 ohms
25/6 4/6
ea.
Little
Maestro
type
(no
feet).
MIUOET 8 COILsl—Mediuma and long
TESTOSCOP^
ea.
The
three
for
12/6.
Telsen
Loudc
sneaker
Units,Assorted
5/- ea. Telsen
S.M. Disc
io s, with 2-piix
firfvecf 2/"
Mansbridge
com.
Indispens2 6 e
densers.
600v.
test.
61doz.
THIgWONTH
A ed vXes. Oarselecable to Radio Sli.lTORsf-Ako
•SPECIAL OFFER. Screened H.F. ChokesS
resistance, 200 ohms, ex Ekco-. l/r ea. For
Service Engineers. p? VVVOOD2—We have a number of square,
Volume Controls. Tubular and Mica ConMakes 20 tests. Interesting pieces of 3-ply,9in. square. Ideal for Midget
densers, etc.. see advts.
Booklet on request. From all Whole- ^^'^EI^SbTADRI SERVICE
issues Terms:
Cash or C.O.D.
ovei
*1.
Pharles
(temp,Effingham.
address),
salers, or direct. Send for Leaflet A.24.
8, Kennington Park Road, S.E.Al. \
" Eureka,"Britain
SurreyRadio
Gardens,
RUNBAKEN
- - MANCHESTER_-_-_j REWINDS.—Mains from 25/-, output
Surrey.
'
from 6/-, field coils 9 -: Pick-up coils.:
SYNCH RONOUS MOTORS.—''Saugamo."
Armatures, promptly executed. Phillipsj
200-2-50
voltsGears.
A.C. 50Ideal
c, selfmovements
starting fitted
and
Ekco D.C.
Converters
bought,
sold,;
Reduction
for
tvphaneed
Valves.
B.V.A. and
American.,
Time
Switches.
Electric
Clocks,
etc.
Rotor
Fx G P o! Side Cutters, Ex G.P.O. Lcmg)
■RELAYS
«;r»eed
200
r.p.m.,
final
speed
1
rev.
-12
Nose Piiers. insulated handles, slightlyj
minutes approx. Consumption 21 watts. I The "wide range SKg
used but as new, 22/- six pairs, 42/- doz.
pairs. Post paid. Sample pair, 4/-6 post
A^above but enclosed* pattern, consumption A of Londex Relays
fid.
extra.
Send S.Rd..
A.E.Aston,
for List.
A. D.ham,
S. Co.,6.j
|
includes
a
variety
of
•261-3-5,
Liehfield
Birmin
P
wTi^vvownd Non-inductive Resistances. TYPES APPROVED
Ideal
for
Meter
Shunts.
Resistance
Boxes,
MEASURING Instrument Repairs. All
by
etc.
2.V per cent,
accuracy.
_ wound the
on
Bakelite
x iin.
makes
meters
and Prompt service Jo?
AIR MINISTRY
frvltawinKbobbins
ratingsi 25.
50, One
100, ofeachof
200. 400, oUU,
i-bnaivedof bv
experts.
loi!
68
MAJP.
essential
Purbos
-.—
1.000
and
2.000
ohms.
5,'6
per
lot
postage
paid,
ADMIRALTY
quantities available.
. ^ QQQ
Repairs, Meter Dept. (A252). Manchester, i.
Rev. Counters
type. 0-999, ksk for details and
Relay
Automatic
resetex meters,
to zero drum
on completion,
W \NTED.—Rotary Converter, any size.—•
L.F
leaflet SPN/PW.
Hull, 221, City Road, E.C.I.
Proieetion
Lenses,
lin.
focus,
ideal
for
9.5
or 16 mm films, so^id-heads. etc. Oxidised
LONDEX LTD.
WavespeaKtu.
reviver,
mounts,
liin.
long
9/16in.
diameter,
5;Anoiiev Works. 207, Anerley Rond WANTED.—Battery
or four valve Short
built-in
pnoh Terms—Cash with order.
L ondon, S.E.20.
'Phone: SYP-jftk'S/ i three
Spearman, Stansfleld, Sudbury, Suffolk.
,1.
FRANKS,
Solentlfle
Sturus,
58.
New
OxfVAlSt., W.C.I. 'Phone: Museum 9594.

440
B.A.
thread
screws
and :nuts.
1 gross
assorted
useful
sizes,
ditto,
brass
washers,
1/6 gross
; 8/6
fibre washers,
1/6
gross
;
assorted
solder
tags.
21gross
;
assorted
small
eyelets
and
rivets,
1/3
gross.
Rubber-covered stranded copper wire, Id.
yard ; heavier quality, lid. yard : very
heavy
quality.
2Jd. yardcopper
; ideal for
aerials,
earths,20ft.
etc.coil.Tinned
connecting
wire,
6d. ; ditto rqbber
covered,
10ft.
coil,
6d.
Braided
twin
electric
cable,
6d.
Finest
quality
solder,yard.
lib.. 2/-.
Wood's
metal resin-cored
stick, 2iin.
by iin.,wire,
1/-. ilb.
Cotton
instrument
reels,covered
18 , 20, copper
22 . 24 gauges,
1/6
:
26
gauge,
1/9
:
42
gauge
double
covered,
2oz.permanent
reel, 2'- : 36
gauge detectors,
ditto,silk1/9.
Sensitive
crystal
Tellurium-zincite
combination,
complete
on
base,
guaranteed
efficient,
2/6
;
reliable
crystal with silver cats-whisker, 6d. Reconditioned headphones, complete, 4,000
ohms,
12/6.33, All
postage
extra—Post
Supplies.
Bourne
Gardens.
London.Radio
E.4.
COMPLETE S.W. Battery Kit for sale.
Also
Radio Text16,Books.
details.
—Tabraham,
Bury S.A.E.
Road, forBrandon.
Suffolk.
AMATEURS surplus transformers,
speakers,
amplifiers, '21.valves.
StampRoad.
for
Lists—Bettsworth,
Gladstone
Horsham, Sussex.
150
of Lanes.
various Bilston,
dates forStaffs.
sale. Offers.
to 67,P.W.
Green
FOR
SALE
90
yards
guaranteed
.§ amp.
2-way.
Line Cord.
First-class
quality-^thick
Insulation,
3/11 yard
plus postage,
or 3/6
yard
Unrepeatable.
Apprpx.Wire160
ohms for
per lot.
yard.—Box
114, '^Practical
less,"
W.C.2. Tower, House, Southampton Street,
AMATEUR selling up. Large quantity of
Parts
and Valves
for sale. S.A.E. for List.
—L. Boulter,
wood,
Essex. 23, Cromwell Road, BrentASSORTMENT of new and used Radio
Components,
for experimenters
constructors, etc.,
satisfaction
guaranteed. and
£1
per parcel.-E. H. Robins Trading Co.. Ltd.,
44 Kyle Crescent South, Whitchurch, Glam.
COMPONENTSRECEIVER
FOR TILE MIDGET
THE SIMPLEX FOUR.—Theoretical circuit diagram of four valve medium wave.
T.R.F.
midget
receiver,
together
with
alluniversal
component
values,
and their
equivalents,
combiningstandard
maximummaterial
efficiencythroughout,
with simplicity
of aerial
construction.
per copy.
MIDGET
and H.F.1/6medium
wave.
T.R.F. coils, ideal for the T.R.F. midget.
91pair
:
standard.
M.
and
L.
wave.
wrtn reaction, circuit, boxed. 12/6T.R.F.,
pair.
MIDGET speaker tran. (Pen.). 7/6 :
standard ditto, 9/-; heavy duty 10 watt
ditto.
10/6.speaker. P.M.. 5in.. with tran.,
,
MIDGET
32/6.
High
sensitivity.
, ,
MIDGET knobs, black or brown, standard
knobs, ditto. 90., 8/- doz. ; large knobs,
3in.. brown. 1/6.
MIDGET chassis, drilled for four valves,
sprayed grey, de luxe, 101 by 6 by 2in.,
9/6
; standard.
10 by50/60
41 byma..
2in.,7/65/6.: heavy
MIDGET
chokes.
duty,
superior
job,
80
ma..
500
120 ma., 15/- : 0.5 henry. 20 ma..ohms,
C.T.,12/6
25/-.;
GANG
condensers,
variable.
0.0005 mid.,
2-gang.
first
class
job,
at
12/6.
CONDENSERS, tubular electrolytics, 2
mfd..
mfd., 50
V.W.,2 mfd.,
3/6 :
12 mfd.,35050V.W.,
V.W.,4/6
2/6; : 50tubular
paper,
200
V.W., 8d.,
3/6 7/: 0.1
91-4 doz.
0.01 mfd.,
doz. mfd.,
; paper10d.,
block,
mid..;
450
V.W.,wound
4/6. potentiometers, 2,000 ohms.,
^
WIRE
for
bridges, etc.,universal
6/6. type, for all reDROPPERS,
ceivers, 1,000 ohms, 0.2 amp., fitted 2 variable
taps. 4/6 ; 750 ohms, 0.3 amp., ditto taps.
5/6 : heavy quality dropper, superior
{Continued top of next column.)
Compact. Well Balanced, Steel
WIND CHARGER TURNTABLES
" V " BED, with adjustable " Strap " to
take ANY Car Dynamo, TAIL, Tail
Post and Tail Lock, on Sturdy MAST
BEARINGS. Nooutside wires.WITH
instructions for easily made Mast. 30/each. Propeller materials stocked.—
P.W. Bar Ham. "Hilltop," Bradmore
Green, Coulsdon, Surrey.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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SWITCHES, 4-way, 2 bank,
porcelain former, fixing feet, ditto taps, a YAXLEY
length 67Jin.,
4-way,
quality
950 7/6.
ohms, 0.2 amp., and 800 4-way,
bank.3/-,9in.,
5/-. 3 bank, 7Jin., 3/6,
ohms, 0.3job,
amp.,
PUSH
BUTTON
UNITS.
LINE
CORD,
60
ohms
per
foot,
0.3
amp,,
with knobs and escutcheon12-way.
plate complete
5/6 each.
3-way, 6/6 per yard.
detectors
on
ebonite
base. 1/3
2/6 each.
DIALS, three wavebands, short, medium Crystal
chokes.with
10-180
metres,
and
long,
station
names in colours, ivor- Short
Volumewave
controls,
switch,
i meg.,each.
5'-.
ine,
7
by
4in.,
1/6.
meter
each.tin 2solder^
B.A.
NUTS/SCREWS, 4 B.A.. brass, round Small
soldering
tags,switches,
2/6 gross.21- All
heads,
2
gross
in
all.
6/6.
lb. reel, 1/-. 6-pin aual range coils, comFIELD COILS, replacement field coils, for 1plete
on base, 4/6 each. 2 mm. sleeving.
standard Sin. M.E. speakers. 400 ohms,
3/doz. yards.
51each.
DROPPERS.
with
SLEEVING, best quality, 2 mills, 4cl. MAINS
legs.
.2 amp., 950 Complete
ohms, 6/- each.
yard,
3/6 doz.CABLE,
: 7 mills,braided,
8<I. yard.
7/- core,
doz. fixing
Ditto,
amp., 800
ohms, 6.'- each. Each
SCREENED
single
with 2 .3variable
sliders.
1/- yard.
Double cotton covered, per J ib.
PAXOLIN panels, sockets marked. Ext. WIRE.
reel. 18 g.. 1/9 : 20 g.. 1/10 : 24 g.. 21- :
L.S.
sockets).superior
6tl., 51-quality,
doz. Srt. peryd. 26
g., 3/32/3 : Also
28 g.,single
2/8 : cotton
30 g.. 3/32 g.. 3/- :
PUSH(2 BACK,
g.,
and; enamelled
SCREWED ROD, 4 B.A. and 6 B.A.. 6tl. 34
wire,
22
'g.,
1/9
;
26
g.,
21per
i
foqt
length,
51doz.
Silk covered, per 2 oz. reel, 28, 30, 32,lb.34.reel.
36
SOLDER,to resin
reels. 4/-.
g., 1/6
Licence
exportcored,
to N.lib.Ireland.
21 d. for 38 and 40wire,
12ft.reel.
coils.Heat
6d. resisting
each. cuncomprehensive list. S.A.E. with all en- necting
must be Included. No C.O.D.
quiries please.
Postage on all orders. Postage
O. GREENLICK.
FRED'S RADIO CABINButts,
FOR S.E.ll
BAR34, Bancroft
Road,
Cambridge
Heath GAINS, 75. Newington
Rodney 2180.
Road,
London,
E.l.
(Stepney Green 1334.)
LASKY'S RADIO.
SOUTHERN RADIO'S
370,
RD., PADDINGTON.W.S
WIRELESS BARGAINS
(Opp.HARROW
Padd. Hospital.)
Phone : Cunningham
STANDARD
TELEPHONE
Carbon
Micro1979
phone inserts, 4/- each.
MONTH'S
SPECIAL
OFFERS
SCREWS and NUTS, assorted,, gross of 24THIS
assorted
Condensers,
consisting
of
8 mfd.
each (2 gross in all). 10/-.
v.. 4500
mfd.v.,2001 v..
16 mfd;
3505v.mfd.
(can250
type),
SOLDERING TAGS, including spade , 500
2.25mfd.
mfd.
500
v.,
v..
ends. 6 - gross.
mfd.
350
v..
.05
mfd.
500
v.,
.1
mfd.
350
v.,
2right.
MFD.paper
CONDENSERS.
Postfully
OfficeguarUp- .01 mfd. 500 v.. etc., eto. All for £2- Postfree.
type. Used, but
Servisol
at
5/per
tin.
Systoflex,
assorted,
anteed.
High
working
voltage,
2/6
each.
2/3. 2/6
and 3/-i, doz.
PHILCO
Car Aerials,
for at
Volume
Controls,
4 and 1 meg., less switch,
short-wave3-point
and home
aerials, excellent
7/6.
2/9 each
; droppers,
with switch.
5/9 each.
and
LIMIT TONE ARMS, Universal fitting, at
.3
amp,
mains
4/9.5/9
and 7/6.2each.
for
Sound
Boxes
and
Pick-up
Heads,
10/-.
.3
amp.
3-way
line
cord,
70 ohms, per foot.
ACE
'•
P.O."
Microphones,
complete
with
best quality,
atDial
5/9 yard.
Transformer.
Motion
and Drive, Escutcheon
Receiver. 7/6. Ready for use with any Slow
type.
2/6
each.
Resistors,
ERIE
RESISTANCES.
Brand
New.
Wire
48
i,
i
and
1
watt
at £1 lot. assorted, Kit of
Ends, i, 1 and 2 watts. Mostly low values Send Id. for our lists
of mains trsnsformers,
but a very useful selection. 100 RESIST- etc. Send us your requirement
C.O.D., BUT
- ANCES
for 30/-.
MULTICON
MICA MASTER CONDEN- CASH WITH ORDER PREFERRED.
SERS, 28 Capacities in one. from .0001, etc.,
etc., 4/- each.(Dr. Cecil). 6d. ; with CatsSITUATIONS VACANT
CRYSTALS
whisker.
9d. : 2/6COMPLETE
CRYSTAL « ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."—
DETECTORS,
V TELSEN REACTION
112-pageA.M.I.E.E.,
guide toandtraining
tor
CONDENSERS, .0001. 1/9; TELSEN FREE
all branches
LARGE
DISC2/6.DRIVES. Complete Boxed A.M.I.Mech.E.,
of Engineering and Building. Full of advice
(Type W184).
for expert
or novice.
Writefuture
for free
copy
25
YARDS
INSULATED
make your
peacetime
secure.—
WIRE,
5/-; PUSH-BACK
Insulated Sleeving,
assorted and
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 17, Stratford Place,
yard
3/6 10/doz. ;; Metal
SingleCased
Screened
Wire, lengths.
dozen yards.
Con- London, W.l.
densers.
.1, .1. .1. 2/6 ; POWER
RHEO- MOBILE Cinema Operators (Men) (subSTATS,
30 ohms,,
POINTERCutler-Harmer,
KNOBS, instrument
type. 4/6;
iin. standard) required immediately. Able drive
spindle
hole.
Black
or
Brown.
17Free training
where necessary.
Push-Button SWITCHES, 3-way each
4/-;; car.
Knowledge
of radio given
an advantage.
Mobile
8-way,
6
(complete
with
knobs).
Bakelite
Cinema
Services,
Surbiton.
Escutcheon Plates for 8-way P.B. Switches.
1/6;
Knobs
for
P.B.
Switches.
6d.
;
Coil
TUITION
Formers.
and Tubular
Paxolin, Condensers,
12 assorted
sizes, 7/6 ;Ceramic
20 Assorted
up to .1.15 - ; 24 Assorted Mica Condensers. WIRELESS.—Students of both sexes
trained for important
wartime Careers
Radio
12/6.
Htimli-edsRADIO
More Bargains.
SOUTHERN
SUPPLY CO.,
Appointments.
Also for peacetime
in
all
branches
of
Radio
and
Television.
46, Lisle Gerrard
Street. London,
W.C.
6653.
Boarders accepted. Low inclusive fees.
College in ideal peaceful surroundings.—
' FRED'S RADIO CABIN.
stampBay.
for Prospectus.—Wireless College,
TUBULARS, 0.1 mfd.. 9d. each. 8/6 doz. 2d.
Colwyn
^
also .01 mfd. at 6d. each. 6/- doz.
DISC DRIVES, Telsen, without knob. THE Tuitlonary Board of the Institute of
Radio Engineers have available
International octal Base vaive- Practical
Study mathematical,
Courses coveringpractical
elementary,
holders,8d.,8d.7-pin
each.English.
7/6 doz. 7d.UX Clix
4-pin.7-pin
8d. Home
theoretical,
and
6-pin,
laboratory
tuition
in
radio
and
chassis
mounting,
7d.
_
; the text is suitabletelevision
coaching
COPPER WIRE. TINNED, 18p 20. 22- engineering
matter for exams.
l.P.R.E.: Service
and
gauge. II- }lb. reel.
■
tuitionary.entry
fees—at
T.C.C.
CONDENSERS, .1 mfd.. 5.000 V. progressive
pre-war
rates—are
moderate.
The Syllabus
wkg., 5/6.
of
Instructional
Text
may
be
obtained,
post
PUSH BUTTON UNITS, 6-way, 7-way, free, from the Secretary, Bush House,
2'6 each
2d.
each.; 8-way, 9-way, 3/- each ; knobs, Walton Avenue, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.
•• HENLEYElectric
Soldering
new.
Straight bit. 13/6 each.
PencilIrons,
Bit,
14/6
each.
Resin
cored
solder,
4/lb.100reel.
TWIN
CERAMIC
TRIMMERS,
( 50 WANTED TO PURCHASE
m.mfd..
5/6 doz. : 100+100 m.mfd.,
6d.
each,6d„5/6each,
doz.15,000
A SMALL or medium-sized Cycle and
RESISTORS.
ohms, i watt. 3d.
Business (retail). Any
each. 150.000 ohms, I watt, 3d. each. 22,000 districtRadio
considered if well populated
ohms,
i
watt.
3d.
each.
22,000
ohms.
1
watt,
4d. each.
and with good post-war prospects.
TAPPED
TONE CONDENSERS,
consist- Full particulars in first instance to
ing of 7 condensers,
21- each.
115, "Practical Wireless," Tower
MICA CONDENSERS, New. .0001, .0002, Box
House, Southampton Street, W.C.2.
.00015, .001 mfd., 6d. each, 5/6 doz.
(Continued top of next column.)
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SPECIAL NOTICE
THESE
are drawn
lull1
BLUEPRINT
SERVICE
size. blueprints
The issues
containme
descriptions
ot
these
sets
ai'e
now
out
of
print, but
an asterisk
beside
the
A.O. Btgjerliet
4 .. —
JVc. of P.p. J.J. Cainni'e
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint.
blueprint
number
denotes
that
conCamna's piiiversal
A-4 SuiJerstructional details are available, free
het 4 .. -.
•. — PW60
CRYSTAL SETS
PW73*
with
the
blueprint.
"
Qualitone
"
Univers;il
Four
.
.
—
Bicejrints,
each. .. .. — pwn* Fonr-valve : Doable-sidcil Blueprint, Is. 6d.
The indexNumber
letters indicates
which precede
the
1927 "JuniiSr
Orysfcai6c!.^^Qustal-Set
Receiver
Blueprint
the
per. , \J — PW93* iodicals
The
— — PW94* Push
- -ModeS
- del
-eij
whichrefers
the description
appears:
Push Button
Button 4,4, Battery.
A.C.- -Maiub
Mo
Thus
P.W.
to
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. A.W. to Atmicur Wireless.
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated
Operated
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
One-valve
: Blueprints,
Is. each. — PW31A One-valve
: Bluelprint, Is.
Send the
(preferably)
a postal
order to
—
PW88*
Ail-Wave
Unipen
(Pentode)
Simple
S.W.
One-valver.
..
the Blueprint
Beginners' One-valver .. .. — PW85* Two-valve : Blueprints, Is. each. — pwseA' cover
(stamps
overcost6d. ofunacceptable)
to
The " Pyramid " One-valver (HP — rW93* Midget Short-wave Two (3), Pen)
PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
Blueprint
Pen)
The(D "(HF
Fleet"
Short-wave
Two —, PW91* Dept.. George Newnes. Ltd., Tower
Pen),
Pen)
..
Two-valve
Blueprint,
House. Southampton Street, Strand,
— PW76* Three-valve
: Blueprints,
each.
The Signet: Two
(D & ,I1?.F)
W.C.2.
Experimenter's
Short-waveLs. Three
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
each
PWSOA*
(SO,
D,
Pow)
..
Selectone
Battery
Tliree
(JD,
2IiP
The
Prefect
3
(D,
2
LF
(RC
and
PW10
(Trans))
PW08*
..
PW37* TheTrans))
SUPERHETS
Summit
ThreeThree
(HP Pen,
All Pentode
(HP D,Pen,Pen)D
Sets
; Blueprints, Is. 6d. caoh
pwes" Battery
(HFBand-Spread
Pen, D (Pen),S.W.
Pen) Three
PW39 ■
WM395'
(Pen),
Pen)
'Varsity
Four
PW48
WM407
HaH
Cadet
(D.LF.Pen
The Request All-Waver ...
PORTABLES
F. J.Mark
Camxn'
s Silver
Souvenir(RC))
(HP
Three-valve:
Blueprints.
3
s.
each.
Pen, I) (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
Main Sets : Blueprints, Is. each. — WM859*
J. Caium'e
PW49* P. Portable
Three)Midget Three (D, 2 LP
(HF13LF
Pen, Three-valve
1>, Pen) .. — pwes* Heptode Sujjer Three A.C.
Cameo
Parvo
Flyweight
Midget
Portable
PWSl*
PORTABLES
— PW77^ Four-valve : Blueprints,
(9G, D, Pen)
1936(Trans))
Sonotone Three-Pour (HP
Is. 6d. each.
: Blueprint,
Is. LP
PW53' Four-valve
Pen,- HP
Pen, Westector,
4 Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,
"Imp" Portable
4 (1),-LP
Battery
All-Wave
Three (D, 2Pen)
LP
Class
35)
—
PW86
(Pen))
PW55
*
Family Portable (HP, D, RC,
PW61
AW447
The(RC))
Monitor (HP Pen; D, Pen) ..
Trans)
MISCELLANEOUS
WM3G7
Tyers
Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans.)
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Is.
PW«4 Blueprint,
The
Centaur
Three
(SG,
D,
P)
..
S.
W.
Converter-Adapter
(1
valve)
—
PW48A5
The2 LF
" Colt"
SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
PW72*
(RC &■All-Wave
Trans)) Three
.. (D,
One-valve
; Blueprints,
Is. each... — AW429*
AMATEUR WIRELESS
AND WIRELESS
S.W. One-valver
for America
The2 LF
■* Rapide"
Straight.. 3 (D,
MAGAZINE
PW82*
Roma
Short-Waver .. .. — AW 452
(RC
&
Trans))
CRYSTAL SETS
P. Three
J. Camm's
Oracle
All-Wave
Blueprints, 6d.Crystal
each.
PW78 Four-station
(HF, Det. Pen)
Two-valve :Battery
Blueprints,
— AW427
Two Is.(SG,each.
det
1938(HP,** Triband
All-Wave
Crystal Set .. Set.. ...... —
AW444 Ultra-short
PW84 1934
Pen, D." Pen)
.. Three
Pen) Coil Two (D, Pen) ..—
156-mile Crystal Set
— — AVV450* Home-made
— WM402*
AW440
P. (HF
J. Camm's
"
Sprite
'
*
Three
rW87*
Pen, D, Tet) ..
STRAIGHT
SETS.
Battery
Operated.
, The " Hurricane " All-Wave Three
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is.
caoh.
One-valve
: Blueprint,
is.
5-inetre ..Set (D,.. — AW433
(Pen), Pen)
— AW387* Experimenter's
B.B.C. Special
One-valver
Traus, Sujier-regen)
F. (SOD,
J. Camm's
*' Push-Button"
Two-valve
: Blueprints,
is.
each.
TheD, P)Carrier Short-waver (9Q,— WM390
Three (HF Pen, D (P<m), Tet)
AW388
Melody
Ranger
Two
(D.
Trans)..
Four-valve
: Blueprints,
AW382*
Full-volume Two (SO det. Pen)..
Beta
Pour (SO,Is.D,each.
LP,
WM409* Four-valve ; Blueprints, Is. 6tl. each,
A Modern Two-valver
CJ. Universal
B)
Three-valve
:
Blueprints,
Is,
each.
World-beater
Nucleon Class B Four (SO, D
AW41-2* A.W.
£5
As. 8.G.Ranger
3 (SG,(SO,
D, Trans)
(HP, Short-wave
Pen,
D, HC, Trnns)
PW34B
(SO),PourLP.Super
Cl. B)
AW422* Standard
l.oeeme
D,
Trans)..
Four-vaJver
Short-waver
PWS40 £5
Fury
(SO, SO, D, Pen)
fis. Three De Luxe Version
•
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (HF Pen,
AW485* (BG, D, LP, P)
(SG, D. Trans)
PW46 Transportable
D,
Push-Pull)
WM27I
Three
(SG,
D,
Pen)
Superhet
:
Blueprint,
Is.
6d.
" A"Uie " All-Wave 4 (HF Pen, D
wasa?
Simple-Tune
Three
(SG,
D,
Pen)
Simplified Short-wave Super
PW83* Economy Pentode Three (SG, D,
LF, Cl. B) (HP Pen,
The(Pen),
Pen) (1934 Standard Three
Mains Operated
PWSO* " W.M."
HF" Admiral"
Pen, D. PenFour(RC))
Two-valve Mains
; Blueprints,
Is. each.
F. Four
J. Camm's
** Limit
" All-Wave
WM851*
D, Pen))
Short-waver
(B, — AW453'
PW67* £3 (SG,
(HF Pen,
D, LP,
P) ..
WM854 Two-valve
3b. Three
(SG. D, Trans)
Pen)
A.O.
3935D, Pen)
€6 be. Battery Three (SO,
WM871 Three-valve : Blueprints, Is.
Mains Operated
WM389
FTP ThreeThree
(Pen,(SG,
D, Pen)
—■ WM8D2
Two-valve
:(DBlueprints.
WM393 Emlgrator (SG, D, Pen) A.C.
Pen) ,...
PW18* Certainty
A.O. Twin A.O.
(Pen),
Pen)Is. each.
WM396* Fonr-valve : Blncprinls. Is. fid.
Minitube Three (SG,
D,3>, Trans)
Selectone
Radiogram
Two
Winning Three (SG, D,
Four-valve
A.C. Short- — WM3fil*
PW19* All-wave
D, Pew)..
Pen) : Blueprints, Is. 6d. eaeh. — WM406 Standard
waver (SO,
D, RC, Trans)
Three-valve
: Blueprints,
Is. eaeh.
Pour-valve
—
AW370
Double-Diode-Triode
Three
(HP
658. Four (SO. D,
Trans)
MISCELLANEOUS
PW23*
FourRC,(SO,
D, LP,..
Pen, DDT, Pen)
B.W. One-valve Converter (Price
PW25* Self-contained
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) .. —
Cl. B) Straight Four (SO, D,
AW329
6d.)
PW29
Lucerne
A.O.
Three
(SC.,
D,
Pen)
\VMo87*
Enihuelaet'e Power Amplifier ( I /6)
PW83C*• LF, Trans)
WM350
A.O. Leader (HF Pen, D. Pow) ..
Listener's
5-watt
A.O.
Amplifier
PWS5B
WM381*
D.C.
Premier
<HFD'Pen,Pen),
D, Pen)..
Battery
(HF,
D,
VVM392*
(l/fi)Unit (2v.) for WM392 (1/-)rW36A £5
WM384 Radio
Unifjuc
(HF Pen,
Pen)..
The58.H.K.
FourFour
(SG,Four
SG.(HF,
D, 2LP)
Pen)
WM398*
P. Souvenir
J. Camm's
A.C.(HF
All-Wave
Straight
Pen, • — WM404* Hams
Ekctrogram
battery
amPW50*' TheHF,A uto
Three
Pen, D,Silver
Pen)
Pen,
DDT,
Pen)
..
VVM399*
plifier (3/-) .. .. ..
: Blueprints,
each.
" All-Wave"
De Luxe Concert A.O. ElectrorW54» Five-valve
Super-quality
Five (2 HF,Is. D,6d.RC,
LP (RC)) A.C. Three (D, 2
WM403*
gram•Style
<!/-) Short-wave Adapter
—
WM320
Trans)
A.C.Pen,1036Westector,
SonotonePen)
(HF ..Pen, HP
New
PW58* Class B Qiiadradyne (2 SG, D, LP
WM388
<1./-) Adapter (1 /-)
— WM344 Short-wave
Class B)
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (HF
AW400
PW70* New
Class
B
Five
(2
SG,
D,
LP
Pen, D, Pen) ...
B.L.D.L.C.
Short-wave
Converter
— WM340
Class B)
WM405*
Fo ir-valve
: »Blueprints
(I/-)
PW2d»
WM406
Fury Four
(SG, SG,Is.D, each.
Pen)
Wilson Tone Master (3 /-)
Mains Operated.
Fury Pour Super (SG, SG,
Theverter
W,M.(1/-)A.C. Short-wave Con-.. — WM468*
PWS4D Two-valve : Blueprints,
Is. each.
, Pea)
AW403
Hall-Mark (HP Pen, D,
Coneoelectric
Two
(D,
Pen)
A.C.
PW45* Economy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.O.
WK286 r
Push-Pull)
Universal
Hall-Mark (HP Pen,D,
: Blueprints,
Is. each.
PW47* Three-valve
Push-Pull)
Home Lover's
New All-Electric
HIJITS COUPON
Three (SG,A.C.
p. Three
Trans)(H.F.
A.C. Pen, — AW388*
Mantovani
'
SUPERHETS
D,
Pen)
,
^
This
coupon is available until September
- >ery Sets : Blueprints Is. each.
£15 15s. 1936 A.C. RadiogramI Ith, 1944, and must accompany all j
PW40
Vperhet (Three-valve)
(HP. D, Pen)
PW52* Fonr-valve
Vanim's 2-valve Superhet..
:
Blueprints,
Is.
6d.
each.
t
Practical
Hints.
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) ..
•ts\)c-rJ.icf.
; Blueprints
Is. each...
PW43* Harris' Jubilee Radiogram (HP, — WM3SC* J PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Sept., 1944. ^
(Three-valve)
PVV42
Pen D, LF, P) ..
.aperhet (Tbree-valvc) ..

;V

V

RBf
HAVE YOO HAD TOUICOP? OF "El
Whatever your age or experience—whether you are one of the old school or a ^newcomer
to Engineering anxious to"hold your position in the more difticu-U days of.peace you must
read this highly informative guide to the best paid Engineering posts.
The Handbook contains "among other intensely interesting matter, particulars of B.Sc.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.A.E.. A.M.I.P.E., Av.M.Brrt.T,S.t,.
CITY & GUILDS, CIVIL, SERVICE, and other important,Engmeering^ExammaPons,outlin'es courses in ail branches - of CIVIL, MECHANICAL, tLECTRlCAU
AUTOMOBILE, RADIO, TELEVISION, AERONAUTICAL ^PRODUCTION
ENGINEERING, DRAUGHTSMANSHIP, COVERNMENT
BUILDING (the great after-war career), R.A.F. MATHEMATICS, MATRICULATION, etc., and explains the unique, advantages of our Employment Department.
WE 0EEIHITE1Y GUARANTEE 'NO PASS-NO FEE'
If yoil are earning less than £10 a week you cannot afford to miss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES " ; it tells ,you everything you want to know ./o make your future secure
and describes many chances you are*"now nussing. In your own interest we advisfe . you. to
write for your copy of this enlightening guide to well-paid posts NOW — FREE and without
obligation.
*'
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, (7. 18 & 19, STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.!.
THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WOP!

This new and hmproved Taylor Valve tester measures the Mutual
Conductance of all types of amplifying valves and also checks the
emission of Diodes and Rectifying valves
Two ranges of Mutual Conductance measurement are available oe.ng
a mA V full scale and IS mA'V respectively Anode and Screen Volts
can be ad|usted to suit the valve under test and a variable supply of
Grid Volts is also available ' A switch' gives a choice of 17 different
filament Volts covering from !,l Volts to 117 Volts
Sixteen valve-holders are provided to cover all the popular British.
American and Continental types Separate tests are available for
checking Continuity. Element Shorts and Heater to Cathode Leakage
The three selector switches ensure t.hat the correct voltage is applied
to every pua of che valve under test.
A comprehensive book of instructions is issued with each instrument,
complete with a valve chart giving settings for over 2,000 valves
of all makes
The instrument is operated from A C Mains and a mams adjustment
is provided covering from 200-250 Volts at 40-100, cycles.'
Model 45A/S
Wee £15 . IS 0

Please write for
technical brochure

Send your eftff'>11 -x 11#. .
TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD..
4 19-424 M-on tr Of e Avenue, Slough, 8 u « k s
Uliglimi-- Sleagfc t)Mi'ffintn,
' •
6nm*. '• Teifllns, i'oujfc

&acl. bow Zettfanu: GlutOON & GOTCH, ' T'"
-rr~■■ ««
iriiahel X0». Orl. per unnam; AUroad J.Os, per aimurn. lie^lstored at the- General Post GUi.ee for fclm Otta^daan Mftt.azine ' c

